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In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

v.

SEll CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company.
Counter Cross-Defendant.
HOBSON FABRICA TING CORP., an Idaho

STATE OF IDAHO. acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION.
Division of Public Works.

corporation,
Plaintiff-Appellan~

Thinl-Party Plaintiff.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Pubtic Works,
Defendant~Counterclaimant-Respondent.

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND
DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO
AUGMENT THE RECORD
Supreme Court Docket No. 38202-20101
38216-2010
Ada Couoty No. 2005-1 1467/2005-11467

v.

RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, a professional
company, an Idaho limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant.

and
HOBSON FABRICA TING CORP .• an Idaho

)

SEll CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability "'ompany,

)

LAV

Plaintiff,

Defendant -Counterdefendant.

d
T''% 4')

v.

SEll CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

SEll CONSTRUCTION. LLC. an Idaho
limited liahility company.

Cross-Clahnan~

DefendantiCross-ClaimantiCounter
Cross-DefendantiAppellan~

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,

'i}'
"V
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
)

and

)
)

Cross-Defendant

STATE OF IDAHO. acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION.
Division of Public Works,

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,

DefendantiCross-DefendantiCounter
Cross-Claimant!Respondent.

Counter Cross-Claimant,

------------------

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD - Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

)
)
)

)
)
)

)

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AU(
RECORD- Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

Reconsideration, with attachments. file-stamped October 25. 2007; and
5. Order on SFlZ Construction LLC's Motion for Appeal by Perrnissior
February I. 2008.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that CO-APPELLANT SE-l CONSTRUC
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD be. and hereby is. DENIED in

..

~

as

listed below do not bear the file stamp of the district court.

y

1. Reply Memorandum in Support of SEiZ Construction. LLC's
Reconsideration;
2. Motion for Appeal by Permission; and
3. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Appeal by Pennission.

fA

~
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DATED this

1.2:.. day of July. 201 1.

ATE OF IDAHO, IdIIII by Mel ~
OEPAltTMENTOf AOMlHISnATI

For the Supreme Court

DMlbal

cc: Counsel of Record
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ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AU(
RECORD- Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

In the Supreme Court of the State of Idaho

HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff-Appellant,
v.

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,
Defendant-Counterclaimant-Respondent,
and
SE/ZCONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND
DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO
AUGMENT THE RECORD
Supreme Court Docket No. 38202-20101
38216-2010
Ada County No. 2005-11467/2005-11467

\,

)

Defendant-Counterdefendant.

)

--------------------------------------------------------

)

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

Cross-Claimant,
v.

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,
Cross-Defendant.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,
Counter Cross-Claimant,

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD - Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

v.

)
)

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)

Counter Cross-Defendant.

)

--------------------------------------------------------

)

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,

)
)
)
)

Third-Party Plaintiff,

)
)

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, a professional
company, an Idaho limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant.

HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,

)
)
)
)
)
)

)
)
)

Plaintiff,

)
)

v.

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

)
)
)
)
)

DefendantiCross-ClaimantiCounter
Cross-DefendantlAppellant,
and

)
)
)
)
)

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,
DefendantiCross-DefendantiCounter
Cross-Claimant/Respondent.

)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------------------------------------------------

)

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD - Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,

)
)
)
)

Counterclaimant,

)
)

v.

)
)

HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,
Counterdefendant.

)
)
)
)

--------------------------------------------------------

)

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
DEPARTMENT OF ADMINISTRATION,
Division of Public Works,

)
)
)
)
)
)

Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.

)
)

RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, a professional
company, an Idaho limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant

)
)
)
)

CO-APPELLANT SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD was filed by counsel for SE/Z Construction, LLC on July 21, 2011. Therefore, good
cause appearing,
IT HEREBY IS ORDERED that CO-APPELLANT SE-Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD with documents from Ada County case number CVOC-05-08037, be, and hereby is, GRANTED in part, and the augmentation record shall include the
documents listed below, copies of which accompanied this Motion:
1. Motion for Reconsideration, file-stamped March 19, 2007;
2. Affidavit of Steve Zambarano in Support of SE/Z Construction, LLC's Motion for
Reconsideration, with attachments, file-stamped March 19,2007;
3. Memorandum in Support ofSE/Z Construction, LLC's Motion for Reconsideration, filestamped October 25, 2007;
4. Excerpts of Deposition in Support of SE/Z Construction, LLC's Motion for
ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD - Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

Reconsideration, with attachments, file-stamped October 25,2007; and
5. Order on SE/Z Construction LLC's Motion for Appeal by Permission, file-stamped
February 1,2008.
IT FURTHER IS ORDERED that CO-APPELLANT SE-Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION TO AUGMENT THE RECORD be, and hereby is, DENIED in part, as the documents
listed below do not bear the file stamp of the district court.
Memorandum in Support of SE/Z Construction,
Reconsideration;
2. Motion for Appeal by Permission; and
3. Memorandum in Support of Motion for Appeal by Permission.
1. Reply

DATED this

LLC's

Motion for

,:}}r day of July, 2011.
For the Supreme Court

Stephen W. Kenyon,

cc: Counsel of Record

ORDER GRANTING IN PART AND DENYING IN PART THE MOTION TO AUGMENT THE
RECORD - Docket No. 38202-2010/38216-2010

I~

FILED

A.M. _ _
. _~P.M._ ._ _

Frederick J. Hahn, III, Esq. (ISB No. 4258)
HOLDEN KlDWELL HAHN ~CRAPO,P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: (208) 523 0620 .
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

~lAR

1 9 2007

J. DAVID NJ.\VAFlFl0, Ciei'/<
B'jPBBYTS£L
OO'?IJTY

w

Attorneys for SE/Z Construction, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AN;D FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA

HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an .
Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
v ..

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division
of Public Works,
Defendants,
STATE OF IDAHO, actinghy and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
.
Counter-Claimant,

v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., ~n
Idaho corporation,
CounterMDefendant,

Case No. CV-OC-0508037

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,

Cross-Claimant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of PubHe Works,
.
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHQ, acting.by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Cross-Claimant,

v.
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho·
limited liability company,
Counter-Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division ofPubHc Works,
Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho
.limited liability company,
Third-party Defendant.

2 -

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

HOBSON FABRICATING CORP.~ an
Idaho corporation~

Case No. CV-OC-06-00 191

Plaintiff,

v.
KEN GARDNER, an individual; DAVID
ROOK, an individual; JAN FREW, an
indiVidual; LARRY OSGOOD, an
individual; CHRIS MOTLEY, an
individual; and ELAINE HILL, an
i~dividual,

Defendants.
Pursuant to Rule 11(a)(2)(B) of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, Defendant I
Cross-Claimant I Cross-Defendant, SE/Z Construction, LLC ("SE/Z") hereby moves the
Court to reconsider its Memorandum Decision and Order of February 28, 2007, by which
the Court denied SE/Z's Motion for Summary Judgment. This Motion is supported by the
Affidavit of Steve Zambarano filed herewith. Pursuant to Rule 7(b)(3) of the Idaho Rules
of Civil Procedure~ SE/Z will file a Memorandum in Support of this Motion, as well a.s
Excerpts of Deposition, at least 14 days prior to the hearing on the Motion.
Oral argument is respectfully requested to be held at a date and time convenient to
the Court and counsel.

Date:

3 -

3/t7/~2

,III, Esq.
IDWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

l

',.,

CERTIFICA,TE OF SERVICE

I hereby certifY that I served a copy ofthe following described pleading or
document on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile,
with the correct postage thereon, a true and correct copy thereof.
DOCUMENT SERVED:

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

ATTORNEYS SERVED:

John S. Stewart
Thomas A. Larkin
Stewart Sokol & Gray, LLC
2300 SW First Avenue, Ste 200
Portland, OR 97201-5047

(
(
(
(

Phillip S. Oberrecht

(4rst Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

Chris Comstock
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A.
POBox 1271
Boise, ID 83701

vrftrst Class Mail
) Hand Delivery
) Facsimile
) Overnight Mail

JeremyC. Chou
Deputy Attorney General
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise, ID 83720

( vrFirst Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

David W. Cantrill
Cantrill, Skinner, Sullivan & King, LLP
PO Box 359
Boise, ID 83701

(
(
(
(

Robert A. Anderson
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP
PO Box 7426
Boise, ID 83707-7426

Class Mail
(
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

v?First Class Mail
) HandDelivery
) Facsimile
) Overnight Mail .

~t

a ,ITI, Esq.
DWELL, HAHN & CRAPO, P .L.L.C.
G:\WPDATA\FJ\10 I03\06\Pldgs\Motion Reconsideration.wpd:bel

4.

~

MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

/ .,'1:.
)'

N~~:F70~W~""'::...-::r-..t-~

Frederick J. Hahn, III, Esq. (ISB No. 4258)
HOLDEN KIDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P .L.L.C~
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, 1D 83405
Telephone: (208)523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

r-ILED
f!I"~~.l'<'"'~","",,_.... _
. . .~.,.•.•".P.~1.~--. . -

Attorneys for SE/Z Construction, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

v.
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its'
.
Department of Administration, Division
of Public Works,

Defendants,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
DiVIsion of Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,

v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Counter-Defendant,

Case No. CV -OC-050803 7

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE
ZAMBARANO IN SUPPORT OF SE/Z
CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S MOTION
FOR RECONSIDERATION

I

'.1

.. '
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross-Claimant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Cross-Claimant, .

v.
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LtC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counter-Crass-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
thi:ough its Department of Administr~tion,
Division of Public Works,
Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant.

2 -

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE ZAMBARANO INBUPP.ORT OF SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION
.

.,

"

STATE OF IDAHO
County of Bonneville

)
) ss.
)

STEVE ZAMBARANO, ~eing first duly sworn on oath deposes and states as follows:
1.

I am over 18 years of age, have personal knowledge of the foHowing, except to the
extent a statement is made on information or belief, and make this Affidavit based on
my own personal knowledge. I am the managing member and owner of SE/Z
Construction, LLC ("SE/Z") and submit this Affidavit in support for SE/Z' s Motion
for Reconsideration ofthe Court's Memorandum Decision and Order ofF ebruary 28,
2007, denying SE/Z's Motion for Summary Judgment.

2.

SE/Z was the prime contractor on the construction of the Bio Safety Leve13 Laboratory
Project, DPW PI'oject No. 02353 (the "Project"). Attached hereto as Exhibit"AH is a true

and correct copy of

the State of Idaho, Department of Administration, Division of

Publie Works'("DPW") correspondence of February 7, 2005, and the detailed
inspection reports enclosed with that letter.
3.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy of SE/Z's responsive
correspondence to the Project Architect Rudeen & Associates, a Professional
Company, ("Rudeen"), addressing DPW' sdetailed inspection reports and punch lists,
which were attached to Exhibit "A".

4.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "C" is a true and correct copy ofDPW~s correspondence
to SE/Z dated February 16, 2005, continuing the discussions and resolution of the

3.-

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE ZAMBARANO IN SUPPORT OF SEJZ CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

punch lists developed by DPW and its design consultants Rudeen and Rudeen's
subconsultant for the mechanical systems Coffman Engineers, Inc. ("Coffman>').
5.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "D" is a true and correct copy ofDPW's correspondence
to SE/Z dated February 18, 2005, relating to the resolution of the punch lists
developed by DPW and its design consultants Rudeen and Coffman. Included in
Exhibit "D" is a true and correct coPY of the enclosure to DPW's correspondence.
Attached hereto as Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of SE/Z's e-mail

6.

correspondence dated February 28,2005 to Rudeen addressing the DPW inspection
issues .and punch lists. Also attached to Exhibit "E" is a true and correct copy of
Hobson Fabricating Corp's ("Hobson") Clarification Letter #68, dated February 28,
2005, also addressing DPW's inspection and punch list relating to the mechanical
systems inspection.
7.

Attached hereto as Exhibit "F" is a true and correct copy of e-mail correspondecne
dated May 9, 2005 from Rudeen to SE/Z regarding Rudeen's Site Observations and
the outstanding punch list items.

8.

ThroughoutconstructionoftheProject,DPW'sfieldrepresentativeJoeRutledgewas
at the Project site to view and inspect the construction. I am unaware of any
instances where SE/Z or its subcontractors obscured, hid or deceptively masked any
portions of the of the Project work. DPW as the Owner, and Rudeen and

4

-

Coffm~

.'AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE ZAMBARANO IN SUPPORT OF SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

had full and complete access to the Project, in order to inspect and ~iew the
, construction.
9.

As the owner and managing member of SE/Z, I personally reviewed and was
thoroughly familiar with the Claims and Disputes and Resolution of Claims and '
Disputes provjsions ofthe prime contract, including the General and Supplementary
Conditions of the prime contract. Atno time prior to receiving DPW's Cross Claim
in this matter, did DPW advise or notify me or anyone at SE/Z, thatDPW demanded
01' sought liquidated damages,

claims for offset for repair or replacement costs or any

other "Claim" against SB/Z or its subcontractors. Because SE/Z was not provided
any notice of offsets or claims that DPW now asserts in its Cross claim and
Counterclaim, SE/Z was not able to review such Claims with the Architect Rudeen
prior to the termination of Rudeen's contract, nor was SE/Z afforded an opportunity
to cure or even address the alleged Claims.
-10.

At no time did I or anyone else on behalf of SE/Z, agree to waive the Notice of
Claims or Claims Resolution provisions of the prime contract. Rather, SE/Z relied
upon those provisions of the prime contract, including the provisions found, at
Articles 4.3 and 4.4 ofthe General Conditions and Supple~entary Conditions ofthe
Contract.

/ I 1/1
/ I 1//

5 -

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE ZAMBARANO IN SUPPORT OF SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Dated this

E

tb

.

day of March, 2007.

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this ~-.!...

orldah~AJ:

~~~

My commission expires: --t1t""'1Y.~,.;z.~l&(.r;~/----

{}

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVlG ZAMBARANO IN SUPPORT OF SE/Z CQNS'l'RUC,TlONt LLCtS
MQTION FOR lmCQNSlDERNl'lQN

CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE

I hereby certify that I served a copy ofthe following descl'ibed pleading or document
.:

,. ,

.. .,',)

; i, ,; , ,.,'

.

.

<. '. "

"

~,

'

•

j

"

\

:

1

,I

~

( ... .:

~:.";·I'"

. I,

.:,

.',

,

11'

on the attorneys listed below by hand delivering, by mailing or by facsimile, with the correct

f~S!~\l~ :l;~;~~. ?~ ~\~ /~:1~~1' ?f ¥~?~. 2P?7.·
DOCUMENT SERVED:

.

AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE ZAMBARANO

ATTORNEYS SERVED:

John S. Stewart
Thomas A. Larkin
Stewart Sokol & Gray, LLC
2300 SW Fitst Avenue, Ste 200

( -JFirst Class Mail
(
(
(

) Hand Delivery
) Facsimile
) OVernight Mail

Portland~ OR 97201-5047

Phillip S. Oberrecht
Chris Comstdck
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blantoh, P.A.
PO Box 1271
Boise,ID 83701

( ./fFirst Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

Jeremy C. Chou
Deputy Attorney General

( /}First Class Mail
( ) HandDelivery

Sttttehotise$ RtHjrn 210
Bdise; 10 83720

( ) Fdcsimite
( ) OVernight Mail

David W. Catitti11

(( &r~t
Class Mail
) Haml

CallUH1, Shlfiti~f; SUliivafi & Kihg; ttP
PO Bbx 359

Boise,ID 83701
Robert A. Anderson
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP
PO Box 7426
Boise, ID 83707-7426

Jj~ii1JerY

( ) Facsimile

( ) Overnight Mait

( iFi-t'st Class Mail
( ) Hand Delivery
( ) Facsimile
( ) Overnight Mail

C:lDocuments and SeltlnpWJH\My Document.\sBZ Consl\Mtn Recorald,r SZ M.wpd:bep
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AFFIDAVIT OF STEVE ZAMBARANO IN SUPPORT OF SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

Star of Idaho
Department of Administration
Division of Public WOl'ks
502 North 4th Street

DIRK KEMPTItORNE

~ P.O. Box 83720 .
PAMELA l. AHRENS ~ B'
ID 03720-0072
OOY6mOr

Dlrcclor n

LARRY OSGOOD

01SO,

0

Design and Conslruction (108) 332-1900
Admlnlilralor • Faoilltles Managemont (208) 332-]933
.
.
I FAX (208) 334~4031
.
http://www.ldllho.gov/adm .

.

I'

FEB 0 8 2005

7 February 2005
Steve Zambarano
SEtZ Construction
5471 Heyrend Dr.
Idaho Falls, 10 83402

RE:

VIA FACS!MILE TRANSMISSION

(208)528-2316 .
ORIGINAL MAILED

DPW Project No. 02353
.
BSL 3 State LaboratorY, Bolsej 10

Dear Steve,
We are concerned about the lack of progress on the BSL 3 project. The Division of Public
Works ("DPW") met with the C?ontractor and agency on January 11 Ih to address issues on
the bio-safety 'cabinets, That meeting was followed up with a conference call on January
18th with the cabinet .manufacturer participating. Since that time a flurry of l=)~malls and
RFIs have resulted in the work on-site grinding to a halt.
DPW requested that the design team perform a·thorough review of work in place and
provide a· summary of items that are not in compliance with the project requirements 'per
plans an.d specifications. The results of that review are attached. There are numerous
areas where·work could be continuing. DPW would like to meet with SE/Z as soon' as
possible to discuss how the contractor ·plans to correct these Items and how the project
can move forward, Please contact me to set up this meeting.
SincerelYt> ~

Q 1.\-1 .-/ /l.tt£'
Ji/P. Frew, Architect

Design & Construction Manager

encl.

c:

Elaine Hill, Joe Rutledge, DPW
Bob Howard, Rudeen &Assoc.
Joanna L. Guilfoy, Deputy Attorney General
Dave Rloks, Health & Welfare

IIServlng Idaho citizens through effeotlve serv/aes to their governmental agencies"

199 N~ Clipltol Blvd •.
Suite (,02
.
"
noise, Idaho 83702
R U 0 !! It N· Phone (lOa) 33S.1413

DATE t

FIELO.OBSERVATION REPORT

Fax (208) 336.0371

&
ASSOCIATES
Ar,ol.ultnd GOIltp,U'i'

11VI05-1128lO5

RDaPOItT Nt). fR 012905

TIMEt _ _ __

TEMPt
WEATHERt _ _--'-_ __

REPORTED BY;
,
p resentat S't'e
J I

Matt Huffield
Robert Howard
Tracl Hanegan
Jon Goranson
Joe Rutledge

,OBNol

f!,gbett I:IQWard
Qmpany fAgeney

Rudeen & Assoc.
Rudeen & Assat.

0215 (R.& A)
DPW#02-353
(BS!. 3). State laboratory,
H & W. Bo1s.e, Idaho

Present at Site!

Company I Agency

Chris Motley

Bureau of labs·
Ha~dware Sales & Service

Phil Oliver

Coffman Engineers

DC Engineering
DPW·FR

THE FOLLOWING WAS NOTED:
Qeneral

Jtems~

I. Installation of rubber base not per spec::, resulting In Inside and. outside cornel'S that are loose and
09651
'"and 2), most noticeable In ROOM 104 area and 120 area.

2. VCT tile not centered In the SaMple Prep Room 104 (east: to west) per spec sectIon 09651, 3.3, A.
resulting in an edge along the drawings east wall of +/. I" at the north end and less than a IM" at the
south end. The thinner tiles at the south end are already loose.

199 North Capitol Blvd. SuIte 602

BoIse, Idaho 83702

Ph: (20S) 338-1413

. Fax; (208) 336-0371

4. Shower head leaks and sprays water ,ail over the wall when turned 00.
S. One of t,ile shower door Jambs In 112 Is very fllms)'. The magnet to the door does not make contact
for the length of the door so the door does not sta,y shut•
. 6. Oo~r Hardware stili not functioning and latches for doors 117 and 118 are I'IOt Installed. Door 112A
does not close on Its own.
5. The south stall' strlnger'of the stair to the platform Is dIgging Into the roofing. It was discussed with
the Contractor months ago that It would be cut It off so It would be above the rooflng, ~ut It ha$ not
beel'! done and continues to cut Into the roofing. Thts needs to De fixed at:'ld the roofing repaired.
6. I have not seen any of the Items 1n the Lab Consultant's pl.!nch list, associated wIth cablnets, etc.,
. addressed or responded to yet. List was Issued 1I1010S.
'
7. Completion of Items noted in previous ob$ervatlon reports, etc.
,
8. Lock types for doors I alA and 112B are privacy locl<s, not the Best type Exit Only locks specified
per PR 19 ~nd aS$oclated CO 6.
9. pUSt I debris needs to be cleaned from the top of the 6" coved baSEl and base sealed per detall.
A9/Aa.03.

10. There Is very poor sealant of the tops of door frames. A few are acceptable. the maJorIty eith~r
have tracks or appear are lacking sealant altogether.

12. Many doors are not hung plUMb or ~re -warped) therefore not maklng contact with the door $eals
for 1/2 or more.of.the vertical length of the doors the latch side.

13. In the Primary Procedure Lab, the pass through Is not sealed thoroughly. Air can be felt coming In
through the trim In the upper rIght and left e::orl'lers.

:.

14. Air can be felt transferring through the. electrical fixtures In 'Prlmary Procedure Lab.
IS. There appears to be no sealant at the floorIng below thE! autoclave ,In 113 and lie.
16. Air Is leaklng In at the bottom of the au~oclave ga~ket In 113 (a lot at the north side of tile gasket).
17. 11'1 Lab 118, at the a'!--threads n?'ding the hoods above the autoclaves - holes can be seen in the
ceiling above the washers. Holes do not appear to be sealed. Need washers or escutions to cover the
holes after
sealant In

18. ***Access panel ga!ikettlng - Other than the' access panel added In Rm 107.1 only found I ceJllng
access panel with gaskettlng, and it was not complete or effective; The one access panel In the caillng of
Workroom 114 had gaskets on a couple sldes.,(not all). but they were higher than the adjacent metal
door stop. so ~e gaskettlng wot,Jld not touch the door ltsel~when closed. I did oot see gaskets on any
of the other deors'as required by section 08305, 2.3, 7, which notes gaskettlng &0 that air leakage does
not exceed·.050 c:fm per foot ,of crack length.
this
- at all acce$$

I~.

Verify S&illant at smoke dete(tors, thermos~ts. delta p sensor plates, strobe lights, and other
devices, etc.
.
.
.
20. Door closers Install~d hav~ an open top cover. This Is a. collettlo... ~rea for dust, debrIs. ~tc.
Specified closer t6have metal. fuJI cover, per Sargent 3S I·P IO-MC-626 as specified on A6.02.
21. Thumb turn escutlol'ls not Installed at all fixtures.
22. Seal escudon plates at all wall pipe penetrations, both at locations where plate Meets wall and
where the plate meets the pipe (the latter Is missed In many places). Occurs under cabinets, at
In Corridor I
clave in J07 etc.
autoclave
•

1

Other ltem§ Per Boom (some nm:Q above and fe-noted, Qthers listed abQye not (~·IIHed for
room):

e~ch ,

'

Sample Peap 104:
I. VCT as noted above.
2. ' VCT marked with blu'e tape' & marker (by Contractor) needs to be replaced.
Holding 103:
I. East wing wall. north of opening to 104. pal~t torn off above rubber base.
1. Rubber base loose at all -4 cor,ners at opening to 104. as noted above, and at door 107A
~penrng,

Clinical Sample Storage 107:
I. No seals at ceiling access panel, as noted above.
2. ShelvIng not installed, as noted on Contractor's punch list.
3. Wlodow - patch dent In wall. next to window, on east slde of winQQw.
4. Hole In caulking on south $Ide of door, near top.
Door 11,1 A- paint around corner of door frame, can see primer.
Patch holes In wall and touth
around flre ala.rm devIce south of door III A

7. Door undercut at I07A Is still more than ~ 112." clear (or approxImately
with a sweep Install ad.

1/2 oftha door.

t.

I

.,
I

8. Seal at top and bottom of autoclave.
'~

.\

Shower I I I lind I 12:
l, Door 112B does not close 01'1 its own and need adjustment.
2. Shower head leaks as noted above.
3. No caulking sealant at top of door 112B frame and holes In.caulking at the top of the frame
to I 1~A. Can feel air flow through eath.

4. P1llnt drip In corner of shower needs to be fixed.
5. Shower door Items as noted above.
6. Wall patches In I II. adJlicent to sink are visually unacceptable.
7.. Fold down bench not in~talled

....,

,' ,

,

'
I

8. Door hardware incorrect as noted above.
9. Wallflnish is pealing at caulking around cabinets in

In.

Primary Proc'edure 113:
I. Do~r 1/3 nct flusH with frame and separates from seal {rom ,latch down. Gaps In doo!'
frame caulking on top.
2. Upper cabinet to west does not lock properly
3. Pass through not sealed as,noted above
4. Window caulking cracking
5. AIr Is transferring through electrlcalllxtures, outlets. etc.
6. There Is no sealant or edge where tile sheet vinyl ends under the autoclav~.
7. Air Is leaking (blowing In) through the bottom of the autoclave gasket, most noticeable at
the'notth corner.
S., Fire alarm device near door (above pass through) has paint or caulking hanging out of the
cover plate and all' transferring In. '
9. Electric strike does not hold Door 113A.
Lab 117:

I.
2.
3.
'4.
5.
6.
7.

C02 fixture, in center Island Is loose and rotates.
Caulking cracking at windows.
Caulking at top of de or frames as noted above.
Paint 00 c(llllng, north side of north light fixture.
Paint wall between motion detector and top of door frame.
Door hardware not installed.
Seal holes at waste pipe thru floor and at cabinet at center.
Wall access panel does not appear to be} gaskettedl can feel all' ti'ansferrlng. Verify.
C02 tlxture on wall not

on

Lab 118:

I. Autoclave hood holes hi ceiling as noted above.
2. There is 1'\0 sealant or edge where the tih~et v!nyl ends under the autoclave.
3. Door hardwar~ not Installed.

.

"

I ~
' 1

,
1

•

•

'

Workroom I 14:
. I.. Gaskettlng of ceiling access panels'as noted above.
2. Sealant at top of dOQr frames and other general Items noted above.
Ante Room 'I r0:
I. Electric strike does not hold door III B.
2. Wire above door IIOA to be removed and hole patched - no device there.

3. Caulking at metal plate behind card reader. posh button:
4. Other general items noted above.

"

Exit 119:
I. Caulkln~ at metal plate behind card reader, pu~h buttQn. .
2. Remove paint overspray on countertop. paper towel dispenser, etc.
3. Seal Hole In wall below sink

4. Other general Items noted above.
Corridor 120:
I. R.ubber base corners by autoclave loose as noted above.
Platform:
I. Stair stringer as noted above.
.
2. Paint touch up. areas of exposed primer, paint pealing at welds. poor coverage at welded
wIre s~reM. etc.

" FIELD OB$ERVATION REPORT '
Bob Howard_ _ _ _ _ __

To:

COJ)lPIWY: Rudeen & Associates_ _ _ __

Date:

2f2/05'---_ _~ _ _ __

Project:

DPWBSL-3,_ _ _ _ __

From:

Traci Hanegan._ _ _ _ __

Location:

Boise, Idaho,_ _ _ _ __

Subject:

Field observation report_____

,JQ,bNo:

eEl #02381 DPW 002-353_ _

Date: January 27 and 28. 2005
Attendees: Tracl Hanegan, David Ruff, and Todd Chase

CONSTRUCTION OBll!RVATION8

CONTRACTOR'S

RESPONSE

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

All thennostatic mixin'g valves are missing access
frame, door, and cabinet per 15100, 2.7. Provide
credit to owner.
,
Rm. 104. New diffuser not installed per speo.
Diffuser is not a Tag B type.
'
Rm. 104. Seal where canopy meets ceiling.
Unable to locate trap primer unit. Confirm location.
Rm. 104. Flex connector on VAV~2is crushed ~d
not
flex. and

7.

Reheat co~ls at all 5 VAV boxes are missing caps
on threaded hose endS.
Reheat coil piping line sets on al15 VAV box.es do
not appear 10 meet spec. Griswold automatic flow
control valves were specified, not B&G manual
valves.
.

8.

R:nl. 107. Supply diffuser is not sealed to ceiling

9.

Rm. 107. Clean 'metal shavings from inside lip of
autoolave canopy.
.

6.

.

· 1

II

.\

.

"

10.

is not per spec.

Must be

"

13.

14.

Rm. 107.

Pip~

above ceiling needs to

indic~

Rm. 107. Non-potable water line above ceiling haS
. non..approved valve.
.

15.

Missing manual air vent on reheat coils. between
union and coil, as s~own on Detail 5, M6.1. This
applies

16.

Shower. Exhaust gljIle·not gasketed per spec.
Rtn. 113. Diffuser seals at sheetrock needs sealing.
Rtn. 113. Clean solder. shavings from under the

17.'
18.

19.
20.
21.

lbn. 114. Diffusers are not per spec. Must be
gasketed and iiluminum.
Label .remote damper operators in work room,
Ante Room, and Emergency Exit Room.
Rm. 114. Supply duct above ceiling to VAV 4
has tom insulation.
w

.'

23.

Rm. 119. Mixing valve is supported off of the
new metal casework using plumber's pipe
sl£apping..
.
.

24.

Rm. 1.19. Pressure monitor is loose against the
wall and the indicator light boxis scratched.
Rm. 119. Rm. 114. Diffuser is not per spec.
Must be gasketed and aluininum.

25.

,,

26.

Entrance to RID. 119. Pressure monitor is missing

27.

Rm. 117. Non appl'ov.ed valve insta1.led under

28..

Rm. 110. Diffuser is not per spec. Must be
gasketed and alwninum. Paint is scratched.
RID. 109. Diffuser is ftot aluminum per spec.
Missing volume damper in ductwork.
Rm. 109. Need to indicate "Cold" on non~potable
water pipe label.

29.
30.

I'

"

31.

Bsmt.· HWSJR and HGS/R pipes up through
DaIlletrl:l.ttOnS sealed.

•

32.
33.
34.

. 35.

36.

Bsmt. HWSIR and HGS/R pipes up "through
ceiling n<1ed labeling.
Bsmt. Missing equipment curb for HX-l per
15050.
.
Bsmt. AS-I p.rain .has 'a non-approved valve

. Bsmt. ARW piping at discharge of P-3 needs
additional support.
Bsmt. Missing drain with valve on HGS. between
HJC..1 and AS .. 1. .
.

i

\

•

\

I

37.

Bsmt. Pump tags are installed so .that they are .

38.
39.

Bsmt Tag for AS-l is not secure.
Bsmt and Rm. 109. 'Piping is missing its
. jacke~ng.

40.

Roof. Humidifier drains should be piped to roof
drain. They should ·blowdown approximately
twice per year. Curr~nt1y they are discharging
directly on to 'the roof on a regular basi~ and the

.,
4l.

Roof. .Humidifier NEMA cabinets have an

unplugged hole in the side from where
the supply
,

:

.

42.
43.

44.

Roof. Latches on Hw2 cabinet do not appear to ·be
wo:tking. '.
Roof. MADs have scratches on the exterior

Roof. MAU trap insulation cladding had been
opened and not resealed. The insulation is wet.

,. .

45.

Roof. MAU still leaking.

Caulking is wet and .

f}...··" '.. ~.l..

1he new caulk.
.. ' "': ...... .
"

"

. ::: .....;: :.<:' :>.:.:"/,::!
. ..
. " . . . .,.:
"

"

:':

46.

Roof.

MAU~l discharge

"

"

' . ' ', '
,

.: .... . . "

.

:' {:.,'

.

air sensor coming .

interior. compartments nave
damaged with galvanized rust in all of the
compartments. including on the filter racks. The
interior insulation liner is perforated (except at
coils and humidifier) and the insulation has likely
become wet. At -this point. there is no way of

. detennining how long the unit may have been wet
inside. Coffman Engineers is not an expert in -this
matter; it will' require testing by an industrial
hygienist in order to determine if mold is pr.esent

48.
49.

50.

. 5L

Roof. MAU cooling and heating coils need to be
combed.
Roof. MAU~2 door to winter pre-filter has a
leaking window.
.
Roof. MAUs have filters installed in both the
summer and winter racks, which is causing extra
static pressure on the system and a consequential
energy penalty. Only one set of filters should be
installed at a time. Tum over seco.nd set to owner.
Roof. Cans of flammable paint were found inside
sections of both MAUs, including the MAD that
was running. . Additionally, large amounts of trash
were found inside various compartments (filter

,
I

58.

Roof. MAU~1 humidifier door window is leaking.
Roof. MAU-2 humidifier door window is leaking.
Roof. MAD~ 1 magnahelic gauge on final filters is
leaking.
Roof. MAD Ufting lugs have not been removed. .
Roof. MADs missing fan belt guard per spec.
Roof. CU-l needs to have the coils combed,
Missing louvered grilles for hail protection per
15670.
Roof. Missing OOF ports in ductwork at F-l and

59.

F-2.
It appears that flanged connections have been used .

52.
53,
54.

55.
56.
S7.

in the exhaust ductwork at numerous locations that
were not approved. The flanges in some locations
do not appear to be 316L stainless steel. Gaskets
are observed to be bunched up in between the
flanges at some locations. In some cases, one
flange has. drilled bolt holes and the other flange
does
ins1:a1'!l~,

I"

,

•

Duct penetration re*aint thru
is not · bolted down. The other duct does not
to be restrained.

'

.

.,

61.

.Roof. F-3 vent penetration thru roof iii not sealed
and
leak in.

62.

Metal pieoe welded to .exterior of exhaust

64.

MAO DX coi, piping
unit at
not supported adequately per 15050.
Roof. MAU wiring and piping openings between
sections should be sealed.and protected per 15721.

,

.

Refrigerant insulation has not been cut 10 fit and is
bunched up. It appears to be oversized in some
locations and is missing appropriate sealant. Tape
is not peq-ni~~~.
~'}~~;.~~::::: '::'.: /::' ': ..': .. ~ " .~ .
65.

'

"

66.

67.
68.
69.

Roof. MAU light switch js corroded and
extremely difficult to turn on and off.
Roof. CU-l compressor pan has trash sitting in it
(pipe chimps, screws, etc.) and the written
installation instructions ..
Label refrigerant piping on roof.
Roof. Seal MAU exterior wall pet1etrations per
15721, part 3.

70.

Roof. CU-I Bl compressor has differently painted
caps and the bolts are rusted (top picture). It does
not appear to be standard from the factory (bottom

.'

72.

Roof. CU-!' Wirirtg passing through metal frame

t

.
;,:

from
is not water tight.
There are multiple locations with gaps that are not
sealed. There are also openings at the duct
supports and where the duct turns and goes down
. through the roof.

\'

.'

75. .
76.

77.
78.
79.

Roof. MAU~ 1 and Z missing vibration isolation.
Roof. ~AU-l heating pipin~ batancing valve is
missing the screw caps on the ports. Drains
missing caps on MAD-l ahd MAUw2. Valva on
bypass is a non-approved valve. HGR has been
piped so that itc9mes back from each MAD into a
bullhead tee. Revise so that this is a branched tee.
Roof. Label HGSIR piping.
Roof. HGS/R piping through roof needs flashing.
Currently there is only caulk around the pipe
penetration.
Roof. · Exhaust duct (18") penetration through
penthouse w~l is not water-tight. The caulking
has

should tettl.11nlJ~te
9'~2" above 1he roof. Currently it turns down and
tenniriates near the roof where ~t is likely to be
not diffuse into the air.

"

81.

82.

83.

Root: Airflow measuring station on roofnear SA2 was not installed as noted on the drawings, or on
the contractor's coordination drawings. There
may not be adequate straight duct before and after
the Mit for an accurate measurement. This will
need to be checked during commissioning.
Roof. Ducts' serving EFM} and EF-2 are routed
vertically up the side of the pentho9S6 and are not
supported. One of the ducts is

Roof. There is a gap. in the ·duct at the welded
cOJUlection the motorized drutlper

.. ..

.;

84.

Roof. The flex connections at the exhaust fans are
not installed according to manufacturer's
to flex.

85.

Roof. ·Weather protection not yet in pJace .for

86.

ODe system is reading the incorrect year,

,
I

DDC system does not appear to be functioning
correctly and systems do not appear to have been
tuned. There is simultaneous heating and cooling
in the operating MAU and the humidifier does no'!
appear to be functioning ·correctly. A fujI
obser:vation of th.e system will be performed after
th.e system. has been completed. Our concern is
. that the lIV AC systems are currently running and
possible damage could occur to the spaces or to
the ijtrlt while the equipment operates· without
complete controls.
All exhaust outlets and biosafety cabinets are
missing tlteir volume damper in the exhaust duct
perM4.2.
.
DHfuser co~ection at primary procedure does not
match the drawing detail and is noisy as a result.
Rework-per. detail on
. M6.2.
.

87.

88.
89.

This report represents opinions formed as (/ result of obsBn>ation of the Contraotor's aatil'itie& by r8pr~8ntattv8' of Cofftnrm
EnginMYS, 1M. Contractor shall MllIply with 1118 Contract Documents rhl'<1UghofJt the. duration oj tlle proj8(Jt iJ'r8hpet)tiW~ of the
pr~Mol1 OjtTtlMfI repr~eIJ/al£v~. The pr1mmr::e of« repr848IJtatlvB \'jIJiI Os /or fhlJ purp~" o/provldlng Dbs~TI'atlon. Our IIIJTI'Jces do
not Include $Up6r1'l.Jon or dlrBotto!1 of r1UJ actual work of the C0I1traaJor. their employees or ag8nts. NelthBr the presence of OW'
representative noi' the ob.rIl')I(l/Ion by ourfirm IIhall 6.WUSII (htl Contractor, (heir emp/0)'8es, 01' (lgBl1tf. Neither the pretence of GIll'
rsprehlmtatlve nor the orusrMliOlJ by ollr jlnn shallllXCUSB too Contraotor In any way for duftots dillr;ovllred in their worA; J:h#.
rsport does not oll/horizil any work that wllllner8als IX}llsh'!lctton cost. This ob.rarvatton raport /8 Intrmdsd to be. thorOllgh In llsttng
Items thtit are non-{lompl/ontwlth the callStrlJJ)l/on aopum8nts, bfJt (s not ~11flU$ttve, (IS addRlona/1I8ml may be nottd durlngjiltur8
. obsurvatfon W&flt.
I

Sincerely,
COFFMAN ENGINEERS, }NC.
Traci Hanegan) P'~') LEED®
Senior Mechanical Engineer
David T. Ruff. P.E.
Principal
Todd Chase. P.E.
Senior Mechanical Engineer

~c

~ENG/NEER/NCi

440 E. Corpomte Dr. #1 03
Merldlan. ID 6S642
Vol~

200-288-2161
Fax 200-288-2182

.

'M'tW.d~flll1neer1ng.net

February 3, 2005

Mr. Matt Huffield
Rudeen and Associates
212N.9th

Boise. 10 83702

Re: State of Idaho Bio-Sa:fi:lty Level 3 Laboratory

Mr. Huffield,
Field observation of the electrical systems installation for the Bicr-SafetJ Level m laboratory was
conducted on January 21th. No items were fuund to be non-coropliant with the contract documents. In
general. the work was done very wen: 'The following. ~ items were noted and need correction. The
first may be a mechanical issue. dependhtg on who mounted the heat 'tape source.
1.

2.
3•

(2) of the (4) heat tape modules on the roofneednewtie-straps. It appears as
Wthey have been brok~.
.
fun 113· wFinish trim an the centrnllight fucture needs drawn up tight with the
ceiliug.
FA Scope 115 - Small cmck in fucture lens.

Thank you) and let me know if you have any questions,
Sincerely,

"

Date: Monday, February 14,2005
To:

Rudeen & Associates
Robert Howard

I'

Phone:
208-338-1413
Fax: 208~336·0371

From: SE/Z Construction, L.L.C.
Barry.Hayes
Phone: 208·528~9449
Fax: 208·528·2316
Pages:

~

Subject: February 10,2005, Punch list update report
PROJECTS: Bio- Lab Level 3
Please review the following attached list.as record of the Items which have been
completed based s:pond your Report dated January 27, 2005.
I will update you the remainder items on Friday February 18t 2005.

Ifthere are any questions, plef\se.contact my office.
Sincerely, ..

Barry Hayes
Project Manager

----

~-.#tL~

,,

SElZ Con~ructJotl

-\

$411 S. HIJY~d Drive

Idaho Falls, Idaho 8$40:l
208152~HM49

Fmc-20S/52S·2310
February 10, 2005
Ptea~ J'e\lfew the following irrfom,tJi)(m I'\S listed belCW pertains to the fJ!ll~b If!! (n Whlch DPW
has requestea ior tint Ale t~m to prQvlde to \TY to {mlolv/f Ymythe ContaCl;or cannot receiVe
balance on the System of the 610 l.~b ~vel3l..ab Projem.. _
,
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eo. This work has ~een oompleted. Ple£lStJ provfde a fiR 10 support thIs pipe and to keep VlatM
oot frotn tM rain or,snow.
. .
.
81. petel'J'l1lnlllt 't:fy Commission sgem.; .
.

_ •.-:!f.tPl'l.. _jg=-,W)~IJt(lj'i!lW..i.B$rur.. ~.-.--~~..".,'

.

8~, Thl~ WOrk was

pertonne(i per Traol re$pon$~ to RFI, pJeQse teVlew. If yOll Wou{d lilc.~ It
chanGed, plea&e QIw.IJy snt;1 provide PR.
M. HOD;on hli\s Indicated th&y are 1flSt1;111ed per m~nula¢ture jrt$t~tJoh. 1&859 prOVIde more
clarificatIOn,
.
,

-.,~.... _.a5,..w1ll..Rtu.~.1s.. ~
... ...
.Z,"::l&::a§.",~.a!UMII.aAv.Umt~~ ~f'

'
.

~tL~, .. _. '87. PleUe. revlew Hobson Clarlflea\ltm:'#, 63; Ho~n had to Rut !he DDS System In to Hanel do to
.
tfle fire alarm r&SUes by ·the AgencY, wl)l put tht&y$t~m back Into auto.
.
88. Plaa$6 provtde completed detail how to Jna{all thl!osmper. ~bave ceDIng or below, Pt~lIe

On

provide damper material/or It tham Clan be. kei'not~ OampsfJHand l?arn~r or "\here can be.s ¢IJP
In the f'OOm fQ r C(,)f)tJ'QllilQC$SS to abOV~ ceilIng S$ r'SCu:s.sed In last mee 9 Tl&ol
attendecl/ Provide a catoh mec~anlcal devise as d sou$Sed with ':JE. on ,l3bruary 9, 2.t)()S. Please
provIde us mora Information. '
(
'89. There are 2 QueiUona here. 1.. win Revle'W & Repair, 2-tnere ere notnolse requlrnmentlol for
t/}l~ ~atetiaJt ~eJYthlng seems to t>.k. ca~nol
~Olse problem..

I'

hat
I

I

. ',!

.1'

DC engineering

QbMrvalloo 6§port

--:z:::La_-.Qfo~ ..-l•. .w.IU.Ri!Y1m~lU!l.t.~~e§2. """.
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.

Please revtew .thls InformaUon B$ requeeted a~d advl" ~fI how to pr ~. We Woubd Ilks tD
haeJa It meetIng on Monday or Tuesday. Februsr)' 1~ or 15, ~OO!S, We
to get thIs project
completed. PleQ&$ make sure Trctct wlU be avall~bla this l1m& to BONe dr answer our concern
19Sua~. We mwe also provlded you with CltlrlflcatIotl 63 & 64' 'rom Hob4on ami we need those
tjuestrons answered by the dates ({stad a\;Jcwe. 1/ha ltem~ we haV& Il1dl~tM we will review A
repair Wilt be $& % completed· by MoMay. Any o\her outstanding lstl\le~ wjll b$ completed when
. parts, Willen ere on ordor, eoml:3 In. (W81hlnk by (he end of next mak:) iSEfl. will ooo~lder thl~
Observatlon Report as a FJn~' Punch LIst.. If th9~:OO any other qumlqns you might have, please
conb'lct myofnce.
i

i. . : .

ihanks,
B&tT)'t1ayes

Projeot MnMger
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16 February 2005

' Barry Hayes

.' ...... i·

SE/Z Construction
5471 Hsyrend Drive

VIA FACSIMILE TRANSMISSION
(208) 528-2316
ORIGINAL MAIL~D

- tilt.~~'i,'i Ih:~

Idaho Falls, ID 83402
RE:

DPW Project No. 02353
.BSL 3 state Laboratory
Department of Health and Welfare
Boise, 10
'
.~~'

. .(

Dear Barry.

The Division of Publlo Works (DPW) has received SEiZ Construotlon's written response
10 our oorrespondence dated February 7,2005, This was generated after a meeting
with DPW. SE/Z and Rudeen Archlte~ts. Items where clarification has been requested
are being reviewed by the design team, and furth~r InformatIon will be provIded. The
design team Is also reviewing Hobson olarlftcatlon
letters 63, 64 and 65.
,
,
P'ease be advIsed that OPW does not c.O'~S!d~~ the obserVatio~ 'reports, Issued at our
reqLIest, as the flnat punch list. A punch Jist is typloally Issued when the. project Is
substantially oomplete. This project has not reaohed that point.
SinoerelY

,

~rew,f

~~

,

Archltec!
DesiQn & Construotion ~anager

c:

.; -- ': '!; . .

, .

ElaIne Hili and Joe Rutledg~, DPW'
Bob Howard. Rudeen & Associates
,
Joanna L. Gullfoy. Deputy Attorney General
Dave RIcks, Health &'Welfare
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P.O. Box 83720
PAl\I1ELAI.AH~ENS . B is' ID 83120-0072
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Oovernor .

LARR.Y OSGOOD
AdllllnislrIltor

I

DGsign ~nd Construction (208) 332-1900

Paclllties Management (208) 332-1933

Pax (208) 334-4031
D http://www.ldaho,gov/adm

18 February 2005
V1A r:ACSI~1ILE TRAN8MIS$ION":
(208) 528~2316 . .
ORIGINAL MAILED

.Barry· Hayes .
SEll Construction
5471 Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls, ID 83402
RE:

DPW Project No. 02353
8SL 3 State laboratory
.
Department of Health. and Welfare .,
.-·, • ..," .:' -....
:'-.::.~ ...:.. : .: .... , . ' . .
Bolse:.ldaho
.
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•
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Dear Barry:
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The Division of Public Works (DPW) has r~ceived further clarification from the design
team on Items noted,ln ~E/Z Construction's a-mailed correspondence dated
February 10, 2005. The additional Information i~ enclosed. ·It Is our understanding that
where SE/Z has Indicated "Will Review and Repair,.' the Items will ·be corrected in
accordance with the comments on the observation reports. 'Please proceed with
correctlon.of all of these item~ so that the project can be cqmpleted.
Please rememl?~r :that thls:lIst IS:hot comp·rehl?l1slve,. an'd SE/~.shou'd continue. to
complete all areas 'of workr 's'I,tcr 'as the r€lmp\ral of th(;\ It)corre'~, valves dlsclissed Ih
RFI 60 arid RFI 136. .
.
.

,

ere'?,,,.,, X~·

.

,-,jUA;J ' ,

J

P. Frew, Architect
esign &.ConstructloJ)
. Man.ager
. ",

Enclosure

c:

• ". ; ' ,!~ ' .

.',

, '1

• .'

\" •• '

,

"-Elaine Hili and Joe Rutledge, DPW
Bob Howard, Rudeen & Associates
Joan'na L Gullfoy, Deputy Attorney General
Dave Ricks, Health.& Welfare '
IIServ/ng Idaho citizens through effeotlve servioes to their governmenta.l agencies"
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February 17, 2005

Response to contractor's comments on the Site Observation Report from January 27 and
28,2005.
5. Will review with manufacturer during Cx,
7. Provide automatic balancing valves,in line set per specification. No exception tak"n
to leaving out the hoses.
.
14. Provide specified valve. There w~re four other approved valve manufaoturers In the
specifioation that could have been submitted on. The contractor also could have
submitted the Hammond va~ve for prior approval, but chose not to do this.
15. We will have the commissioning agent verify that these were installed per the
documents.
16. A gasket i~ specifically called for in the documents (See 15800 Addendum #1) and
the contractor was specifically instructed to provide these in the submittal review
comments. Provide per spec.
27. See #14 above.
29. Volume damper is required. An OBO.is not an approved substitute. Provide volume
damper and diffuser per specification 15800.
33. Provide concrete equipment base per 15050,2.16.
39. Provide insulationjaoket per 15080,3.2, Nor 0 at contractor's option. '
40. This section of pipe does not require heat tracing, since it is not trapped and slopes to
, the roof drain. Note for routing to roof drain was included on the change order #13,
Dyvg. HUM~ 1, for relooating the humidifiers into the cabinets.
,
44. Contractor to shut down fans in units, p1'lme all traps, and turn units back on.
Perform in presence ofDPW field representative.
47. Rust was caused by improper start-up of the MAUs and humidifiers. Provide
industrial hygenist test report. The outside ail' humidity is not sufficient to cause the level
of white rust that is observed on this unit; it Is non-condensing humidity. The unit has a
high~quaHty intake louver to keep rain from being drawn in.
49. After reviewing a photograph. th~ manufaoturer has indicated to us that this is not
normal and that they recommend replacement. The windows have a dessicant between
, the two panes and the moisture indicates that there is a leak. Repl!i~ window with new
one from factory.
52. See#49
53. See#49
58. See 15800, 2.15~ D, 1 and 15800) 3.8, E. DOP stands for Dioetyl Pthalate.
59. The flanged connection was only permitted in ,specific locations granted with written
approval. Contractor must submit written app'roval for eacn location where the flanged
connection was inst~ned or replace with a welded joint. Black iron flanges were not
approved. The submitted description of the duotwork was for stainless steel. Replace aU
black iron flanges'with stainless steel flanges at locations where the flanged connection
was approved.
68. Pipe labeling is required in 15050.
.
80. Terminate vent.per detail on drawings. Support pipe per 15050. The filter has a
drain on it and the vaLve should be left in the open position.
83. Provide referenced RFI number.
84. Will review with manufacturer during Cx.
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Idaho Slate Health LaboratorIes
New Biosllfety Level 3 Labol'atory
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Febl'llsry 17, 2005

88. In the areas where the oeiling height was not coordinated with the damper by the
contractor per ASI #1 i; the Owner will allow two no-cost solutions. The first is
installation of the required volume dampers pel' 15800 above the ceiling with remote
operators located in a ceiling cup. The dampers 'can be carbon st.eeJ as specified. The
second is raising of the ceiling in the area around the cabinets and installation of the
required volume dampers below the ceiling. All cutting and patching shall be per 01731.
89. Provide opportunity for DPW field representative and NE to review and photograph
repairs per Detail on 6.2, where the duct cormections and transitions were not installed
symmetrical1y~ prior to re~concea1ment.
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Idaho State Health Laboratorios
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February 17, 2005

. .
Response to contractor's comments on the Site Observation Report from January 27 and
28,2005.

fo

5. Will review with manufacturer during ex.
7. Provide automatic balancing valves in line set per specification. 0 exception taken
to leaving out the hoses.
'
14. Provide specified valve. There were four other approved valve manufacturers in the
specification that could have been submitted on. The contractor also could have
submitted the Hammond valve for prior approval, but chose not to do this.
15. We will have the conunissioning agent verify that these were installed per the
documents.
.
16. A gasket is specifically called for in the documents (See 15800 Addendum #1) and
the contractor was specifically instructed to provide these in the submittal review
comments. Provide per spec.
27. See #14 above.
29. Volume damper is required: An OBn is not an approved substitute. Provide volume
damper and diffuser per' specification 15800.
33. Provide concrete equipment base per 15050~ '2.16.
39. Provide insulatlonjacketper 15080, 3.2, Nor 0 at contraotor's option.
40. This section of pipe does not require he~t tracing, since it is not trapped and slopes to
the roof drain. Note for routing to roof drain was included on the change order #13.
Dwg. HUM-1, "for relocating the humidifiers into the cabinets.
44. Contraotor to shut down fans in units. prime all traps, and tum units back on.
Perform in presence of DPW field representative.
47. Rust was caused by improper start-up of the MADs and humidifiers. Provide
industrial hygenist test report. The outside air h'qmidity is not sufficient to cause the level
white rust that is observed on this unit; it is non-condensing' humidity. The unit has a
. high~quality intake louver to keep rain from being drawn in.
49. After reviewing a photograph, the manufactur~r has indicated to us that this is not
normal and that they recommend replacement. The windows have a dessicant between
the two panes and the moisture indicates that there is a leak. Replace window with new
one from factory.
52. S6e#49
53. See #49
58. See 15800,2.15, D, 1 and 15800, 3.8, E. DOP stands for Dioctyl Pthalate.
59. The flanged connection was only permitted.in specific locations granted with written
approval. Contractor must submit written approval for each location where the flanged
connection was installed or replace with a welded joint. Bll;tck iron flanges were not
approved. The submitted description of the ductwork was· for stainless steel. Replace all
black iron flanges with stainless steel flanges at locations where the flanged connection
was approved.
68. Pipe labeling is required in 15050.
80. Tenninate vent per detail on drawings. Support pipe per 15050. The filter has a
drain on it and the valve should be left in the open position.
83. Provide referenced RFI number.
84. Will review with manufacturer during Cx.
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February 17,2005

88. In the areas where the ceiling height was not coordinated with the damper by the
contraotor per ASl #11, the Owner will alloW two no~cost solutions. The first is
installation of the required volume dampers per 15800 above the ceiling with remote
operators located in a ceiling cup. The dampers can be carbon steel as specified. The
second is raising of the ceiling in the area around the cabinets and installation of the
required volume dampers below the ceiling. All cutting and patching shall be per 01731.
89. Provide opportunity for DPW field representative and AlE to review and photograph
repairs per Detail on 6.2, where the duct connections and transitions were not installed
symmetrically, prior to re-concealment.
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Bar.a-: A. Ha~es
,

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc;

SubjEHlt:

f V'v-~.Vl-

-

.' ~ •

Barry A. Hayes [barfY_hayes@sezconstruction.comJ
Monday, February 28,20064:32 PM
Bob Howard
ehlll@adm.state.ld.us; Jan Frew; Treel Hanegan
Punch List update dated 2·28..Q5

DPW Punch list
22805.doc (60 K...

Bob,
Here is the updated.list per the A/E Punoh Lists dated January 27, 2005 & the
Clarification .updated r~spohse dated February 18, 2005 ~rom Coffman's Engineering. Please
. review this list and advise me' on when a meeting can be scheduled to discuss the final few
items. Please .schedule this so the meChanical engineer can be on site. This projeot will
be stop again afte~ March 7, 2005. SE/Z and our subcontractors are available for a meeting
on Thursday and would request this to happen. Everybody says this project needs to be
completed. So lets have this meeting and finalize these. issue. Also what is the status on
the issues which Hobson has indicated the Show Stoppers, such as the design air issue for
balanoing this system to meet design criteria. There is no issues on the punch list which
reflex these issues. These are the critical issues which needs addressed the rest of these
issues are punch list· items. Lets start talking about the critical criteria (Pressure/Air
flow), Please clarify to us on these matters.
Please advise me on how to proceed.
Thanks,
Barry Hayes
Project Manager

i
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SE/Z Construction
6471 S. Heyrend Drive
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83402
208/528·9449
Fax 208J528-2316

February 28, 2005 Update
Please review the following Information as listed below pertains to the punch list In Which DPW
has requested for the NE team to provide to try to resolve why the Contactor cannot receive
balance on the System of the Blo Lab Level 3 Lab Project.

Rudeen Field Observation Report:
Generalltams:
1. Will Review & Repair! Completed
2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
3. This part of the Door Hangingprocass, paper will be trimmed. / Completed
4. Will Review & Repair / ComRI§ted
_
5. Will Review & Repair' Completed
6. Will Review & Repalrl parts on backorder Completed
_
5a. Will Review & Repair 113 a Is not completedteverythlng else Is completed
6a. 90% completel parts on order (stainless steel tops}
7. No Idea what this means I Closed
8. Will Review & Repair Margh Z. 2005 _
9. Will Review & Repl:llr I COMple!Gd
10. Will Review & Repair I Come1et!li
11. Will Review & Repair I ~2meletgd
_
12. Will review to see If we oan repair, but wood doors ~ave a 1~year warranty for warped doors.
we may not be abte to cover this at this time but we will replace If the warped door does not return
to normal condition withIn the next year.
13: Will Review & Repair I C2mRI&!!~
14. Will Review -& Repair I Completeli
-15. Will Review & Repair I Complete(j
16. By Owner, SE/Z will review with the Owner to see if w.e can help, I Completed
17. Will ReVieW & Repair I Completed
18. Will Review & Repair I CgoopleteSl
19. Will Review & Repair I CC!!Qpleted
20. Will Review & Repair On Older
21. Will Review &Repair I Completed
22. Win Review & Repair / CooonJmed
Sampl~ Room
i.WIII Review & Repair I Completed
2.WlII Review & Repair I Completed
HQldlng 103
1.vy1ll· Review & Repair ! will repair with tlnal touch up painting
-2.Wm Review & Repair I pompleted
Clinical Samt;?le Room 107
1. Will Review & Repair I ComQleted
2. Will Install when rooms floor has been completed with final wax, these are free standing (we
are'PtGtaoting these from getting damaged) On Order
3, Will Review &Repair I Qompleted repair with final touch up pftlntlnu
4. Will Review & Repair I CODlpleted
_
5, Will Review &Repair I Completed repa'r With (Im!l touch up paintIng
6. Will Review & Repair I Completed repair with final touch up paInting

)

7. Will Review & Repair! The NE has Indicated for us to Install a metal reducer.due to the existing
floors be out of level. Qn Or9fU: .
.
8. Will Review & Repair I Completed
Shower Boom 111 and 1:1 ~
1. Will Review & Repair J Completed
2. Will ~evlew & Repair I complete!$
3. Will Review & Repair I Completed
4. WIll Review &Repair I P9!!!Qleted
6. Will Review &Repair I ComRI@ted
6. Will Review & Repair I Completed
7. Parts on Order I COooQ1ftt@d
..
8. Will Ravlaw'& Repair Parts on order
9. Will Review & Repi:llr I Completed
Primary Procedure 113
1. Will Review & Repair Door Is being replaced
2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
3. Will Review & Repair J.g2mpl~'id
4. Will Review & Repair I Complet9d
6. Will Review & Repair I Coml2lmd
~. Will Review &Repair JCompleted
7. By Owner, ~Ell will review with the Owner to see If we can help. I Compfetgd
8. Call Allied General and Lea Electric to find out why this work was performed. Curt has
Indicated Allied General came on site to do this work for Lea Electric. Lea Electric has Indicated
this work should have been Installed prior to this projeot and did not hire or sand AlIled General to
complete this work. SE/Z will advise on how we are gOing to prooeed.1 Completed
. 9. Will Review & Repair
Lab 111

1. Will Review & Repair I Completed
. 2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
3. WlII Ravlew.& Repair I Completed
4. Will Reylew & Repair / will repair wJth final tqyeh UP painting
5. Will Review & Repair / will repair with final touch up painting
6. Parts on Order I Completed
.
1. Will Review &.Repair I ComQlgt!d
6. Will Review & Repair I Comnleted
9. Will Review & Repair I Completed

Lab 1:18
1". Will Review &Repair' Cqmpleted
2. Will Review & RepaIr I COmnleted
3. Parts on Order I Completed
Workroom 114
1. Will Review &Repair I Completed
2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
8Dte Room 110
1. Will Review & Repair On Ordor
2. We were Instruoted to cut the wire, now we 'are Instructed to remove the wire. and patch the
wall, a employees time Is not FREE, but we Will Review & Repair, qq!llplttesj
3. Will Review & Repair CompletedI Temporary until design Is final
4. Will Review & Repair as noted above As completed above
Exit 119
·1. Will Review & Repair Comp/et§dl Temaorarv until design Is final
2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
3. Will Review & Repair I Completed
4. Will Review '& Repair as noted above As come/eied above
Corridor 12Q
1. Will Review & Repair I Cgmpletqd

)
"

P!~tfQrm

1. WlII Revlew'& Repair as noted above I Completed
2. Will Review & Repair I will repaIr with final touch un Q@/nt/nu
Coffman's Engineers Report
Construction Qbservatlon
'1. SE/Z was Instructed by the NE In RFI to move the mixing valves In the locations as they are
Installed, due to conflict with other devises, no credit will be glvlngl If you want them relocated a
PR will need to be Issued. CLOSED
2. WlII,Revlew & Repair On 9.WC
3. Will Review & RepaIr I Comptewd
4, Will Review & Repairl will verify In Owners Training I Completed
5. Shortest Distance'ls 3/4" this Is working frne. We have reviewed the documents and have not
round anything as far as any requirements that pertain to how tar flex Is required. (We have
re,vlewed the flex and It does not appear to be crushed) 1Completed
6. Will Review & Repair I Completed
1. the Dr~wlngs Indicate to be hard.plped as Installed on site, the specifications call out to have a
Griswold automatio flow control valve. This valve & hose kits are used for Heat Pumps not for this
application. The water system Is balanced and Is working fine; the Plumbing contractor has
Indicated he is not sure this will work this way. Please verify more'lnformatlon on why you want
this application. , ~e@ ClarificatIon # 6§ from Hobson
8. Will Review & Repair I ComRleted
9. Will Review & Repair I Completed
10. Will Review & Repair On order
11. Will Review & Repair I CQmpleted
12. Will Review & Repair' Completed
13. Will Review & Repair' Completed
14. The valve specified Is not available in the Boise Valley, the Hammond Valve is an equal Valve
which Is available In the looal area for maintenance and replacement availability, R M Mechanical
will provide Spec Cut Sheet on this valve for your review. Please verify If the Hammond Valve be
used instead of the Valve Specified. Clarlffcatlon # 66 fr2m Hobson
16. Location on top (VAV) I Completed .
16, Gasket not Requlred/w1II caulk I gl@'lflcatlon # 66 (r2m Hobson/Completed·
17. wfII Review & Repair f Completed
'
18. Will Review &Repair I CotnDIe.ttd
19. Will Review & RepaIr 00 oeder
20. Will Review & Repair f CoWgleted
21. Will Review & Repair I COmPleted
22. Will Review & Repair I Completed
23" What Is the Problem? Clospd
24. Will Review & Repair I gomgletgd
26, Will Review &'Repalr On grw
26, WUI Ravl~w & Repair I Completed
27. Please review # 14 of this report I Clarlficatjon # 66 from Hobson Completed I CQmpleted
28, Will Review & Repair Qn 9U!.@!
, ,
29, Hobson indicted thIs In Installed. I Ciar/llgatlon # 66 from Hobson Completed
30. Will Review & Repair I Cpmpl!ted '
31. Will Review & Repair I Comglete,d
32. Will Review & Repair I Cgmpleted
33. We need more clarification on this question, please provide. C{f!(l!l~~tl.cm # §6 from Hobson,
a/ease provide detail for this Information, (size. thickness. etc.)
,
34. Will Review & Repair J ~omRI§ted
35, Will Review & Repair I Completed
36. Will Review & Repair I ComgJeted

)

37. WfII Review & Repair I Completed
38. Will Revlew & Repair / C'ODlPleted
39, We need more clarification on this question, please provide. To completed by: March 7. 20Q5
40. Plan Indicates to' drain to r,oof not to roof drain, There is no detail Indicating were the roof
drain Is. Plus if you need this to drain to roof drain It would require Heat Trace/Insulation/Electrical
termination etc. This was not bid due to,there be no Information for this to be completed, If
required, provide PRo ClarfJqatlon # 88 from Hobson
41. Will Review &Repair Comp'eteS#
42. Will Review &Repair / Q2mp1eted
43. 'WIIl Review & Repair I Cg!llpleted
44. Please reView Hobson Clarification # 8S Clarification # 66 from Hobson! al~f4.~fJ ~t!e Joe
By,t{edge 9n ttllf. watter.
45. Will Review &Repair 1Completed
46. Will Review & Repair I Completed
47. How Is this our prob!am, you have galvanized material &·Insulation In the first bay which Is
bring In outside air which wUl have humidity. this will cause White Rust 'and Insulation to be wet.
Please clarify on what you want completed. If you want a test completed by the hyglenlst. you will
need to pay for that to be completed long with any corrections the hygienist requires,
Clarlflqatlon # 66 flOm Hobson
. 48. Will Review &Repair I Completed
A9. Please revl~w Hobson's Clarification # 63 CJ~rlflcatlon # 6§ from Hobson. pleaso £ssyg a
.
deficiency not'ce foe MU'£antv Issues.
50. Hobson has tried to turn over to Agency; Agency has denied this material untll the project is
completed··lComDleiQd
51, This Is Touch Up Paint, will turn over to OWner 1Completed
52. Please review Hobson's Clarification # 63 QJarlflcatlon # 86 frgm Hobson
53. Please review Hobson's Clarlfloatlon # 63 rd.!!lflcat/on # 86 from Hobson
54. Will Review & Repair QJeafo J8sue a deflq,le(!C,y nQ,tlce for warrantv Issues.
55. DPW has request for these to stay. CIOS9d
56. will Review & Repair On Order
57. Will RevIew & Repair I ~QmAltted
.
58. What Is this (DOP)? Deferential Pressure is Indicates as (DP), please clarify, need more
Information. ClarJficatlon # 66 from' Hob$on , Completed .
'.
59. This has 3 Questions, 1- Please 'indloate were this material was not to be used? 2- Please
clarify were? The outer flanges are not 316 L they are black Iron, they are sandWiching the 3iel
stainless steel together. In-between the· two pieces of 316L Is a gasket. 3- aU gaskets will Sl)l8sh
In different directions; we will review all conditions to make s'ure we have a tight fit. ClB(jfl£fttl2!l
# 68 from /:J!2b!on
60. Will Review & Repair I CQmpleted
61. Will Review & Repair I Completed
62. Will Review &. Repair I Completed
,63. Will Review & Repair PJeasG provIde SUQl2gct Detail '2 tie groved bl!; manufacturer.
64. Will RevIew & Repair I COIl)Qleted ,
65. Will Review & Repair 18 !lymlDym lagging acceptable. If not pleas9 proyld& information
66. Installed per Manufacture recommendation I Completed
67. Will Review & Repair I Completed
68. Will Review & Repair if requIred I Clarlflcatl9Q tJ 66 from Hobson ComQ!e!ed
69. WI\I Review & Repair 1 Compl!ted
'
70. Will Review & Repair as dlsoussed in Meeting with the OWner on Feb. 9, 20051 Completed
71. Will Revl9w & Repair l ComQleiftd
n.,wIII Revlew'& Repair I C9mpi9teg
7$. Will Review & Repair I Completed
74. Will Review & Repair Margh 1.2006
76. Please Review Clarifications 63 Closed
.
76. All moving parts of the MAU does have Isolators, the MAU shell cannot. I Compl~ted

.

\

I
,

J

77. There are 3 questions here. 1- Will Review & Repair, 2w Please review Item # 14, 3- Please
provide more clarification or diagram on what you want, please show us thl~ In the contract as
you have indloated. The Contractor Is requesting a PR If you want this changed and it Is not part
of the Documents. I CQfllpietgd
.
.
78. Will Review &Repair March 7( 2005
79. Will Review & Repair I COUlplet!d
80. This work has been completed. Please erg~!g!!! fS !2§1!IlPQrt this pipe and to keep water
out from the rain or snow. I Completed
. 81. Determined by Commission agent. ClarificatIon # 66 from Hobson
82. Will Review & Repair I Comnleted
83. This work was performed pEir Trael response to RFI, please review. If you would like it
ohanged, please clarify and provide PR.
84. Hobson bas Indicated they are instal/ed per manufacture Instruotlon. Please provide more
clarification. CLOSED 86. Will Review & Repair On Qrder
8S. Will Review & Repair! Completed
87. Please review Hobson Clarification # 63, Hobson had to put the DOS System-In to Hand do to
the fire alarm Issues by the Agency, will put the system back into auto.
88. Please provIde completed detail on how to Install this damper, above ceiling or below. Please
provide damper material/or if there can be Remote Damper/Hand Damper or If there can be a cup
In the room-for control/acoess to above ceiling as discussed In last meeting Treel
attended! ProvIde a oatch mechanical devise as discussed with AJE on February 9, 2005. Please
provide us more Informatlon. ClarlflcatlOl} # 66 from Hobson
89. There are 2 questions here. }" Will Review & Repair, 2· there are no noise requirements for
this material, everything seems to o.k. Cannot hare noise problem. Clarification # 66 from
lIobsoa

DC- Engineering
Observation Report

1.·WIII Review & Repair f Coroplej@d
2. Will Review &Repair I Completed
3. Will Review & Repair I Completed
END OF REPORT.
Please review this Information as requested and advise on how to proceed. We would like to
have a meeting on Monday or Tuesday I February 14 or 15, 2005. We need to get this project
completed. ~Iease make sure Trael will be available thIs time to solve or answer our conoern
Issues. We have also provided you with Clarification 63 & 64 from Hobson and we need those
questions answered by the dates Ustad above. The Items W'9 have Indicated we will review &
repair will be 96 % completed by Monday. Any other <?utstandlng issues will be completed when
parts, whloh are on order, come In. (we think by the end of next week.) SE/Z will cOIlsldar this
Observation Report as a Final Punch List. If·there are any other questlons you might have, please
contact my offloe.

Please rgvliW the {oi/owlng uedaw qs of. EebrUfWI gT. 2Q05, Please review this
Information and advise me on whey we can have a meetjn,g on Issues stJil open by
clarification # 9.§I... plgftse contaot m~ offiCe
Thanks,
Barry Hayes

Project Manager
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HOBSON FABRICA'f..ING, INC.
"

6428 BUSINESS WAY
BOISE. ID 8$716-5550
PH. 208-343·6423
FAX 208.343-6446

C .L A" R I Fie A T ION

LETTER

#

66

DATE: 2/28/05
TO: SEZ
RE: IBOL BIOSAFETY (Response to AlE letter dated 2/17/05)
ATT: Barry Hayes
7) We will have RM Mechanical provide these, however we really need a sanity
check here fro.m someone. Granted the specifications called for hose kIts with
automatlc"ffow, however plans show piping hard piped which is what our
subcontraotor provided. Lets look at what we gain with these hose kits, they
guarantee flow not to vary more than 5%, however after this automatic flow valve
that guarantees flow precisely we have installed a modulating control valve that
varies the flow based on -temperature qemand. The existing circuit setter Is set
for maximum flow and the control valve modulates, we have had no problems
balancing this to design. This hose kit is usually used for heat pump Installations
where flow needs to not fluctuate for compressor heat rejection Into a condenser
loop. however to use an automatic flow hose"kit right·before the control valve
seems like over kill especially when one considers that the plans show hard
piped and not a hose kit. please verify that the hose kits are What is really
required for this installation.
.
14) We will have RM provide these, however I have to ask again for a san1w
check please let us know.
.
"
. ~ 16) We will review and would like to discuss when M/E comes to town. My
supplier maintains that I have been provided exactly what was specified.
29) We are missing no dampers, would like to discuss when M/E comes to town.
33) RM and SEZ will provide a house keeping pad: It should be noted that this
pad is not detailed nor s~own on plans. The AlE is claiming a general note In
specifications. 1believe that this Is a far stretch at a minimum the AlE should
have shown some details for what is required, however we will provide if It Is
determined .this Is necessary. I would like to suggest that the AlE review the
Insta/hitlon with owner and maybe a small credit is In order to just leave as
installed.

.' . '.'

•

,I

)

40) The facts behi~u th~ events that lead to the change bluer for the humidifiers
are well documented. Hobson was eventually asked to provide a design/install
"price to relocate the humidifiers and provide a legal installation. DPW did not
like the price and asked in a meeting If there was anything that could be done to
get this price down. Steve Zambaratio and I reduced the price significantly and I
took aU of my engineering and detailing costs out. Bob Howard got from us the
design a.pproach that we were going to use for the pricing agreed to. In the
original design these drains were not piped to roof drain, they are now relocated
approximately 15' from original design. Hobson design for the relocation was to
let these drain on the roof as they are currently installed,> It Is amazing and
unfdrtunate that Hobson was negotiated down to a very low price after months of
delay and now we are being asked to pipe the drains to the roof drain when they
were not originally specified this way nor were they part of the price that we
negotiated to. The drawing that Bob came out wIth does not show the drains,
however there is a note to pipe to drain. This came out after the price was
agreed to .and months of conflict, 1am asking for fair play here, RM did not have
additional pricing increase for make up water and were not asked to price drains.
44) We will shut down 'and refill traps to see If they hold.
47) Please note that the Humldlfler~ were in fact properly started up; I don't
understand the accusation by the M/E. What happened is that the original room
design for humidity was set at 35% and the humidifiers were set for maximum
discharge 100% per design. We were having trouble with moisture condensing
in the unit and ruined one of the smoke detectors, which Is well documented.
Traci and Kevin @ ATS communicated verbally and the set point In' the rooms
was lowered to 30% and the discharge from the humidifier was lowered to 60%.
. Since we have made these changes we have had less problems. Please note
that we would be happy to engage an industrial hygienist please provide a PR for
this additional work.'
.
49) We have a letter from the Governair through Robertson that the windows are
fine. If the AlE has had direct communication with Govsrnair. this would not
surprise us, they have given direction directly to our suppliers and manufacturers
in the past. Because we do not deal directly with Governair, but rather through
proper channels we communicate with Robertson the representative for
Governalr we have not heard that Governalr has changed its mind from the letter
they wrote after Brent Robertson visited the site. Because no regard for protocol
Is being followed we woulc! recommend that the AlE direct Governair to replace
these and just leave the contractor out of the equation.
.
58) We would like to review this with the M/E when she Is in town.
59) We would also like to review this with MJE when she is town. Please'
remember ~hat this mechanieal joint was designed and submitted by Hobson to
help this projeot. not to help Hobson. There were areas Where it was not
physically possible to get a hellarc torch around the duct jOints. Also after we
begin to build the ductwork we had such a large area to purge that it became·
impractical, it was agreed that the mechanical joint would be used to allow
purging assemblies and not the entire duct, which was impractical. The flanges
are not In the air stream and were not submitted as SIS, it is well documented
about the dissimilar metals that have been de~lgned In this system. at some
point in time this vindictive attitude of the AlE will have to be brought under
control If this lab Is fo be 'flnlshed 'and turned over to the owner for use.
68) We would like to review with the M/E when ~he is In town.,
80) Would like to review with M/E when she is in town.
2
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88) Would like to revrew with M/E when she is in town, there are multiple
problems with the answer.
:
a) Jan Frew also mentioned and it is has been recorded at our last
meeting in which Traci was not present at DPW that It Is the
contractors' problem b~cause the ceiling was lowered~ It /s well
documented that when Hobson w~sproviding coordination drawings
for this project that we begged for the M/E to come to the project and
help· us determine ways to make !ler design work. We were refused
and forced to try to resolve through the RFI process .
. 'b) The M/E now aggress with Jan that it ie the contractor's fault because
the ceiling was lowerec:\ and thus we should provide everything for free.
This is clearly the path that DPW ~nd the NE has followed thus far
i.e., HGBP, MAU Platform, Humidifiers, SIS ductwork, and all of the
other misc. items that have caused the great delay to this' project. ,
Please let
state that we found that the original design' would not
work through our ,coordination process and brought it to the NE and
" they started to Issue a PR and then pulled It'back and issued an ASI to
lower the ceiling. Please be aware that this is not our design and not
our stamp on the design and we are not responsible because the
design does not work and has been altered through and ASI that,
caused further problems down the road.
.
c) 2nd the original design specifically proi1lblts -remote regulators; if these
are required we would now need a PR
d) . The generic reference to 15800 does not apply to this SIS ductwork,
this ha~ been well documented, (2) dampers were called for. (2)
dampers specified, and (2) dampers installed. If a a,d damper is
required please issue a PR and Instruct us how to proceed with the
cha!1ge order.
,
e) I have offerE~d that I would be able to fabricate adjustaql~ brackets that
would allow the isolation damper to be used as a balance damper, if
this contractor offered option to help the project is accepted please
issue a PRo .
89) Would like to meet with the M/E when she is in town. The noise at this
diffuser Is much less than the exhaust hood. There is plenty of documentation
on the events that surround this item. I would suggest that the vindictiveness be ,
put to ~ed and all resources be used positively to get,this project turned over to
the owner for their use.
Finally, I would like to say that if Traci, or one of the M/E's that came down for
the punch list would have made themselves available for the meeting we could
have eliminated all of the this letter writing and solved all of the unresolved
Issues face to face. It is not the contractors problem that the M/E resides In
Spokane, however we have paid dearly for it. We have conSistently requested
onsite participation from the M/E and have been consistently told that It Is not In
the budget for Tracl to fly down, I have to say that this mentality has been fatal to
the project.
SIncerely:
Ted Frisbee Sr.

me

3

Steve Zambarano
''''

From:
Sent:

fa

To:

Matt Huff/aid [MHuffleld@rudeenarchltects.com]
Monday) May 09, 2005 11 :05 AM
,steve_zambarano@sezconstructlon.cor:n; barry_hayes@sezconstructlon.com '

,Cc:

Jfrew@adm.state.ld.us; Jrutladg@adm.state.!d.us; ehlll@adm.state.ld.u$

Subject: Site ObselVation Report
See attaohed

Matt Huffield, Architect
Rudeen. Architects

199 N. Capitol Blvd. #602
Boise, Idaho 83702
208.338.1413
208.336.0371 fax

519/2005

"'-1199
. ~ 0 0 11

N.-Capltol Blvd.
Suit!;! 60l
Bplse, Idaho B370l
N Phone (20S) 338.1413

e

FIELD REPORT

&. ASSOCIA1'I!.$

Fax (208) 336-0371

DATE~

5i05/05

Rl:PORT No. . FR·050505

TIME~

2:01) pm
WEATHEIb

TEMPI 65°

JOB No:

REPORTED BYt

Matt Huffield

A. "~hU'.bd C:~lb ptAY

Sunny I Scattered Cloud$

DPWtJ02·353
(SS!.. 3). State laboratory.
H &W. Bol$El. Idaho

Company I Agency
Rudeen & Associates

Present at Slt~

Matt Huffleld

0215 (1\ & A)

p I'fl.ent~t St
Ie:

company IA.geney

Curt Blough

SeJZ Const.

THE. FOLLOWING IS A VERIFICATION OF THJ: FIELD OBSERVATION
REPORT DATED 1/11105 .
THIS REPORT IS NOT COMPREHENSlVE OF THE ENTIRE PROJECT - A COMPREHENSIVE SITE
VISIT WILL ,BE CONDUCTED ONCE THE PR.OJECT IS CQMPLETE.

ITEMS NOTeD COORESPOND WITH REPORT DATED

1~27.0S

Item # 12 - Several Ooo~s are warped. Replace doors. The Owner will not accept wafting for them to .
"straighten out".
Item # 14 - Several electrical outlets stili allow noticeable all' passage. I found two one on 1;he east wall
of Primary Procedure and the other on the east wall of Lab 117
Clinical Sample Storage Prep 107
Item # 4- - Hole 1n c:!ulklng -. This was not correctedl the hole Is ~tlll present.
Item # 5 - Door IliA paint at jamb. illis was not corrected; the primer is st11l visible through the

paint.
Shower I\oorn III
Item # 9 - Wall finish is peeling - \temove and repair. I showed this to Curt Blough for
clarification.

. ,PrImary Procedure 113
Item # I - Door 113 Is Incorrect flnlsh. It Is
uhderstat:\dlng that this door Is on order.
Item # 4 - Window caulklng.ls cracking. Replace <:aulklng
Item # 5 - AIr mnsferrlng through electrical outlet on East w.l.1I.

my

Lab 117
ttem # 2 .. Window caulking Is cracking. Replace caulking.
tel

MQ

199 North Capitol Blvd. Suite 602

Boise; Idaho 83702

ph: (208) 338-1413

Fax: (208) 336-0371

Item # 3 - Caulking at top of doorframe. Provide cauJklng and paint.
Ante Room 110
Item # 3 -,Ca.ulklng at metal plate behind card reader. ths metal 'plate has sharp IrreguJar edges,
repair or replace.
Exit Room 119

Item # I - Caulking at metal plate behind card reader. The metal plate has sharp Irregular edges,
repair or ~eptace.
Item # 3 - Seal hole In wall below sink. Repair hole with gypsum board, joint compound. and paint:.
not sealant.
Corridor 120
Item # I - Rubber base corners by autoclave loose. Repair or replace rubber base.

FOLLOWING ARE ADDITIONAL ITEMS 'IDENTIFIED:
Item A I - Room 107 window <:aulklng Is Installed Incorrectly. It appears masking tape was not used
as re'qulred by Specification Section 7920.
item A2 -: CaulkIng at windows Is cracking - Replace all caulking at wIndows.
Item A3 - Primer and Paint wall~ ~nder all cabinets at aU sinks, Green board 1$ visible.
Item A4 - Room 117 - Clean debris from behind $lnk at Island
Item AS - Clinical Samples Storage Room 101- Replace caulking at fire alarm devlte
THIS REPORT IS NOT A FINAL PUNCH LIST, RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES RESERVES THE RIGHT TO
INCLUDE ADDITIONAL ITEMS DURING SUBSEQUENT S,ITE VISITS.
THE PROJECT IS NOT CONSIDERED SUBSTANTIALLY COMPLETE AT THE OWNER CANNOT
OCCUpy THE SPACE FOR. ITS INTENDED USE.

S~t
Matt Huffi~W
Rudeen & Associates

Ce

Joe Rutledge - DPW F~

I
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SE/Z Construction
5471 S. Heyrend DrIve
Idaho Falls, Idaho 63402
208/628·9449
Fax 208/528-2316
February 28, 2005 Update
Please review the following Information as listed below pertains to the Punch list In Which DPW

has requested for the NE team to provide to try to resolve why the Contaotor cannot receive
balance on the System of the Blo Lab Level 3 Lab Project.
Rudeen FIeld Observation Report:
General Items:
.
1. Will Review & Repair I Oompleted
2. Will Review &Repair 1Completed
3. This par,t of the Door Hanging process, paper will be trImmed.! Completed
4. Will Review & Repair / Completed
6. Will Review & Repair I Completed
6. Will Review & Repalrl parts on backorder Completed
5a. Will Review & Repair 113 a Is not completedl everythIng else Is completed
6a. 90% completel parts on order (stainless steel tops)
,
7. No idea what this means 1.Cll9,§@d,
8. Will Review & Repair March 7, 2Q06
9. Will Review & Repair I Completed
10. Will Review & Repair I Completed
11. Will Re\(\aw & Repair I Completed
,
12.' Will review to see If we oan repair, but wood doors have a 1-year warr;:ln ty. for warped doors.
we may not be able to cover this at this time but we will replace if the warped door does not return
to normal oondltlon within the next year.
13. Will Review & Repair I £2Wg1lteg
14. Will Review & Repair J Completed
15. Will Review & Repair J Completed
16. By Owner, SE/Z will review with the Owner to see If we can help. '90ropleteg
17. Will Review &Repair I Completed
.
18. Will Review & Repair I Completed
19, Will Review & RepaIr I Completed
20, Will Review & Repair On Order
21. Will Review & Repair I Completed
22. Will Review & Repair I CO~l!leted
Sample Room
1.WIII Review & Repair I Completed
2.WIlI Review & Repair / Completed

Holdjng 1Qa

'

tWill Review & Repair l.wlll wele. with final touch YD paInting
2.WIlI Review & Repair I S(smW!mg .
,
elinlxal Sample Room 107
1. Will Review & Repair I Completed
2. Wlllinstali when rooms floor has been oompleted with final wax, these are free standing (we
are protectIng these from gettlng damaged) O~ Paier.
3. Will Review & Repair J Completed repair with final touch up painting
4. Will Review & Repair I ggmpleted
' ,
,6. Will Review & Repair I Completes reRa'T with fInal touch uR painting
6, WlII Review & Repair I Completed repalr,wlth final tOUch up painting

,

,

..

"
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)
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, 7:WIII Review & Repairl Th~ AlE has Indicated for us to install a metal reducer due to the existing
floors be out of level. On Order
8. Will Review & Repair I Completed
~hower Room 111 and 112
1. Will Review & Repair I Completed
2. Will Review & Repair / Completed
3. Will Review &. Repair I Completed
4. Will Review & Repair I Complet@g
5. Will Review & Repair I Ggmpleted
6. Will Review & Repair I Complet@d
7. Parts on Order I Completed
8. Will Review & Repair Parts on order
9. Will Review & Repair I ComRteted
Primary Procedure 113·
·1. Will Review & Repair Door is. being replaced
2. Will Review & Repair I ComQlqt!~
,3. Will Review & Repair I ggmRl!m~
4, Will Review & Repair I CompJeted
5. Will Review &Repair I Completed
.6. Will Review & Repair I Completed
7. By Owner, SE/Z will review with the Owner to see If we can help.} Completed
6. Call Allied General and Lea Electric to find out why this work was performed. Curt has
Indicated Allied General came on site to do this work for Lea Electric. Lea Electric has Indicated
this work shou'ld have b.een Installed prior to this project and did not hire or send Allied (3eneral to
co~plete this work. SE/Z will advise on how we are going to proceed. I {tgmpleted
9. Will Review & Repair

l.ab 1H
1. Will Review &Repair I Completed
2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
3. Will Review &. Repair I Completed
4. Will Review & Repair I will rtmalr with final touch up Ralntflla
5. Will RevIew & Repair t wllf repaIr with final tOYS./J ue.1l8lntlng
6. Parts on Order I C9mpl~tad
.
7. Will ,Review &. Repair I ComRleted
8. Will Review &Repair I Complettd
9. Will Review & Repair I Comnleteg
Lab 118
.
1,. Will Review & Repair' Compl!t!d
2. Will Review & Repair I Compl§t@d
3. Pal'ts on Order I Completed
Workl'o.om 114
1. Will Review &. Repair I C2IDRI,tetj.
2, Will Review &. Repair I Qompleted

Ante Room 110
1. Will Review & Repair

on

Order
2. We were Instructed to ClIt the wire, now we arf'jlnstructed to remove the wire and patch the
wall, a employees time Is not F~EE, but we Will RevIew &Repair I Completed
3. Will Review &Rapa Ir Completed! Temporarv until d.eslgn Is final
4. Will Review & Repair as noted above. As complete!! ab2ve
Exit 119
1. Will Review & Repair Completed! Temporary until desf9!J Is 'lIlal
2.. Will Review & Repair I Completeg
3. Will Review & Repair I Completed
4. Will Review & Repair as noted above As completed above
CorrIdor 120
1. Will Review & Repair I CompletS!d

"

)

(

,

Elatform
1. Will Review & Repair as noted above I Completed
2. Will Review & Repair ytlll repair wIth fitm( touch up 9ftlotlng

t

Coffman's Engineers Report
CQn~tryotlon

QbservatlQO
1. SE/Z was Instruoted by the AlE In RFI to move the mixing valves In the locations as they are
Installed, due to conflict with other devises, no credit will be giving, if you want them relocated a
PR wlll need to be Issued. CI.OSED
2. Will Review & Repair On ords,c
3. Will Review & Repair JCompleted
4. Will Revlew & Repalrrwlll verify In Owners Training I Completed
5. Shortest Distance Is 3/4" this Is working fine. We have reviewed the documents and have not
, found anything as far as any requirements that pertain to how far flex Is required, (We have .
. reviewed the flex and It does not appear to be crushed) I Completed
Will Review & Repair / Qompleted'
'
7.. The Drawings Indicate to be hard piped as Installed on site, the specificatIons call out to have a
rlswold automatic flow control valve. This valve & hOSE! kits are used for Heat Pumps not for this
application. The water system Is balanced and Is working fine; the Plumbing contractor has
Indicated he Is not sure this will work this way. Please verIfy more InformatIon on why you want
this application. ~e2 Q,larlflcatlon tJ. ~§ from H09§SU1.
8. Will Review & Repair I Completed
9. Will Review & Repair I Completed
10. Will Review & Repair On ordor
11. Will Review & Repair I Completed
12. Will Review & Repair.! ComRftJ.td
.
13. Will Review & Repair I COllu,!leted
.
'
roihe valve specified Is not available In the Boise Valley, the Hammond Valve Is an equal Valve
wnlch Is available in the local area for maintenance andreplacement.avaliabUlty, R M Mechanloal
will provide Spec Cut Sheet on this valve 'for your J'evlew. Please verify Ifthe HammondValve be
used Instead of the Valve SpecIfied. ClarIflcaf/gn Ilea 'from HQb~on
15: Location on top (VAV) I ComQI!!t,d
rij3~asket not RequiredlWUr caulk I CIarlflcat/on # 66 from Hobson Comglete!!
'1'r. Will Review & Repair I Completed
,
18. Will RevIew &Repair I Cpmpleted .
19. Will Review & Repair Qn order
20. Will Review & Repair Jgpmpleted
21. Will RevIew & Repair I Completed
22. Will, Review & Repair I Completed
23. What Is the Problem? ClosfU1
24. Will Review & Repair I Completed
25. Will Review &Repair On ordil:
26. Will Review &Repair I ComPleted
(ji). Please review # 14 of this report I Clarlllcati9,n # 66 fcom Hobson Completed I Completeg
28. Will Review & Repair On order
/29},Hobson Indicted this In Insb;l lied. I "Mltlcatloll # ,66 from Hobson 2gmgleted
YO. wm Review & Repair I Qoroploted
31. Will Review &Repair I Completed
J;; Will Review &Repair I Complete~
r.JJtWe need more clarification on this question, please provide: Cfarlf/catlon # 66 from ttobson.
pleas! ProvIde detail for this Infotm@ti20, (s/~e[ thickness. etc.1
34. Will RevIew &Repair I C9mplet§~
35. Will Review & Repair I COll'm1eted
36. Will Review & Repair I completed

~
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37. Will Review & Repair I Completed
38. Will Review &Repair I comQi§.Ng
we need more clarlfloatlon on this question, please provide To c01J1f1Jeted bv Match 7, 2Q05
4 Plan Indicates to drain to roof not to roof drain, There Is no detallindioating were the roof
rain Is, Plus if you need this to drain to roof drain It would require Heat Tracellnsulation/Electrlcal
termination etc. T,his was not bid due to there be no Information for this to be completed. If
required, provide PRo Clgrltlr;,g,tlon # 66 from Hobson '
41. Will Review & Repair I Qompleted
42. Will Review & Repair I Completed
Will Review & Repair I ComFlleteg
.
. Please review Hobson ClarIfication "# 63 ClarJfJcation "# 66 from H9.11§9n, please see Joe
utledge on this matter.
.
45. Will Review & Repair I Comeleted
.
. Will Review & Repair I QQmpleted
. How Is this our problem, you have galvanized material &Insulation In the first bay which Is
ring In outside air whloh will have humidity, this will cause WhUe Rust and Insulation to be wet.
Please olarify on what you want completed. If you want a test completed by the hygienist, you will
need to pay for that to be completed long with any corrections the hygienist requires.
!;.lllrltlreftt/on "# 66 from Hobson
,
48. Will Review & Repair J Completed
.,..,-49. Please review Hobson's Clarification # 63' Clarification '# 66 from Hobspn, please Issug a
de.fJcl!J,ncy. notf({9
warranty Issues.,
60. Hobson has tried to turn over to Agency; Agency has denied this material until the project is
completed. {Compl@test
"
.
51. This Is Touch Up Paint, will turn over to Owner I Comple{§d
52. Please review Hobson's Clarification # ,63 c/arlfjcatiQ.fl # 66 from !:f.gb§OIl
53. Plea~e review Hobson's Clarlfloatlon '# 63 Clarification '# 66 from H9,bsRn
64. Will Review & ~epalr please If.tu!e a deficiency notice for warranty Issues.
65. DPW has request for these to stay. Closed
, 56. Will ReView & Repair On Order
.
57. Will Revl~w & Repair / Completed
,
68. What Is this (OOP)? Qeferentlal Pressure Is indicates as (OP), please olarlfy, need more
information. Clarification # 66 from Hobson t CgmQi@ted
.
69. This has 3 Questions, 1- Please indicate were this material was not to be used? 2- Please
clarify were? Th~ outer flanges are ,not 316 L they are black Iron, they are sandwiching the 3i6l
stainless steel together. In-between the two pieces of 316L Is a gasket. 3· all gaskets will smash
In dlffere.nt directions; we will review all conditions to make sure we have a tight fit. ClarifIcation

~
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tL 6fJ from HQb$.(J~

60. Will R~Vlew & Repair I ComPleted
61. Will Review & Repair I Complettd
62. Will Review &Repair I CgmDI9tgd
63. Will ReView & Repair Please provIde SYPQ0!t. 129.m(( to be apprgvgd by manufacturer,
64. Will Review & ,Repair I Q9mpl@te~
65. Will Review & Repair Is aluminum (agg,~g acceptable. If ngt please provIde Information
66. Installed per Manufacture reoommendation I Completed
67. Will Review & Repair I Completeg ,
68. Will Review &,Repalr If required f Clarlflcatlgn # 66 from Hobson Comnle!!1lt
69. Will Review & Repair' Cotnpleteg
.
70. Will Review & Repair as dlsoussed In Meeting with the Owner on Feb. 9, 2005 '.Completed
71. Will Review & Repair I ComQleted
72. Will Review & Repair I Completed
73. Will Review & Repair I Completed
74. Will Review & Repair March 7, 2006
75. Please Review Clarifications 63 Clpser!.
76. All moving parts of the MAU does have isolators, the MAU shell cannot. I CQmRlgt~d'

)

, ,
I

1

~

,

)

'/.

77, There ara 3 questions here. 1~ Will Review &Repair, 2~ Please review Item # 14,3· Please
provide more clarification or diagram. on what you want, please show us this In the contract as
you have Indicated, The Contractor .is requesting a PR if you want this changed and It Is not part
of the Documents. I ComRieted
.
78. Will Review & Repair March 7, 2005
.
79. WlU Review & Repair' Completeg
.
.
80. This work has been completed. flease provide a PR to support tbls pipe and to keep water
ou~ from the rain or snow. J Completed.
81. Determined by Commission agent. CJ(!rlf/catlon # 66 from. Hobson
. 82. Will Review & Repair I Completed
.
83. This work was performed per Traei response to RFI, please review. If you would like It
changed, please clarify and provide PR.
.
84. Hobson has indicated they are Installed per manufacture Instruction. Please provide more
clarification. CLOSED
85. Will Review & Repair On Order
86. Will Review & Repair / Cgmpleted
.
87. Please review Hobson Clarlfloation # 63, Hobson had to put the DDS System In to Hand do to
fire alarm Issues by the Agency, will put the system back Ihto auto. .
.
. 88 Please provide completed detail on how to Install this damper, above ceiling or below, Please
ovlds damper material/or If there can be Remote Damper/Hand Damper or if there can be a cup
In the room for control/access to above ceiling as discussed In last meeting Trecl
attendedl-Provlde a catch mechanical devise as discussed with AlE on February 9, 2005. Please
Vlde us more information. Clarification # §6 from Hob$Qa
' .
8 There are 2 questions here. 1- Will Review & Repalr,2- there are no noise requirements for
s material, everything seems to o.k. Cannot here noise problem. CI@rlflcatlon # 68 from
t/.0I)SQf1

~

(i

DC Engineering
Qbssrvatlon Report

1. Will Review & Repair f Comnletgd
2. Will Review & Repair I Completed
3, '!'Jill Review & Repatr I CompletecJ
END OF REPORT.
Please review this Information as requested and advise on how to proceed. We would like to
have a 'meetlng on Monday or Tuesday, February 14 or 16. 2005. We need to get this project
completed. Please make sure Traei will be available this time to solve or answer our concern
issues. We have also provided you with Clarification 63 & 64 from Hobson and we need those
questions answered by the dates listed above. The Items we have Indicated we will revJew &
repair will be 95 % completed by Monday. Any other outstal1dlng issues wltl be completed when
parts. which are on order. come in. (we think by the end of next week.) SEIZ will consider this
ObservatIon Report as a Final Punoh List. If there are any other questions you might have, please
contact my office.
Please review the. fQllQ.wln,a ypdate 8S of Februarv 27, 20lJ5, Please review this
l.!1iQJ:m.at{on and @dvl§@ me on when We can·have a meeting on Issues stili open by
,clarification # 66. Please contactmv affl.ae

Thanks,
Barry Hayes

Project M~a:ger

NO·----:::
:-:::- : ; - - - '-"'-~
F1 LEO

_P.M.~

A.M

Frederick J. Hahn, III, Esq. (ISB No. 4258)
HOLDEN I<IDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

OCT 252007
~J. DAvm NAVARRO,Clerk
By M. STROMER
DEf'Ui'f

Attorneys for SE/Z Construction, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRIct OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,

v.

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability cbmpany; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division
of Public Works,
Defendants,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Claimant, .

v.
HOBSONFABRlCATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Counter-Defendant,

. Case No. CV-OC-0508037

MEMORANDUM IN SUPPORT OF
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC'S
MOTION FOR RECONSIDERATION

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross-Claimant,

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Cross-Claimant,

v.
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counter-Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration, ,
Division of Public Works,
Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant.
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HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,

Case No. CV-OC-06-00191

Plaintiff,

v.
KEN GARDNER, an individual; DAVID
ROOK, an individual; JANUARY FREW,
an individual; LARRY OSGOOD, an
individual; CHRIS MOTLEY, an
individual; and ELAINE HILL, an
individual,
Defendants.
Defendant SE/Z Construction, L.L.C. ("SE/Z"), by and through its counsel of
record, Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., hereby·submits this Memorandum in
Support of SE/Ts Motion for Reconsideration of its Motion for Partial Summary
Judgment filed March 19,2007, seeking dismissal of the State of Idaho, Department of
Administration, Division of Public Works' ("DPW") affirmative claims against SE/Z.
I.
INTRODUCTION

A.

FACTUAL BACKGROUND
Through previous motion practice, the Court is well acquainted with the facts of

this case. As previously set fortb in the briefmg relating to prior motions, this action
relates to DPW's Termination for Convenience ofSE/Z's contract to build the Bio Safety
Level 3 Laboratory Project (the "Project"), DPW Project No. 02353. DPW terminated
for convenience SE/Z,s Contract and in turn, Hobson's Subcontract, however now
purports to bring claims against both SE/Z and Hobson, pursuant to the Contract and
3
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(

notwithstanding the fact that DPW failed to provide mandatory notice of claims as
required by the Contract's Claims and Disputes provisions.
As noted in SE/Z's prior briefing, DPW's claims against SE/Z and Hobson all
stem from its general allegations set forth at paragraph 7 through 9 of the Counter-CrossClaim, alleging SE/Z (and Hobson) failed to perform their work on the Project in a
workmanlike manner, failed to provide materials ().nd work in conformance with the
contract documents and exceeded the contract time, entitling DPW to liquidated damages.
DPW's claims against SE/Z and Hobson center largely around allegations that stainless
steel duct welding was improperly performed; non-conforming materials were allegedly
supplied to the BSL III Project; the Project could not be commissioned; and the Project
ran over the scheduled completion by over one year.
The undisputed evidence before the Court establishes that, notwithstanding DPW's
knowledge of potential claims, jt elected to terminate the Contract for convenience and
without providing notice of any claims. DP'Y waived its claims.
B.

SE/Z'S MOTION TO RECONSIDER - SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT

By its previous Motion, SE/Z sought an Order dismissing DPW's affirmative
claims against SE/Z and it subcontractor Hobson as a matter oflaw. SE/Z submited that
DPW could not meet its burden of proof to establish it complied with the terms and
conditions precedent set forth in DPW's Contract. SE/Z argued that pursuant to the clear
and unambiguous terms ofDPW's own contract, it waived its claims against SE/Z and
Hobson.

4
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In opposition to SE/Z's Motion, DPW submitted Affidavits from members of
DPW's BSL III project team to argue that SE/Z and Hobson had "actual knowledge" of
·DPW's claims. Moreover, DPW argued there was no prejudice to SE/Z or Hobson by its
failure to comply with the Claims and Disputes provisions of its own contract. The Court
found that questions of fact precluded SE/Z's Motion, and that there was a question of
fact as to whether SE/Z waived DPW's strict compliance with the contract Claims and
Disputes provisions. Declining to apply case law from several neighboring states, the
Court held substantial compliance, as opposed to strict compliance, would suffice as to
the Notice of Claims provision, absent a showing of prejudice to

~E/Z.

In the months since the Court's decision, SE/Z and Hobson have deposed DPW's
project team regarding the issues of notice ofDPW's claims under its contract, DPW's
enforcement of the contact provisions at issue in this Motion and waiver of strict
compliance with the Contract. In short, SE/Z submits it has removed any questions of
fact regarding DPW's failure to comply with the Contract claims provisions. As
identified below, all ofDPW's Project team and management were aware of the facts and
issues underlying its counter-claim and cross-claims. DPW's employees deny that SE/Z
or Hobson deceptively hid non-conforming or defective work. DPW admits it did not
comply with the contract provisions. DPW's Project team members testified that DPW
requires strict compliance with its contract Claims and Disputes provisions; DPW does
not waive those provisions, and there are no facts to suggest SE/Z waived compliance
with the terms of the Contract.

.5
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SE/Z respectfully submits that in order to maintain its affirmative claims

(counter~

claims and cross-claims), DPW bears the burden of proving it complied ~ strictly or
substantially with the Contract claims provisions. The evidence establishes that
notwithstanding DPW's knowledge of the issues underlying its claims, it completely
failed to comply with the Contract provisions. Applying the clear and unambiguous
language of the Claims and Disputes provisions of the ContrCl:ct, DPW waived its claims
under the Contract and terminated SE/Z's contract for convenience. Moreover, DPW's
actions in terminating the architect Rudeen & Associates and SE/Z's contracts for
convenience, without complying with the Contract substantially and unquestionably
prejudiced SE/Z.
Because DPW can not present eviderice that it complied (substantially or strictly)
with the terms of the Contract, Summary Judgment should be rendered in favor of SE/Z
pursuant to Foster v, Traul, 141 Idaho 590, 120 P,.3d 278 (2005). 'The Court should
dismiss DPW's affirmative claims.

II.
ARGUMENT
A.

STANDARD OF REVIEW

SE/Z previously identified the standard of review in considering its Motion for
Summary Judgment pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure, and

Celotex Corp. v. Catrett, 477 U.S'. 317, 106 S. Ct. 2548, 91 L. Ed. 2d 265 (1986), Badell
v. Beeks, 115 Idaho 101, 765 P.2d 126 (1988), and most recently Foster v. Traul, 141
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Idaho 590, 120 P.3d 278 (2005). SE/Z incorporates its prior briefing with regard to this
Motion for Reconsideration.
Regarding the Motion for Reconsideration pursuant to Rule II(a) of the Idaho
Rules of Civil Procedure, SE/Z is permitted to present additional and new evidence.
Johnson v. Lambros, 143 Idaho 468, 147 P.3d 100 (2006). Moreover, it is appropriate for

the Court to reconsider its prior decision in light of the newly presented facts and facts
previously befor.e the Court. Couer d'Alene Nursing Co. v. First National Bank; 118
Idaho 812, 800 P.2d, 1026 (1990).
B.

THE CONTRACT TERMS ARE CLEAR AND UNAMBIGUOUS -'DPW
WAIVED ITS CLAIMS

DPW's standard contract documents on the Project included AlA Document
A201-1997 as general conditions of the Contract. DPW modified the standard A201
general conditions and utilized Supplementary Conditions. (Zambarano Affidavit, , 6).
With respect to one of the key provisions at issue in this motion, DPW deleted Article
4.3.2 of the standard AlA A201 general conditions and substituted its own and more
stringent language, including the waiver of claims for non-compliance with the provision.
(Zambarano Affidavit, , 6). SE/Z submits that pursuant to the clear and unambiguous
language ofDPW's own contract provision, it waived its claims against SE/Z and
Hobson.
The provisions of the Contract at issue provide:]

1 The language of the provisions deleted by DPW is illustrated in addition to the fmal
agreed upon provisions.
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4.3.1 Definition. A Claim is a demand or assertion by one of the parties
seeking, as a matter ofright, adjustment or illtelpretation ofContract
terms, payment of money, extension of time or otlter relief with
respect to tlte terms of tlte Contract. The term "Claim" also includes
other disputes and matters in question between the Owner and
Contractor arising out of or relating to the Contract. Claims must be
initiated by written notice. The responsibility to substantiate Claims
shall rest with the party making the Claim.
4.3.2 Time Limits on Claims. Claims by either party must be initiated within
21 days after occtlnenec of the event giving rise to such Claim 01
within 21 days after the claimant first recognizes the condition giving
rise to the Claim, whichever is later. Claims must be initiated by
written notiee to the Architect and the other party. A Claim by eitlter
party must be made by written notice to the Architect within ten (10)
days from tlte date that the Claimant knew 01' should have known of
the event or condition. Unless the Claim is made within the
.. aforementioned time requirements, it shall be deemed to be waived.
The written notice of Claim shall include a factual statement of the
basis fol' the Claim, pertinent dates, contract provisions offered in
support of the Claim, additional materials offered in support of the
Claim and the nature of the resolution sought by the Claimant. The
Architect will not consider, and the Owner shall not be responsible or
liable for, any Claims from subcontractors, suppliers, manufacturers, or
other persons or entities not a party to this Contract. Once a Claim is
made, the Claimant shall cooperate with the Architect and the party
against whom the Claim is made iri order to mitigate the alleged or
potential damages, delay or other adverse consequences arising out of
the condition.
(April 2006 Zambarano Affidavit., Exs. C and D (bold and italic emphasis added)).
In McKay v. Boise Project Board a/Control, 141 Idaho 463, 111 P.3d 148 (2005),
the Idaho Supreme Court set forth the contract interpretation principles applicable to this
Motion. The Court stated:
Construction of the meaning of a contract begins with the language of the
contract. "If the contract's terms are 'clear .and unambiguous,' the
detemiination of the contract's meaning and legal effect are questions of law
. . . and the meaning of the contract and intent of the parties must be
8
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determined from the plain meaning ofthe contract's own words." If, however,
the contract is determined to be ambiguous, "the interpretation of the
document is a question of fact which focuses upon the intent of the parties."
Albee v. Judy, 136 Idaho 226, 230,31 P.3d 248,252 (2001) (citations omitted).
In determining whether a contract is ambiguous, this Court ascertains whether
the contract is "reasonably subject to conflicting interpretation." Bondy v.
Levy, 12~ Idaho 993, 996, 829 P.2d 1342, 1345 (1992). "The determination
and legal effect of a contractual provision is a question of law where the
contract is clear and unambiguous, and courts cannot revise the contract in
order to change or make a better agreement for the parties." Jd at 997, 829
P.2d at 1346 .. Questions oflaw are reviewed by the COUli de novo. Id
McKay, 141 Idaho at 156.

Moreover, in construing the parties' Contract, the Court should endeavor to
consider the Contract as a whole, giving meaning to all of the provisions. Selkirk Seed
Co. v. State Ins. Fund, 135 Idaho 434, 18 P.3d 956 (2000). Finally, the Idaho Supreme

Court explained the affect of a failure of a condition precedent in Dengler v. Hazel
Blessinger Family Trust, 141 Idaho 123, 106 P.3d 449 (2005). The Court stated:

A condition precedent is an event not certain to occur, but which must occur,
before performance under a contract becomes due. Steiner v. Ziegler Tamura
Ltd, Co., 138 Idaho 238, 242, 61 P.3d 595, 599 (2002) (citing World Wide
Lease, Inc. v. Woodworth, 111 Idaho 880, 887, 728 P.2d 769, 776
(Ct.App.1986». A condition precedent may be expressed in the parties'
agreement. Id. When there is a failure of a condition precedent through no
fault of the parties, no liability or duty to perform arises under the contract. Id
Where a party is the cause of the failure of a condition precedent, he cannot
take advantage of the failure. Fish v. Fleishman, 87 Idaho 126, 133,391 P.2d
344, 348 (1964) (citing 3A Corbin on Contracts, § 767 (1960) ("One who
unjustly prevents the performance or the happening of a condition of his own
promissory duty thereby eliminates it as such a condition. He will not be
permitted to take advantage of his own wrong, and to .escape from liability for
not rendering his promised. performance by preventing the happening of the
condition on which it was promised."». Where a party has control over the
happening of a condition precedent he must make a reasonable effort to cause
9
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the condition to happen. Schlueter v. Nelson, 74 Idaho 396, 399, 263 P.2d
386, 387 (1953); see also Wade Baker & Sons Farms v. Corp. afPresiding
Bishop ofChurch ofJesus Christ a/Latter-Day Saints, 136 Idaho 922, 42 P.3d
715 (Ct.App.2002).
Dengler, 141 Idaho at 128 (emphasis added).

To maintain and assert its affirmative claims, DPW must first establish that it
complied with the clear and unequivocal conditions precedent set forth in Article 4.3.2.
DPW must present credible and admissible evidence that it provided written notice (a
demand under the Contract) to the Architect of its claims within 10 days of discovering

the conditions giving rise to the claim; and the written notice identified the factual basis
for the claim, including pertinent dates and contract provisions supporting the claim.
DPW's notice of its "claims" must include all of the information identified in Article

4.3.2,z
DPW has now had over 2 years to identify and present evidence that it complied
with its contract provisions.' The evidence from DPW's own witnesses, however,
establishes that DPW was aware ofthe issues underlying its present claims and could
have followed the Contract notice provisions, however, it elected otherwise.
Notwithstanding such lmowledge, DPW did not provide any written notice to SE/Z of its
potential claims in compliance with the Claims and Disputes provisions ofthe Contract.
All parties on'the Project were aware of the alleged problems with the Project work.

2 SE/Z submits that DPW's affirmative claims set forth in its Cross-Claim and
Counterclaim constitute "claims" as defined by Article 4.3.1. DPW is asserting entitlement to
the "payment of money," as well as a determination of contract time, i.e., liquidated damages.
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However, SE/Z had no notice that DPW intended to assert a "Claim." Moreover, DPW
strictly enforced these same contract provisions against SE/Z.3
As noted above, DPW's BSL III Project team was aware ofthe issues and
potential claims, which DPW now asserts. Elaine Hill testified as follows:
Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.

Q.
A.
Q.

A.
Q.
A.
Q.
A.

Now, you talked with Mr. Larkin about the issues of welding that were
-- that were experienced throughout the project. Do you recall that?
Yes.
And they're covered in your affidavits.
Yes.
You talked about dampers, things -- problems with dampers that came
up during the project. Do you recall that?
Yes.
And there was an issue of nonconforming material that was discussed,
and I think that was in your notes. Do you recall that?
Yes.
And I think it was collars. And there might have been some other
pieces of material that were nonconforming. Do you recall that?
Yes.
And then I think you also mentioned one ofthe other big issues was test
and balance, or commissioning. We could never get the project to test
and balance and it couldn't be commissioned; do you recall that?
Yes.
And then fmally there's the one-year delay in this project. It went over
schedule by just over a year as I recall; right?
Yes.
And those -- have I missed any issues, major issues from DPW's
standpoint in my laundry list there?
That's what we understood particularly at the termination point.

(Deposition of Elaine Hill, Volume II, October 9, 2007, p. 394,1. 24 - p. 396,1. 4
(Emphasis added). See also Hill Deposition, p. 382, 1. 23 - p. 384,1. 14).

3 See Deposition Ex. 363 attached as Exhibit "B" to the Excerpts of Deposition, and
related testimony.
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Jan Frew, DPW's Design and Construction Manager similarly testified:

Q.

Okay. You previously testified that at the time the contracts were
terminated for convenience, you were aware ofthe over one year delay;
correct?
A.
Yes .
. Q.
You were aware of all the welding issues or alleged problems on the
project; correct?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And you were aware of alleged non-conforming work on the project;
correct?
A.
Yes.
Q.
And isn't it -- well, let's look at paragraphs 17 and 18 of Exhibit 364.
Is it your understanding that under paragraphs 17 and 18 the Division
of Public Works is looking to assert a claim for liquidated damages for
the nearly, or over, one year delay on the project?
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
.
THE WITNESS:
It's my understanding that we are. I don't know what the
legal term of it would be, it's called a cross-claim.
(Deposition of Jan Frew, April 26, 2007, p. 233, 1. 5 - 1. 24).

Q.

As the design and construction manager of the Division of Public
Works, you would have been aware of a claim by the Division of Public
Works for liquidated damages at the time the contract was terminated
for convenience; correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS:
At the time of termination for convenience I was aware
of several major issues in regards to this project,
including the issue of liquidated damages.
(Depositiotl of Jan Frew, April 26, 2007, p. 234, l. 24 - p. 235, 1. 7).
DPW's Field Representative Joe Rutledge testified similarly that in his capacity as
the Field Representative he viewed the construction to ensure that it complied with the
plans and specifications. Mr. Rutledge was aware of the issues underlying DPW' s
claims. (Rutledge Depo., p. 93-98). Mr. Rutledge was not aware of any facts to allege
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that SE/Z or Hobson covered up or deceptively masked substandard work. (Rutledge
Depo., p. 94, 1. 24 -po 95, 1. 20).
for convenience, DPW was
Importantly, at the
time of terminating SE/Z's contract
,
.
aware that it would likely incur costs in completing the 'Project. Ms. Hill estimated the
cost to complete the project in the range of$100,000.00. (Hill Depo., Vol. II, p. 396,1.
12-18; p. 422, 1. 5-24).
During their depositions, both Elaine Hill and Jan Frew conceded that DPW failed
to follow the Claims and Disputes provisions of the ,Contract. Ms. Hill testified:

Q.

Now, the State ofIdaho is asserting a claim under the contract; correct?
A.
Correct.
Q.
Are you -- isn't it true that the State ofIdaho never provided a notice to
SE/Z in compliance with Article 4.3 of the general condition, as
modified by Article 4.3 of the supplemental conditions?
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WI1NESS: I'm not aware ofthat one way or the other.
Q.
You're not aware that any notice was provided?
MR. CHOU: I think the testimony was one way or the other.
Q.
Okay.
MR. CHOU: She doesn't know.
Q.
Do you have a vague recollection of any notice from the State ofIdaho
with respect to those issues?
A.
I do not.
(Deposition of Elaine Hill, Volume II, October 9, 2007, p. 408, 1. 11 - p. 409, 1. 5). Ms.
Frew testified similarly as follows:

Q.

Are you aware of any written claim prior to the termination' for convenience'
by which the Division of Public Works asserted it was entitled to liquidated
damages?
MR. CHOU: Object to form; asked and answered.
THE WI1NESS:
I would have to review all of the correspondence, all of the
project files, to make that determination. I don't have that
information in front of me.
13
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BY MR. HAHN:
Q.
But as you sit here today you're not aware of any [claims notices].
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS:
I don't know of a specific document.

(Deposition of Jan Frew, April 26, 2007, p. 235, 1. 18 - p. 236,1. 7).
DPW's failure to satisfy the conditions precedent in the Supplementary Conditions
4.3.1 and 4.3.2 constitute a material breach of the Contract. DPW should not be allowed
to materially breach the conditions of the Contract and then take advantage of its own
failure. Dengler, 141 Idaho at 128. Unless DPW can present substantial, credible and
admissible evidence that it complied with the provisions of Supplemental Conditions
4.3.1 and 4.3.2, SE/Z respectfully submits the Court should enforce the plain language of .
the parties' Contract. DPW waived its claims and Summary Judgment should be entered
dismissing DPW's claims.
2.

NEITHER SE/Z NOR DPW WAIVED THE APPLICATION OF THE
CLAIMS AND DISPUTES PROVISIONS OF THE CONTRACT.

All ofDPW's BSL III Project team testified that it is DPW's practice to enforce
the Claims and Disputes provisions of its contract. Indeed, on the BSL III Project, DPW,
. through its design professionals, strictly enforced those provisions. (Hill Depo., Vol. II,
p. 397,1. 25 - p. 398, 1. 9, and Deposition Exhibit 363). As evidenced by Deposition Ex.
363, DPW through Rudeen, applied the same contract provisions SE/Z urges here, to
deny a claim asserted by SE/Z and Hobson.
Ms. Frew testified that in order to effectuate a waiver of the Claims and Disputes
provisions of the Contract, DPW necessarily would issue a written document such as a
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change order or CCD. (Frew Depo., p. 166,1. 25 - p. 168,1. 15). Similarly, Mr. Rutledge
testified that DPW strictly enforces its contract provisions. Mr. Rutledge testified as
follows:

Q.

So in your experien<.::,e DPW enforces the claims provisions set forth in
its contracts; correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
A.
To the best of my knowledge we follow the contract to the letter.
(Deposition of Joe Rutledge, April 27, 2007, p. 78, 1. 14-18).
As identified in the Affidavit of Steve Zambarano, SE/Z did not waive compliance
with the Claims and Disputes provisions of the Contr:act. (Zambarano Aff.,
3.

~~

9-10).

DPW'S FAILURE TO COMPLY WITH THE CONTRACT CLAIMS
AND DISPUTES PROVISIONS AND TERMINATIONS FOR
CONVENIENCE PREJUDICED SE/Z.

Finally, in failing to follow the Contract Claims and Disputes provisions and then
terminating Rudeen and SE/Z's contracts for convenience, DPW caused substantial
prejudice to SE/Z. As identified in Article 4.3.2, DPW was to provide written notice
within ten days of the date of any claims, including all the information required in Article
4.3.2. As identified above, DPW·was aware of the issues throughout construction,
however, elected not to follow the Contract provisions. Had it done so, however, the
Contract between the parties included procedures by which such disputes could have been
resolved.
The Contract at Article 4.4 and Supplementary Condition 4.4 provides for a
resolution of claims by the architect and, if not resolved by the architect, then through
mediation'as a condition precedent to further action. In terminating Rudeen's contract
15
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and SB/Z's contract for convenience, without complying with the Claims and Disputes
provisions, DPW removed the ability of the parties to potentially resolve their differences
and mediate the claims prior to legal action. (Zambarano Affidavit, ~~ 9-10). There is no
dispute that SE/Z was prejudiced by DPW's failure to follow the Claims and Disputes
provisions of the Contract. Consequently, applying the case law asserted by DPW, DPW
was required to strictly comply with its own Contract provisions.

SE/Z respectfully submits that it was substantially prejudiced by DPW's failure to
follow the Claims and Disputes provisions of its own Contract.
IV.
CONCLUSION

SE/Z respectfully submits that the Contract sets forth clear and unambiguous
conditions precedent under the Contract. DPW failed to satisfy the conditions preceden~
to pursuing its claims against SE/Z and Hobson. Moreover, DPW's failure to comply
with the Contract provisions substantially prejudiced SE/Z.
Pursuant to Rule 56 of the Idaho Rules of Civil Procedure and the Idaho Supreme
Court's decision in Foster v. Traul, 141 Idaho 590, 120 P.3d 278 (2005), SE/Z's summary
judgment dismissing DPW's claims should be entered.

Dated:

/Jb#~7

/.f a ,III, Esq.
.
, KIDWELL,HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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Frederick J. Hahn, III, Esq. (ISB No. 4258)
HOLDEN KlDWELL HAHN & CRAPO, P.LLC.
P.O. Box 50130
1000 RiverwaJk Drive, Suite 200
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Telephone: (208) 523-0620
Facsimile: (208) 523-9518

OCT 2 5 2007
J. DAVID NAVARRO, Clel'k
ey M. "STROMER
DEPIJfY

Attorneys for SE/Z Construction, LLC
IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Plaintiff,
v.

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
"limited liability company; and STATE OF
IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division
of Public Works,
Defendants,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,

v.
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Counter-Defendant,

Case No. CV-OC-0508037

" EXCERPTS OF DEPOSITION IN
SUPPORT OF SE/Z CONSTRUCTION"
LLC'S MOTION FOR
RECONSIDERATION

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Cross-Claimant,
v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Counter-Cross-Claimant,

v.
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Counter-Cross-Defendant,
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of Administration,
Division of Public Works,
Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant.
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HOBSONFABRlCATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,

Case No. CV-OC-06-00191

Plaintiff,
v.
KEN GARDNER, an individual; DAVID
ROOK, an individual; JANUARY FREW,
an individual; LARRY OSGOOD, an
individual; CHRlS MOTLEY, an
individual; and ELAINE HILL, an
individual,

Defendants.
Defendant SE/Z Construction, LLC, by and.through its counsel of record, Holden,
Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C., pursuant to Rule 30(f)(4) of the Idaho Rules of Civil
Procedure hereby submits the following Excerpts of Deposition and deposition exhibits insupport of its Motion for Reconsideration. Submitted herewith, are true and correct
copies of the following deposition excerpts:
1.

Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "A" is a true and correct copy of the cover
page, pages 357 - 437, and Exhibit 336 from the deposition of Elaine Hill, taken
on October 9, 2007.

2.

Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "B" is a true and correct copy ofthe cover
page, pages 213-242, and Exhibits 348, 349, and 363 from the deposition of Jan
Frew, taken on April 26, 2007.
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3.

Attached hereto and marked as Exhibit "c" is a true and correct copy of the cover
page, pages 76-77, 95-98, and Exhibit 382 from the deposition of Joe Rutledge,
taken on April 27, 2007.

Dated:

~~)e-~7

J ahn) III, Esq.
, KIDWELL) HAHN & CRAPO, P.L.L.C.
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STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of
Administration, Division of
Public Works,
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
)

)

through its Department of
Administration, Division of
Public Works,

)
)
)
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Counter-Defendant.

)
)
)
)

)
)
)
)
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.

1
2
3
4
5

paragraph that DPW has reviewed your correspondence dated
May 20. Based on this correspondence and our recent
conversations, we propose project 06·350 be revised with a
new project scope. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
6
Q, The proposed project title will be •• or would
7 be Biosafety Level 3Laboratory Improvements; right?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q, Did you take part in the discussions in
10 revising project 06·350 with anew project scope?
11
A. Yes.
.
12
Q, Okay. Tell me who was involved in those
13 discussions,
14
A. Jan Frew, Tom long, Tomls boss who changed
15 three times during this project.
16. Q, Do you recall his name in the spring of 2005?
17
A. I don't.
18
Q. Is it Dick Humeston {sic}?
19
A. Nope.
20
Q, Okay. Anybody else that you can recall?
21
A. Not specifically, no,
22
Q. Okay. Tell me about the conversations. What
23 conversations·· what were the substance of the
24 conversations regarding changing project 06·350 to anew
25 project scope?
357
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1 were terminated. Fiscally, for accounting pieces! we can
2 keep aproject open for years until all legal ramifications
3 are taken care of.
4
Q, Okay, Without acontractor and a design team
5 on a proje~ essentially the project can't go forward;
6 right?
7
A. 02· 353 has not gone forward.
8
Q, I see, Okay, And in fact, the contractor and
9 the design team were terminated for convenience.
10
A. Yes.'
11 . Q, Okay. Tell me about the discussions leading
12 up to the decision to terminate both the contractor and the
13 .design team for convenience in the May/ early June of 2005/
14 time frame?
15
A. I guess I don't understand your question,
16
Q, Was there adiscussion about terminating for
17 convenience the contractor and/or the design team on
18 project 02-3537
19
A. There were discussions with our legal counsel.
20
Q. Just for now tell me which legal counsel those
21 discussions were had wtth?
22
A. Joanna Guilfoy.
23
Q, Okay. Anybody else?
24
A. Not thatTm aware of.
25
Q. Okay, Who made the decision to terminate the
359
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1
A. We still needed to get the BSl·3lab
2 completed. And we intended to get that project built under
306·350 with adifferent contractor,
4-- Q. I see. 06-350/ that project number is •• or
S originally was the Install Fire Sprinkler System· Health Lab
6 project; is that right?
7
A. I believe so,
8
Q, Okay. So as of May 26, 2005/ adecision had
9 been made by DPW to terminate project number 02-353?
10
A. I don It believe it was terminated; I believe
11 it was put on hold.
12
Q. I see. Your understanding is that the BSL·3
13 project was placed on hold?
14
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
15 BY MR. LARKIN:
16
Q. Project number 02· 353?
17
A. It is inactive, 02·353 is on hold or
18 inactive. Nothing is happening with that project number.
19
Q. I see. But itls your testimony that that
20 project was not terminated?
.21
A. 1did not say it was not terminated. I said
22 the project! on the fiscal records/ was just put on hold,
23
Q, Okay. What's your understanding as to what
24 happened to the contractor and the design team?
25
A. The·· both the contractor and the design team
358

1 contractor for convenience on project No. 02·353?
2
A. Jan Frew and Joanna Guilfoy.
3
MR. CHOU: Object to the form, and attorney
4 client privilege.
5
MR. LARKIN: I'm not going to get into
6 communications, J just want to know who made the decision.
7
THE WITNESS: I guess I wasn't .. I did not
8 sit in on those meetings.
9
MR. CHOU: And for the record, counsel donl
10 make·· does not make decisions like that, so ....
11
THE WITNESS: I was not present, so , , .
12
JIm sure that Pam Ahrens was aware of it.
13 BY MR, LARKIN:
14
Q, To the best of your knowledge was iUan Frew
15 that made the ultimate decision?
16
A. I would be speculating, but I believe so.
17
Q. Okay. Lees·· Iasked about terminating the
18 contractor for convenience/1 1mgoing to ask the same
19 question about terminating the design team for convenience,
20
Who made that decision?
21
A. Same answers. I believe it .. I was not a
22 party of it and I understood that was aconversation
23 between Jan Frew and counsel.
24' MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
25 BY MR. LARKIN:
360
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Q, Do you have an understanding, being aproject
m-anager for DPW •. YOllva been aproject manager for how
m anyyears?'
.
A. For DPW?
Q, Correct.
A. Five plus.
Q. Okay. Other than the BSL-3 project, are you
aware of any other project where DPW has terminated either
th econtractor or the design team for convenience?
A. Not that I'm aware of.
Q. I see. Do you have an·understanding as to the
difference between terminating acontract for defaul~
versus terminating acontract for convenience?
A. Yes.
Q. What is that un'derstanding?
A. As explained to me by our legal side! it's
whether _. whether you complete the project through -. from
the bonding side. And that convenience is you think you're
complete with the job and you finish it out yourself as an
owner.
Q. That's your understanding?
A. In generic terms! yes,
Q. Procedurallv are you aware of any differences
between atermination for default and atermination for
convenience?
361
.
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1 counsel regarding the decision to terminate for

2 convenience; did anybody consult you concerning the
3 decision to terminate for convenience?
4
A. I don't specifically recall.
Q. This indicates that pursuant to subparagraph
S
6 14.4 of the general conditions of the contract documents
7 for project 02-353, this letter constitutes written notice
8 that the owner is terminating this contract for
9 convenience. Such termination is affective immediatelv.
Is it your understanding that the contract
10
11 between DPW and SE/Z was terminated effective June 31 2005?
12
A. Yes.
Q. It goes on to statel Ms. Ahrens directs SE/Z
13
14 that pursuant to subparagraph 14.4.2 SE/Z shall cease all
15 work on the project ·immediately and take all necessary
16 steps to protect and preserve the work as currently
17 installed. Do you see that?
A. Yes.
18
Q. Okay. And so was it your expectation that
19
20 . SE/Z and its subcontractors would immediately cease all
21 work on the project?
A. Yes.
22
.Q. It goes on to •• Ms, Ahrens goes on to direct
23
24 SE/Z to terminate all existing subcontracts and purchase
25 orders related to the project; do you see that?
363
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1
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
1
A. Yes.
2
THE WITNESS: I let the lawyers deal with
2
Q. And it would be your expectation that SE/Z
3 that.
3 would do 501 would follow her instructions?
4 BY MR. lARKIN:
4
A. Yes.
S
Q. Are you familiar with anotice of default?
5
Q. I see. And are you aware whether SE/Z leftl
6
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
6 and the subcontractorsl left the project site on Dr shortly.
7
THE WITNESS: That's alawyer issue.
7 after June 3r 2005?
8 BY MR. lARKIN:
8
A I'm not sure if they were -- who was on the
9
Q. You don't have any idea yourself?
9 site even at this point. I believe that SE/Z's
o A, I have the lawyers take care of that for us.
10 superintendent left the job at this time.
.
Q. I see. And in this case it would have been
11 . Q. And any subcontractors that still remained?
1
2 Ms. Guilfoy?
12
A. If they were there! yes.
3
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
13
Q. I just gave you acopy of Exhibit 201, which
4
THE WITNESS: I believe so.
14 was previously marked. It's aletter from Pam A~rens dated
5.
(Exhibit No. 438 marked.)
15 the same datel June 3, 20051 to Rudeen &Associates wl1ich
6 BY MR. lARKIN:
16 states thatin accordance with section 5.5 of Rudeen's
7
Q. Exhibit 438 is anotice of termination dated
17 contract with DPW, please be advised that this letter
8 Ju"e 3, 20051 from Ms. Pam Ahrens to SEll Construction; do
18 constitutes notice of termination for convenience. This
9 you see that?
19 notice is effective July 31 20051 amonth later. Do you
o A. Yes. .
20 see that?
1
Q. You appear as aCC recipient of this letter.
21
A. Yes.
2 Do you recall receiving it?
.
22
Q. And are you aware of any work.that Rudeen &
3
A. Yes.
23 Associates performed between June 3and July 31 2005?
4
Q. In ronnection with " I und.erstand you said
24
A. I'm not aware of any work.
S that you didn't take part in the discussions with legal
25
Q. You appear as aCC reCipient on this letter;
362
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1 is that correct?
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. It goes on to say in this letter to Rudeen l as
4 you know, the BSl-3 project is one year behind schedule.
5 Furtherl as you know1 this project has been fraught with
6 problems since early in construction. 00 you see that?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. Do you Imow what problems Ms. Ahrens is
9 referencing?
10
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
11
THE WITNESS: The building was never
12 constructed for its intended use/ completed for its
13 intended use.
14 BY MR. LARKIN:
15
Q. Do you know what specific problems she's
16 referencing?
17
A. Not specifically.
18
Q. As of June 31 2005, what specific problems,
19 other than what welve already talked about, were you aware
20 of in connection with the project?
21
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
22
THE WITNESS: They never got the building
23 balanced.
24 BY MR. LARKIN: .
. 25
Q. It goes on to say after thorough

PAGE 367 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _----.

1 later?
2
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
3
THE WITNESS: 1don't know about that.
4 BY MR. LARKIN:
5
Q. Okay. In any eventl you point out that
6 there's a30-day notification prior to termination. He
7 responds saying okay, thanks Elaine. We'll keep our
8 fingers crossed that when the new folks come in they don't
9 have to redo abunch of stuff. Thanks for the help in
10 ending these fruitless, frustrating relationships.
11
00 you know what fruitless, frustrating
12 relationships he's referring to?
13
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
14
THE WITNESS: The fact we never got the job
15 done. There was -- there was frustration throughout the
16 project/ explained in the 18/000 pages.
17 BY MR. LARKIN:
18
Q. .And in fact, neither the contractor nor the
19 design team, Rudeen, were allowed back into the project to
20 perform additional work or to, quotel redo abunch of
21 stuff, were they?
22
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
23
MR. LARKIN: After June 3/ 2005.
24
MR. CHOU: Object to form; asked and answered.
25
THE WITNESS: They were terminated in the

E
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1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8

9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

consideration and review, DPW in consultation with the
Department of Health &Welfare has determined that it is in
the best interest of the state to terminate the contract.
Do yo~ know who from the Department of Health
&Welfare was consulted regarding the termination for
convenience of the Rudeen contract?
A. It looks like it was Tom Long.
(Exhibit No. 439 marked.)
BY MR. LARKIN:
Q. Exhibit 439 is aseries of e·mails between you
and Richard Schultz.
A. Yes.
Q. Again, who is he?
A. He is ••
Q. What position did he have back in June of
2005?
A, J understand he's the administrator of Health
&Welfare,
Q. Okay. He's questioning the one-month delay in
terminating Rudeen &. Associates; do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q. He was anJ(ious to terminate their contract?
A. He is questioning the time delay.
Q. SO you would -- was it your understanding he
wanted to terminate immediately as opposed to one month

_
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1 earlier exhibits.
2 BY MR. LARKIN:
3
Q. And Ms. Ahrens directed them to immediately
4 cease all work; is that right?
5
A. That is correct.
6
(Exhibit No. 440 marked.)
7 BY MR. LARKIN:
8
Q. Exhibit 440 is an e-mail from Tom Long to you
9 dated July 1/ 2005, which is actually two days before the
10 effective termination of the Rudeen contracti right?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Okay. Mr. Long says 1have reviewed the
13 qualifications Clf the three consultants you have sent. I
14 feel WGI appears to be the most qualified for our lleeo on
15 the project. Do you see that?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Who were the three consultants you interviewed
18 for the .- for the needs on the project as of July 1/ 2005.?
19
A. I'd have to reference the file. 1dont
20 remember. Itls been two years ago.
21
Q. Obviously as of July 11 2005, you had
22 apparently obtained qualifications for three different
23 consultants; is that right?
24
A. Yes.
25
Q. Ten me about that process; who was involved

366
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with that process?
A. I'd have to reference the files. I don't
recollect.
Q, Do you recall whether Jan Frew was involved?
A. Possibly, I don't specifically recollect.
Q, Who was in charge of obtaining qualifications
for consultants in the July 2005 time frame?
A. fts I was project manager for this piece I
would have gone through the process of getting an RFQ or
some level of qualifications. I just can't specifically
recall what those are..
Q, You say this piece. This piece means the
revamped scope of ••
A. Yes .
Q, •• what project number?
A. This piece refers to project 06·350.
Q, Okay, And you were seeking consultants in
connection with that project?
A. Yes;
Q. Do you know what needs on the project Mr, Long
is referring to?
A. They need the lab to work.
Q, And the project being referenced again is the
renewed and expanded scope,.pf ••
A. I WOUldn't say ifs expanded scope.
369
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1
Q, But. it's project 06·350?
2.
A. Correct.
3
(Exhibit No. 441 marked.)
4 BY MR. LARKIN:
5
Q. Exhibit 441 I think will clue you to who the
6 three potential consultants were. An e·mail from you to
7 Tom Long in response to his e-mail saying we have
8 interviewed and reviewed thep.roposals from three firms,
9 Washing Group International, Heery International, and
10 Chamberlain Mechanical." DPW is working on an "agreement.
11 with WGI to provide professional services for the 06· 350
12 H&W lab BSL'3laboratory improvements, Again referencing
13 that .project 06· 350i right?
14
A. Yes,
15
Q, Okay, Who did you interface with a t .
16 Washington Group International during •• from July 2005
17 through the end of 2005/ regarding work on project 06·350?
18
A. John Bessaw with WGl and AI Munio,
19
Q, Okay•. 00 you have an understanding as to who
20 drafted the report that WGI generated at the end of 2005?
21
A. I understood that AI Munio drafted the report.
22
'Q. Okay. And is your understanding as to the
23 current alleged deficiencies on the project based upon that
j

j

?4

1
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: That was the basis.
2
3 BY MR. LARKIN:
4
Q, And currently is that the basis of your
5 understanding as to the alleged deficiencies on the BSL
6 project that being the report generated by AI Munio?
7
A. That plus those issues that have come up
8 through the reconstruction of the lab.
Q. We'll get to that.
9
What •• in July of 2005 what was WGI tasked to
10
11 do by DPW?
12
A. WGI was tasked to reverse engineer the
13 existing lab for the BSL·3design. And also investigate
.14 all construction on the lab itself. No preconceived
15 notions going into the project.
Q, What do you mean by that?
16
17
A. Everything was on the table; the design and
18 the construction.
Q, Had DPW wanted to prior to terminating both
19
20 the contractor and the design team for conveniencel DPW
21 could have engaged aconsultant, such as WGI, prior to
22 termination.
A. Yes,
23
Q, DPW chose not to,
24
A, Yes.
25
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1
Q, In.fact, DPW terminated the contractor and the
2 design team and within amonth of that had engaged WGI,
3
A. Yes.
4
Q. I see, Do you recall receiving Hobson's claim
5 in approximately August of 2005?
6
A. I remember abig box coming to DPW.
7
Q, Approximately three or four binders?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. Have you •• did you spend any time going
10 through that claim?
.
11
A. I briefly perused it.
12
Q. How many minutes did you take or did you
13 spend doing it?
14
A.ldon'tspecificaliyrecall.
15
Q, HaW an hour?
16
A. The Hobson and the SEll claim or •.
17
Q. Both.
18
A. Because there's two. Approximately amorning,
19
Q, Reviewing both of the claims?
20
A. Yes,
21
Q. Did you generate any documentation based upon
22 your review of those claims?
23
A. Not that I recall.
');1
Q,!:I,
"id Vallyt"f,hnwu
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25 other than counsel?
"
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A, I donIt specifically recall any conversations,
2
Q. SO you don't recall writing anything, or
3 talking to anybody, about those claim submissions?
4
A. I don't recall any specific conversation about
5 those daims.
6
Q. Were you the person at DPW tasked with
7 evaluating the claims submitted by Hobson and SE/Z?
8
A. No.
Q. Who was?
9
10
A. Courisel, Joanna Guilfoy.
11
.Q. Did Ms. Guilfoy ever seek your assistance in
12 the review and evaluation of those claims?
13
MR, CHOU: Object to form.
14
THE WITNESS: I don't-15
MR. CHOU: I'm sorry, what was the question
16 again?
17
MR. LARKIN: Did Ms. Guilfoy seek her
18 assistance in the review and evaluation of the Hobson or
19 SE/Z claims,
20
MR. CHOU: Are you talking about conversations
21 that they had?
22
MR, LARKIN: Just whether she sought Elaine's.
23 assistance,
24
THE WITNESS: I'm sure I talked to Joanna
25 within the last two years about the claim.

m

r--
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1 BY MR. lARKlN:
2
Q. Within the last two years?
3
A. Yes.
(Exhibit No, 442 marked.)
4
5 BY MR. lARKIN:
6
Q. Exhibit 442 is ahandwritten note. It appears
7 to be from AI Munio to you. Do you recall receiving this
8 note?·
9
A. Not specifically.
10
Q. Why don't you read through it just for a
11 minute. I just have aquick question oli this.
12
. The bottom paragraph says 1plan to work with
13 John Bessawtomorrow to put together aschedule then we'll·
14 plan to peruse your files Thursday morning. Do you see
15 that?
16
A. Yes,
17
Q. Do you recall that Mr. Munio perused your
18 files in the later part of 2005? .
19
A, Not specifically.
20
Q. Do you know whether Mr. Munio has ever been
21 through your files in connection with the BSL·3 project?
22
A. I believe that he has.
23
Q. Do you know that for afact?
24
A. We're open record! so I believe that he said
25 that he was going to do it and I believe that he did. I
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1 was not in the office when he came.
2
Q. SO you don't know whether he did or didn't?
3
A. I do not recall.
4
Q•. And if he did so, you don't know how much time
5 he spent loqking through your files.
6
A. Correct.
7
Q. I'm going to hand you adocument that's
8 already been marked Exhibit 203. Why don't you take a
9 minute to read through it.
10
MR, CHOU: Lees take aquick break,
11
MR. LARKlN: Sure,
12
(Brief recess.)
13 BY MR. LARKIN:
14
Q. Okay. You have in front of you acopy of .
15 Exhibit 203. You appear as aCe recipient on this letter.
16 Do you recall receiving it?
17
A. Vaguely,
18
Q. Do you recall having any input into the
19 substance of this letter?
20
A, Not specifically,
21
Q. Okay. You've had achance to read the letter;
22 do you disagree with anything stated in the letter?
23
MR. CHOU: .Induding the attachments?
24
MR. LARKlN: Sure.
25
THE WITNESS: It's an overview. It appears
3~
r--
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1 correct, There's alot of data in it.
2 BY MR. LARKIN:
3
Q. Nothing that you see that you would disagree .
4 with?
5
A. Nothing alarming strikes me.
6
Q. Nothing you disagree with?
7
A. Okay,
B
Q. Is that right?
9
A. Yes,
10
Q. Okay. This is aletter to Mr. Anderson, who's
11 caunse.! for Rudeen; is that your understanding?
12
A, Yeah.
13
Q. And it's referencing alune 30 letter received
14 from Rudeen &Associates. I've got aCopy here that was
15 marked as Exhjb~ 202 that's acleaner version of that
16 letter in case you need to refer to it.
. 17
. And the June 30 letter from Rudeen &
18 Associate~ is essentially arequest for additional
19 compensation; Is that right?
20
A, Correct.
21
Q. The substance .' or just in summary, what Ms.
22 Guilfoy is setting forth in her letter are certain
23 categories of Kerns referenced in the lune 30 letter that
24 DPW would agree to pay, items that DPW would.not agree to
25 pay, and items that •. where adecision must await the

..
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1 results of the engineering and installation verification
2 processi is that correct?
3
A. Yes,
4
Q, Okay. Let's start with category 3first,
5 Category 3are items •• I'm reading from her lettert '
6 E~hibit 203.
7
Category 3items are items that may entitle
8 Rudeen to some additional compensation t but on which a
9 decision must ,await the result of the engineering and
.0 installation verification proGess described above. We will
.1 review these items again upon receipt of that analysis, Do
.2 you see that?
J
A. Yes,
.4
Q, Okay. The processt the engineering and
.5 installation verification process that's referenced by Ms.
:6 GuilfoYt was the process that WGI had undertaken as of
.7 August 16t 2005; is that correct?
~8
A. Th?t is the process. That's when they started
.9 thatl y e s . ,
~O
Q. Okay, Since August 16t 2005, has DPW made a
~1 decision with respect to the category 3items that are
~2 referenced in this letter?
~3
A. Not that I'm aware of.
!4
Q. Since August 16t 2005t has DPW made any
~5 fJaymertt to Rudeen, or it's subconsultantst for category 3

~

r--

1 items?
2
A, Not that JIm aware of.
3
Q, category 2in the •• up aparagraph on page 2
4 of her letter .' Ms, Guilfoy references in category 2~ems
5 for which DPW does not believe Rudeen is entitled to any
6 additional services amountt either because any additional
7 services required of Rudeen clearly resulted from design
8 issues which are the responsibility of Rudeent either
9 directly or through its subconsultants, or because the
LO services were part of the contract administration sel'1lices
l1 for which Rudeen originally contracted and are not
l2 _addi~onal, Do you see that?
l3
A. Yes.
[4
Q, And Ms. Guilfoy breaks category 2down into
l5 category 2A and 28 to reference those distinctions; right?
l6
A, Yes.
L7
Q, Okay, Category2At ifyouturnoverthepage
L8 to Bates label RUD38·001083t category 2A is the category
L9 where payment will not be made and it references design
W issues; do you see that?
~1
A, Yes.
~2
Q, And then it lists out the Rudeen item numbers
~3 it 4through 7t 30t 34, and 36, Do you see that?
~4
A.] do.
~5
Q, And is. it your understanding thatthose
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1 correspond to the item numbers contained in the June 30
2 correspondence from Rudeen?
3
A, Yes,
4
Q. Jumping up again •• I'm looking at page 3of
5 the exhibit ••
6
A. Uh-huh, yes.
7
Q... to category 1. These are items that DPW
8 agreed to pay Rudeen; is that right?
9
A, Yes.
10
Q, Do you know whether in fact DPW has paid
11 Rudeen the $14t603 referenced on page 3?
12
A. rd have to check -.
13
Q, You don't know?
14
A..- the accounting side, I don't specifically
15 recall.
16
Q. Okay, I'm going to point you to item numbers
17 11 and 14 and the fact that they have an asterisk next to
18 them, Do you see that?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. If you jump down about halfway down the page
21 it says. at the asteris~ please note that while DPW agrees
22 to pay this amoun~ it does dispute the characterization of
23 the matter as presented in the Rudeen letter, Extra time
24 was spent to facilitate the third·party inspection but our
25 expert was forced to rely on his professional opinion
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1 rather than the specification because the specification was
2 deficient in regard to the applicable welding standards and
3 inspection criteria, Do you see that?
4
A. I do.
5
Q. Okay, The expert that's being referenced in
6 this correspondence is Mr, Daneri?
7
A. I believe it's Mark Bell.
8
Q. Okay,
9
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
10 BY MR. LARKIN:
11
Q. And the specification being referenced here is
12 the specification for the BSL·3 project?
13 . A. Yes.
14
Q, Okay, Back to page 2of the exhibit, three
15 paragraphs up from the bottom begins "with the exception",
16
A. Yes..
17
Q. Are you with me? Okay.
18
That paragraph states with the exception of
19 item 66t each item listed on the Rudeen letter falls into
20 one of these categories and is set forth in Exhibit 1,
21 which we just looked atj right?
22
A. Yes,
'
23
Q, As to items 66, I have to express some level
24 of disbelief that this is included in the Rudeen letter,
25 That item relates to welding, As you may know/ the
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1 specifications on the welding were asource of some problem
2 on this project. I do not think it necessary to go into
3 exhaustive detail here. DPIN has no current intention of
4 paying for any additional services related to this matter.
5
Did I read that correctly?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. Okay. And item 66, if you look at the June 30
8 correspondence and attachments •• and you can look at the
9 clearer version here •. item 66 references PR 151 and the
10 item description is weldingi right?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. With aparenthetical that says reject, comma,
13 PR 15 and 161 comma, rejected by ownerl comma, CCD06
14 multiple pricingi right?
15
A. Yes.
16
Q. And if you keep going to the right it appears
17 they're seeking compensation for an additional 20 some, 26
18 hours between August '03 and July of '04i an additional 17
19 hours between August '04 and May of 'OS; an additional 4
20 hours during August '03 through August of '04; and an
21 additional 4hours between August '04 and May of '05(
22 right?
23
A. Yes.·
24
Q. And as I understand the chart, that references
25 the two individuals, Robert Howard and Matt Huffield. And
381
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1 dated May 22, 2006i right.
2
A. Yes.
3
Q. And you signed this under oath?
4
A. I believe so.
5
Q. I'm going to point you to paragraph 6where
6 you state that in approximately ~ay 2004 DPW retained a
7 third-party welding inspector, Mark Bell, to visually
8 inspect the welding performed on the project by Hobson.
9 Mr. Bell identified numerous welding defects. That again
10 was in May of 2004?
11
A. That's what it states.
.
12
Q. Defects of this nature in the ductwork
13 increased the likelihood of the release of dangerous
14 substances into the atmosphere ifthe laboratory were put
15 into operation. Hobson agreed to correct approximately one
16 third of the identified welds. DPW decided to tighten the
17 welding specifications thus issuing acha'nge order to
18 Hobson and compensating Hobson for additional corrective
19 work to ahigher welding criteria than originally
20 specified. However, when Mr. Bell returned to inspect the
21 welds in August 20041 he identified numerous welds that
22 still did not meet the specifications. Do you see that?
23
A. Yes.
24
Q. Okay. And you were aware of tha~ what I just
25 read to YOUI prior to the termination in June of 2005;
383
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1 if you look at page 1of 3in the attachment to the June 30
1 correct?
2 letter··
2
A. Yes.
3
A. Okay.
3
Q. In paragraph 7you state in. approximately the
4
Q. Do you have that?
4 spring of 2005 DPW discovered that Hobson had not installed
5
A. Yes.
5 dampers that were clearly called for in the contract
6
Q. Okay. Has DPW paid Rudeen for any additional
6 documents and were necessary for the safe and correct
7 services related to item number 66 between August lSI 2006
7 operation of the facility's exhaust system and sanitizing
8 I'm sorry, August 151 2005 and the present date?
8 of the BSL·3Iab. So on and so forth. You can read the
9
A. I would have to check the accounting side.
9 .rest of paragraph 7.
10
Q. Notthat you Ire aware ofthen?
10
A. Yes.
11
A. Not that I'm aware of.
11
Q. My question for you is whether you were aware
12 Q. Okay. Has DPW entered into any kind of
12 of that, the substance of paragraph 71 prior to the
13 agreement with Rudeen since August 16, 200S?
13 termination in lune of 2005?
14
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
14
A. Yes.
15
THE WITNESS: On this project or ..
15
Q. I don~ think we need to mark this because
16 BY MR. lARKIN:
16 tt's apleading in the record. I'm just going to show you.
17
Q. Right.
17 This is the State of Idaho's counterclaim against Hobson.
18
A. -. or any project?
18. Okay.
19
Q. In connection with the BSL project.
19
First of aliI did you have any input into the
20
A. Not that I'm aware of.
.
20 assembly of the counterclaim filed against Hobson
21
(Exhibit No. 443 marked.)
21 Fabricating Corp.?
22 BY MR. lARKIN:
22
A. Not that I recollect.
23
Q. Exhibit 443 is your affidavit that was filed
23
Q. lim going to point you to paragraph 8of the
24 in Support of Defendant State of Idaho's OppOSition to
24 counterclaim which states during the course of Hobson's
25 Hobson's and SE/Z's Motion for Partial Summary Judgment
25 work under the subcontract, the State determined that
382
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Hobson was not performing its work in awor!;man·liI:e manner
and/ or in good faith, Do you see that?
A. Yes.
Q, Okay. Now we may disagree as to the substance
of that allegation, but is ittrue that you were aware of
that allegation prior to the termination for convenience in
June of 20057
'
8
A. Yes.
9
Q, Paragraph 9goes on to state and allege that
o because of Hobson's failure to perform the work and failure
1 to provide materials in conformance with the subcontraC4
2 the State terminated the contract for convenience.,
3
Again; were'you aware of those allegations
4 prior to termination ofthe contract for convenience in
S June of 2005?
6
A. Yes.
7
Q. And the reference to providing materials in ."
8 I'm sorry, failure to provide materials in conformance with
9 the subcontract. As you sit here today, what materials did
,0 Hobson in particular not provide in conformance with the
.1 contract plans and specifications on the BSL·3 project?
.2
A. I think there was aquestion as to how much
.3 argon was put in on the welds themselves. The stainless
A, stee!/ the 316L which was later changed out. That's all
.5 that come to mind.
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1
Q. To be fair to my friend F.J., let's extend
2 that to SE/Z as well.
3
Are you aware of any materials that SEll

(

1
A. Yes,
2
Q. Okay. In the final sentence you say thus
3 conformance with the contract specifications was
4 particularly crucial in this project; do you see that?
5
A, Yes,
6
Q, Would you agree with me that it was also
7 crucial that the contract specifications not be defective?
8
A. Yes,'
.
9
Q, And would you agree with me that it was also
10 crucial that the contract specifications be complete and
11 thorough?
12
A. Yes.
13
MR. LARKIN: Okay. Good time for abreak?
14
MR. CHOU: Okay,
15
(Deposition stopped for lunch at 11:50 a.m.)
16
17
(Deposition reconvened at 1: 12 p.m.)
18
(All parties present.)
19
20 BY MR. LARKIN:
21
Q. Ms. Hill, my understanding is that there is
22 currently some construction activities going on at the BSL
23 site; is that correct?
24
A. Yes.
25
Q, Okay. Tell me what those activities are,
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1

A. We're building the lab, the BSL·3lab.

2
Q. And describe the construction process that is
3 underway.
'

4
A, First several months were actual~
5 deconstruction of much of the original contract piece. It
6 was not deemed reusable.
7
Q, And who's making that determination, WGI?
8
A. Correct.
9
Q. WGI is performing both the design and
10 construction for this new effort?
11
A. We1re using the original documents by Rudeen
12 and consultants for the original design. And so if there
13 is any questions with all the change orders1any questions
14 WGI is serving as project management engineering service at
.15 that pOint.
16
Q, What do you mean if there are any questions?
17 If there are any ,supplementation that's required of those?
18
A. Yes.
19 - Q. I see, At this stage, this being October 9,
,20 2007, how much of the original construction has been
21 'deconstructed?
22
A. Most of it.
23
Q. I see.
, 24
MR. HAHN: Did vou sav most of it?
25
THE WITNESS: Most of it.
386
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4 didn't provide in conformance with the contract
5 specifications as you sit here today?
6
A. It was more the work than the actual material,
7 . Q, What do you mean by that?
B
A. The installation of the work.
9
Q, I'm going to show you your second affidavit. '
o This is already in the pleadings file so I'm not going to
1 markit.
2
This is your second affidavit filed in support
3 of a motion for partial summary judgment against SE/Z,
4 dated and signed'under oath, January 19, 2007; is that
5 right?
6
A. Yes,
7
Q, Okay. And I'm going to point you to paragraph
8 2 of your affidavit, Why don't you take aminute to read
9 through that.
(Brief pause.)
o
1
MR. CHOU: I'm sorry1 paragraph 27
2
MR. LARKIN: Paragraph 2.
3
(Brief pause.)
4 BY MR. LARKIN:
5
Q, Okay, You '\Ie read through it?

."
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1 .BY MR. LARKIN:
2
Q. The mechanical contractor that's involved with

3 this new construction effort at the BSL facility is who?
4
A. YMC.
5
Q. Okay. You understand that YMC is amajor
6 competitor of Hobson?
7
A. I do;
8
Q. I see. Not only in the Boise market but for
9 the state of Idaho?
10
A. I understand.
11
Q. The new effort at the BSlfacility is under
12 project No. 06·350?
.
13
A. Correct.
14
Q. Where are the files located that relate to
15 project No. 06·350?
16
A. At DPW. ,
17
Q. And are there maintained by you?
18
A. They're maintained by Jason Schwenson.
19
Q. How do you spell his last name?
20
A. S-c-h-w-e-n-s-o-n.
21
Q. Okay. And what is lason Schwensonls position?
22
A. He's the field rep.
23
Q. Hels the field rep, WhOIS the project manager
24 on project No. 06-350?
25
A. 1am.
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Q. How about the ••
MR. ANDERSON: Can 1have that answer read
3 backl please?
4
(Answer read back.)
5
THE WITNESS: Change order --j should have
6 said the change order for D9.1 1 J guess.
7 BY MR. LARKlN:
8
Q. And you Ire talking about achange order from
9 the original construction effort involving SE/Z and Hobson[
10 or is this adifferent change order?
11
A. It's the change order from the original
12 construction.
13
Q. Okay. Is there any supplementation or,
14 enhancement of that change order with respect to the
15 welding criteria thaes going to be utilized in this new
16 effort?
17
A. Not that I'm aware of.
18
Q. How about the inspection criteria? What
19 inspection criteria is being utilized particularly with
20 respect to the HVAC on this new construction effort?
21
MR. CHOU: Object to the form; if you know.
22
THE WITNESS: We have afield repi we have
23 welaing criteria, certified welders, and also having
24 someone overseeing the welding at acertain point similar
25 to what we did on the other project but actually alittle
391
1
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1
Q. And who do you report to with respect to
2 project No. 06·350?
3
A. My boss is still Jan Frew.
4
Q. SO that's who you report to in connection with
5 project No. 06·350? .
6
A. I have been reporting more -- since shels busy
7 with the Capitol I've been reporting more with Tim Mesq.
8
Q. As far as the individuals from WGI involved
9 with this new construction effort at the BSL facility, who
10 are those individuals?
11
A. AI Munio is doing the lion's share of it; John
12 .Bessaw is the contractual.
13
Q. And so ~, for instance, AI Munio says that
14 some aspect of the original construction needs to be
15 replaced, you take his word for IT?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. And rm sorry, you mentioned his name AI Munio
18 and who?
19
A. John Bessaw.
20
Q. John Bessaw. Okay. Anybody else from WGI
21 thafs involved in this new effort that you can think of?
22
A. No;
23
Q. What welding criteria are going to be used for
24 this new construction effort at the BSL facility?
25
A. We implemented the change order D9.1.
390

bit earlier. They're watching the welds throughout the
project.
BY MR. LARKlN:
Q. And who's doing that?
A. I'd have to look in the file. They work
directly with Jason.
Q. Is it a"
8 A. Our field rep.
9
Q. Okay. Is it athird-party inspector?
10
A. It is. Ifs independent.
11
Q. Okay.
12
A. Theylre on -- excuse me. They're on direct
13 contract with the State, not through WGI.
14
Q. And yould be able to figure oilt who that is by
15 looking at the 06·350 file?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. What inspection technique are they to be .lB are they to implement in connection with this new
19 construction effort?
20
A. Jim not sure what you1re asking.
21
Q. For instance, my understanding is that there
22 are various ways to inspect welding. Therels certain
23 different requirements that can be imposed upon aproject
24 such as x-rays. Is this third-party inspector going to
25 x-ray the welds?
392
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1
A. I understand that they've done site
2 in5pections and field inspections, So out at the·- i~s
3 the same thing; YMCs headquarters and they've also gone
4 out to the site to see how components are welded in place
5 visually.
.
6
Q. Visual inspections, right?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. And that's the standard of welding inspection
9 'thafs going to be implemented throughout the project?
to
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
11
THE WITNESS: I'm not sure we're through all
l2 of the welding. That is what I understood to be the
l3 inspectionl the welding inspection to date.
l4 BY MR. LARKIN:
l5
Q, As the project manager for the projeC4 you
16 don't have an expectation that the inspection •• that the
17 welding inspectors will be x-raying the welds, for
18 instance?
19
A. Correct.
20
Q. As the project manager you don' have an
21 eKpectation that the welding inspectors on this new effort
l2 would be examining the welds under amicroscope, do you?
l3
.A. No,
24
Q, What is the current construction schedule for
25 this new effort?

r-
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1 throughout the project, Do you recal! that?
2
A. Yes.
3
Q, And they're covered in your affidavits.
4
A. Yes.'
5
Q. YOl! talked about dampers, things·· problems
6 with dampers that came up during the project. Do you
7 recall th~t?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q, And there was an issue of nonconforming
10 material that was discussed, and 1think that was in your
11 notes, Do you recall that?
12
A. Yes.
13
Q. And I think it was collars. And there might
14 have been some other pieces of material that were
15 nonconforming. Do you recall that?
16
A Yes.
17
Q. And then I think you also mentioned one of the
18 other big issues was test and balance, or commissioning.
19 We could never get the project to test and balance and it
20 couldn't be commissionedi do you 'recall that?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q, And then finally there's the one·year delay in
23 this project. It went over schedule by just Ollef ayear as
24 I recall; right?
25
A Yes,
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A. It's 'scheduled to be done, completed, in
1
2 December.
Q, My understanding is that all of the exhaust
3
4 ductwork, in fact all of the ductwork installed by Hobson
5 originally has been torn out?
A. Correct.
6
Q, I see.
7
MR, LARKIN: Okay. I'm going to turn the
8
9 questioning over to Mr. Hahn.
MR. HAHN: I can just question her from here,
10
11 if it's all right with you.
12
13

EXAMINATION
14 'BY MR. HAHN:
15
Q. Elaine, as you know I represent, or our firm
16 represents, SEll, the general contractor, the prime
17 contractor.
18
rm not here to trick you. rm not here to
19 put words in your mouth. And I don't want to play, you
20 know, word games, If you don't understand something I'm
21 asking just let me know and I'll rephrase tt. So let's not
22 get hung up on semantics here, okay?
23
A. Okay.
24
Q. Now, you talked with Mr! Larkin about the
25 issues of welding that were -- that were experienced

394

1 ' Q: And those •• have I mis~ed any issues, major '
2 issues from DPW's standpOint in my laundry list there?
3
A. That's what we understood particularly at the
4 termination point.
'
Q. And then after the termination and WGI came
6 in, they found some addttional issues such as wood doors
7 and problems with the doors; right?
8
A. Yes.
9
Q. And some ADA compliance issUesi do you recall
10 that?
11
A. Yes.
12
Q. Anything else come to mind that you learned 01
13 after the termination for convenience?
14
A. We thought we were almost done before we
15 terminated. And then once we brought WGI in our' smaller
16 $1001000 project know snowballed into multiple issues. And
17 we can provide all that information lJecause we've kept
18 track of it.
19
Q. Sure. But it also encompassed, in large par4
20 all the same issues that we juSt listedi correct?
21
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
22
THE WITNESS: I think that those -. they were
,23 much bigger issues once we were able to tear things apart
24 and see them in greater light.
25 BY MR. HAHN:

5
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1
Q, Ol(ay. And those are the issues or items that
2 DPW has brought suit" or cross·claimed against SE/Z, and
3 counterclaimed against Hobson for; correct?
4
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
5
THE WITNESS: Counter -6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q. rm using legaleze so if you don't understand
8 me rn rephrase.
9
A. -It was kind of the whole contract is how I
10 understood it.
- 11
Q. But DPW ••
12
A. Uh-huh.
13
Q... is suing SE/Z and Hobson ••
14
A, Uh-huh,
15
Q... to re<:over the co'sts of those items. For
16 instance, the welding; correct?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q. And the dampers; correct?
19
A. Correct.
20
Q. The inability to test and balancei correct?
21
A. Yes,
22
Q. And then the liquidated damages for the
23 olle·year period of delaYi correct?
24
A. Correct.
25
Q. Okay. Could we turn to Exhibit 363.
397
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1
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
2
THE WITNESS: 1would have it probably out
3 right in front of me going through that claim. But they
4 have so many days to noti~, make notification to the
5 owner.
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q. ~Ol(ay. And the State of Idaho, DPW, routinely
8 amends A201 with supplementary conditionsi correct?
9
A. We do.
10
Q. So'you have to kind of look atthe general
11 ' conditions and the supplementary conditions together.
12
A. Yes.
13
Q, Okay. And that's what's referenced in Exhibit
14 363, isn't it? Ies the A201 documen~'the general
15 conditions?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. And the supplementary conditions?
18
'A. Yes. '
19
,Q. Okay. So if you were to have those two
20 documents in front of me •• or of you, you could tell me
21 what acontractor has to do to bring aclaim on aDPW
22 project; correct?
23
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
24
THE WITNESS: They would know what they _.
25 would know ~ow they have to submit it, actual~ submit it
399
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1
2
3

Elaine, have you seen this document before?

1 to the design team.
2 BY MR. HAHN:
,
3
Q. Right. But they would have to follow'·· in
4 fact, let's •• can we grab Exhibit 4, because you should
5 have 362 in front of you.
6
So you have in front of you Exhibits 4and
7 362, which I believe are the general and supplementary
8 conditions on the BSt project; correct?
9
A. It's the A201. There's the supplemental.
10
Q. I think if you turn back one tab.
11
A. There it is. Yes/ I have it now,
12
Q. SO if I was acontractor on aDPW project such
'A201.
13 as the BSL, and I encountered asituation that I thought I
A. Yes.
14 could bring aclaim for, what provision's would 1
Q. Which is aform of general conditions that the
15 necessarily need to review and comply with?
State of Idaho has used eller since you1ve been therej
16
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
correct?
17
THE WITNESS: You would follow supplementary
A. Correct.
18 condition 3.2.3.
Q. Are you generally familiar with how that
, 19 BY MR. HAHN:
document operates with respect to how acontractor malles a
20
Q. 3··Iet me get there.
,
claim?
21
A, It's the cost or time. That leads them to
A. Generally, yes.
22 subparagraph 4.3.6 and 4.3.7,
Q. Okay. Explain to me your understanding of how
23
Q. Okay. So if I wanted to make aclaim I'm a'
acontractor can preserve and assert aclaim under A201 on
24 contractor··
aOPW project.
25
A, Uh-huh.
398
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A. I was copied on it. 1believe I've seen this.
,Q. Okay. Nowt this is adocument by which Rudeen
4 &Associates denied aclaim that SE/Z was asserting;
5 correct?
6
A. Yes,
7
Q. For failing to follow the contract documents;
8 correct?
9
A. Yes.
10
Q. What •• how long have you been an architect?
11
A About 20 years,
12
Q. And you're familiar with the document AIA
13

14
15
16
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I
Q. •• on aDPW project. If rwant to make a
~ 1
A, Correct,

P.A.GE 401

2 eta im for an additional costl or additional contract time/
3 ! need to follow 4.3 .•• did you say 5and 7?
~
A. 6and 7,
5
Q. 6and 7.
6
MR. ANDERSON: Did you say 2?
7
THE WITNESS: The supplementary condition
8 3.2.3, takes you to 4.3,6, and 4.3.7, back in the AIA,
9 BY MR, HAHN:
o
Q. Okay. So I have to provide notice; correct?
1
A, Right.
2
Q. And that notice is under 4.3.2 of the
3 su pplementary conditions; right?
4
A. 'Yes, ten days.
5
Q. Okay. So within ten days I needt as a
6 contractor/ would have to submit anotice to the State
7 th rough the architect?
8
A. Correct.
,9
Q, And it would have to include all of the
:0 information in 4.3.2 of the supplementary conditions;
~1 correct?
.
~2
A, Yes.
~3
Q. Were you involved in drafting the
~4 supplementary conditions found at Article 4.3.2?
~5
A. No.
401

2
Q. D. as modified by the supplementary conditions
3 which is Article D. excuse me/ Exhibit 362, acontractor
4 would waive aclaim; correct?
5
MR, CHOU: Object to the form,
6
THE WITNESS: They could. .
7 BY MR, HAHN:
8
Q. You1re not aware of the State of Idaho waiving
9 the provision of its contract with respect to SE/Z •• any
10 claim asserted by SE/Z on this project/ are you?
11
A. I'm not aware of that.
12
Q. Does the State of Idaho, through the Division
13 of Public Works/ routinely or typically waive these
14 provisions on construction projects?
15
~1R, CHOU: Object to the form.
16
THE WITNESS: I think it would be aspecific
17 issue. We try to stay with the contract.
18 BY MR. HAHN:
19
Q. You try to follow it to the letter of the
20 contracti correct?
21
A. We try to follow the contract. I'm not saying
22 that we'll •. yest we try to stick with the contract.
23
Q, And if there is awaiver, it would be followed
24 up with some instrument of the contractj correct?
25
A. The change order for time.
403
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Q. Is this just iI standard provision that DPW has
1
2 used or uses?
A. Yes,
3
Q. And do you know how long the Division of
4
5 Public Works has used it?
A. I don1t know how long.
6
Q. Now, if acontractor fails to comply with
7
8 4.3,2 of the supplementary conditions, the State takes the
9 position that its waived its claimi correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. .
lO
THE
WITNESS: It could.
II
l2 BY MR, HAHN:
Q. Okay. In faclt if we turn to Exhibit 363,
l3
l4 that's what Mr. Howard was telling SE/Z with respect to
15 RFI 25 and Hobson RFI 15i correct?
16
. MR, CHOU: Object to. the form.
l7
THE WITNESS: It's appears that's what Bob was
l8 doing,
19 BY MR, HAHN:
W
Q. SO just to summarize, unless acontractor
21 C()mplies with the terms of the general conditions,
n Exhibit 4··
23
A. Uh·huh,
24
Q, ., with respect to claims, which is Article
.
!5 4.3 D.
M "'m_•. ,,,,",M""'=~"""=b

"'MA4 .....

"'MYJQl.... ""Z,""''''"''''''''''=''' .........C'''' ...,',..• "

1
2
3
4

Q,
A.
Q,
A,
5 order.

Right.
That's how we change our contracts.
Or aCeO?
Or aCCD, which would be rolled into achange

6
MR. CHOU: Object to. the form.
7 BY MR, HAHN:
8
Q, SO with respect to the BSL projeclt you're not
9 aware of the Division of Public Works waiving the
10 proviSions of Article 4.3 of the general conditionsj
11 correct?
12
A. Correct.
13
Q. And you1re not aware of the State of Idaho
14 waiving the provision of the supplementary condi~ionst
15 Article 4.3 ettheri are'you?
16
A. Correct.
17
Q, Now, are you aware of any facts by which it
18 could be asserted that SEll waived the requirements of the
19 contract found in Article 4,3 of the general conditions,
20 and Article 4,3 of the supplementary conditions?
21
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
22
THE WITNESS: I'm not aware of whether they
23 waived any rights.
24 BY MR. HAHN:
25
Q, Okay. Thank you.

J
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1
Now, once aparty to the contract has asserted
2 aclaim under these provisions that we have just discussedl
3 what happens?
4
A. They're either ..
5
MR. CHOU: l'm sorry, what was the question?
6 r apologize.
7 BY MR. HAHN;
8
Q. Once II party asserts aclaim, what happens in
9 the normal course of business?
10
A. _They're either .- the contract is either
11 modified via change order for dollar and time; or aletter
12 is written from the architect back to the contractor
13 similar to . . .
14
Q. 363?
15
A. 363.
16
Q. I see. Weill the contract also has provision
17 whereby the architect kind of acts asa dispute resolver;
18 correct?
19
A. Correct. .
20
Q. Are you familiar with those provisions?
21
A. Yes.
22
Q. And have you had experience with invoking that
23 provision?
24
A. Specifically what do you mean?
25
Q. Doyou have experience where one·· where

1 get it for one reason or the other, sometimes the architect
2 will work as amediator between those two to try and
I 3 resolve. The owner gets what their overall intent was, and
4 soli work with the contractor to get it built.
5
Q. Did you do that when you were an architect
6 before you started with DPW?
7
A. Yes.
8
Q. Okay. So before you worked for OPW you had
9 e)(perience with these same contract provisions.
10
MR. ANDERSON: Wait aminute. Now you're
11 going specifically to contract provisions and before you
12 were asking ner generally not based on BSLI did she have
13 general experience with an architect stepping in and
14 resolving disputes.
.
15
SOl I'm not sure how you get to "50 you have
16 experience with these contract provisions".
17
MR. HAHN: I can rephrase it.
18
MR. ANDERSON: All right.
19 BY MR. HAHN:
20
Q. When you were an architect in private practice
21 you Were familiar with AlA A201?
Z2
A. Yes.
23
Q. And the dispute resolution provisions welve
24 just discussed?
25
A. Yes.

. 405
~PAGE

406 ______________________

1 DPWls architect has stepped in •• not necessarilv on the
2 BSL project •• but has stepped in to resolve adispute, a
3 claim on aproject?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Tell me what happened.
6
A. We _. ies common for •. whenever the
7 architectl being the author of the construction documentsl
8 will understand what the owner wants for the intent and
9 what the C0ntractors issues can bel and we look for the
10 architect to come between and resolve those issues.
11
Q, And that's happened on projects where you were
12 aproject manager?
13
A. That falls under fairly standard construction
14 administration pieces for all architects.
15
Q. By your answer I'm •• it's my understanding
16 that you have experience on DPW projects where the
17 architect will step in and essentially resolve the disputei
18 is that accurate?
19
A. Yes.
20
Q. Do any projects come to mind where that
21 process has occurred?
22
A. Not specifically.
23
Q. How about generally?
24
A. The owner wants one piece of equipment .2S intends for one unit of something and the contractor cannot

40&
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~
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1
Q. And as I understand your testimony, you had
2 occasion to resolve disputes between an owner and a
3 contractor as the project architect; correct?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. Okay. Now, with respect to these big issues,
6 as I call them, and we went through them. There's the
7 welding issues, test and balance issue, the one-year delay,
8 and nonconforming material! and the dampers; do you recall
9 those?
10
A. The dampers, yes.
11
Q. Now, the State of Idaho is asserting aclaim
12 under the contract; correct?
13
A. Correct.
14
Q. Are you •• isn't it true that the State of
15 Idaho never provided anotice to SE/Z in compliance with
16 Article 4.3 of the general condition, as modified by
17 Article 4.3 of the supplemental conditions?
18
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
.
19
THE WITNESS: I'm not aware of that one way or
20 the other.
21 BY MR. HAHN:
22
Q. You 1re not aware that any notice was provided?
23
MR. CHOU: I think the testimony was one way
24 or the other.
25
MR. HAHN: Okay.
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MR. CHOU: She doesn't know.
Q. Do you have avague recollection of any notice
from the State of Idaho with respect to those issues?
A. 1do not.
Q, And that's anotice that would have gone to
, the architect as well?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I don't remember one way or the
other, notice issues.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. If the State of Idaho were to make such a
noticel it would provide that notice under the contract
documents to the architecti correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I believe so.
, BY MR. HAHN: .
Q, Okay. Now at the same time the State of Idaho
terminated SEll's contract for convenience, it terminated
Rudeen for conveniencej correct?
.
A. Correct.
Q. Do you recall whether there were any .
di scussions within DPW regarding the potential to terminate
Rudeen's contract for cause?
MR. CHOU: Outside of counsel's presence?

3 communications to or from your attorneys{ olcay?
4
5

A. Okay. .
Q. SO with that ca\leat{ isn't ft true that there
6 were discussions within DPW about the potential to allege a
7 termination for default with respect to SE/Z's contract,
8
A. There were -- there were -- there was
9 conversation about terminating SEll's contract.
10
Q. For cause or for defaulti correct?
11
A. I don't remember how we talked about
12 terminating them. It was just apoint of we're getting
13 nowhere fast.
14
Q. Or slow?
15
A. Or slow. And cut bait and get this thing
16 done. I'm not alawyer, I just know when you want to quitl
17 on terminating stuff, theres apOint where you stop.
18
Q. Right. And that's all controlled by the
19 contracti correct?
20
A. Yes, Terminating at that point we just -- we
21 were getting nowhere.
?2
Q. SO ••
23
A. And that is how I looked at it, is just
24 terminating.
25
Q. SO do you remember when •• or do you recall
411
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THE WITNESS: Not that I'm aware of.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q, You don't recall any discussions that you were
involved inl or heard about, concerning apotential
decision to terminate Rudeen's contract for cause?
MR. ANDERSON: Objection; asked and answered.
MR. CHOU: Again, outside of counsel's
presence?
.
MR. HAHN: Correct.
. THE WITNESS: We thought we were almost done
with this project. I mean, we were -- we thought we were
$100,000 on the high side of being done with this.
MR: .LARKIN: I move to strike.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q, From your answer I'm inferring that you don't
recall any discussion of that nature,
A. I don't.
Q. Now l that's not true with respect to SElL,
thoughl is it? There were some discussions within DPW
regarding the potential to allege atermination for ~usei
correct .' atermination for default?
MR. CHOU: And we're going to preface this,
when you say inside DPW, you're saying really inside DPW
outside of counsel's presence, right?
BY MR. HAHN:

Q"W9&""'''IAI",,,,,W,,,,I?!!iiIW''''''

(

1
Q, . let me back up and clarify, Whenever I ask
2 you aquestion I don't want to know about your

&Y MR. HAHN:

l

PAGE 411
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1 when these discussions first arose regarding terminating
2 the design and the construction contracts?
3
MR. CHOU: Object to the form; foundation.
4
THE WITNESS: They happened at two different
5 times.
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7 . Q. Tell me about those two different times.
8
A. The first point with terminating the contract
9 .' SE/Z's contract, was in concern of the stainless stee\.
10 Having the stainless steel installed and finding out
11 through a noncompliance field report that we have awhole
12 bunch of the wrong -- not specified product,
13 . Q. Okay. And who all was involved in that
14 discussion?·
. 15.
A. Ohl I was involved with my field repl and
'16 probably Jan Frew. And I can't remember if Larry Osgood
17 was involved or not.
18
Q. Anyone else?
19
A. Not that I'm aware of. It was in-house.
20
Q, How about the second time? You mentioned
21 there were two times.
22
A. The second time is probably when we pulled the
23 trigger to terminate after we had commissioning done -- not
24 completed but they had come out, we had quite abit of
25 headway on the commissioning and said you have some leaks

J
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1 somewhere, something's not working but you're pretty close
R 1 orders. Not really change orders, they're all the logs,
2 to getting this thing done. You just need to buckle downj 2 the pay requests, the meeting minutes, and I just reference
3 and get it done.
~ 3 those.
4
We could never get that, what we saw as that
4
Q. You just keep your own set and handwrite on
5 last 5percent done so we could hand asafe lab over to
I
5 them?
6 Health &Welfare. And we tried and we just said uncle.
6
A. No. I have no files on that project.
7
Q. SO turning to Exhibit 329,1 just want to
7
Q. On typical projects will you just maintain
8 follow·up on your comment there.
8 your own files, copies of documents?
9
Keeping you hopping here.
9
A. Basically contactsl just contacts. And then I
10
A. Let me find that.
10 .. just have contacts.
11
Q. It's your computer notes.
11
Q. SO back to how this is physically kept on the
12
MR. CHOU: IVe got it.
12 computer. And you type an entry, say for instance, let's
13 BY MR. HAHN:
13 go to page 5of 17.
14
Q. First of all, you kept these " look at the
14
A. Okay.
15 file pathi you have the project number and then the project
15
Q. The first entry is 4/4 of '05, and this is
16 notes, doc. Is this just aword document?
16 what we were just discussing is the first attempt to test
17
A. Yes.
.
17 and balance.
18
Q. Tell me how you go about keeping it because
18
A. Correct.
19 I'm looking at the way it prints out in reverse chronology.
19
Q. SO you would type that entry on or very near
20 Do you •• I meanl physically how do you do it? Do you do
20 that datei correct?
21 an entry and then ••
21
A. Often while on the phone.
22
A. I put my contacts on the front, and then at
22
Q. Oft~n while you're on the phone you type the
23 the date I do it reverse chronology.
23 entry in?
24
Q. SO the first entry ••
24
A. Yes.
25
.A. It would be the last pagel other than the
2S
Q. In your office?
413
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1 contacts.
2 . Q. SO' you have contacts in front and contacts in
3 the back?
4 . A. The contacts in the back were contacts prior
5. to hiring adesign team.
6
Q. Do you keep the same kind of notes for every
7 project?
8
A. No. I had just started with DPW when J was
9 keeping notes ..
10
Q. SO for instance··
11
A.·- in this manner.
.
12·
Q... do you keep computer notes with respect to
13 " Ithink it's project 06·3501
14
A. No.
15
Q. You don't keep any computer notes?
16
A. I keep very few notes on anything other than
17 " because I have change orders. I understand how Public
18 Works runs their files. When I first started here{ I had
19 nothing to look at so I kept alot of notes not knowing how
20 the other files were kept.
21
Q. I see.
22
A. Now I refer to the other just change orders.
23
Q. SO with respect to the new project number, the
24 06 one, you just keep handwritten notes?
25
A. No. I keep .. have access to all the change
414

1
A. Yes.
2
Q. Okay. So you get to the end of that sentence
3 installed{ and you hit enter; correct?
4
A. Yes.
5
Q. And you go down to the next line. So that's
6 why rm not understanding how ~ prints out the way it
7 does.
8
A. . J just •. my next entrance would be above that
9 one.
10
Q. Okay. So you move the text down and··
11.A. I just go above that one and start writing.
12
Q. Okay. Now··
13
. MR. ANDERSON: It's magic.
14
MR. HOHN: IUs magic. It's the magic of the
15 computer.
16 BY MR. HAHN:
.
. 17
Q. SO we got on this subject because you
18 mentioned the second time there was discussion of
19 terminating SE/Z's contract was between the time when they
20 first tried to test and balance the mechanical system and
21 got close but just couldn't get there; do you recall that
22 testimony?
23
A. Yes.
.
24
Q. SO it's sometime between April ~. of 2005 and
25 June of 2005?
416
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A. Yes.
MR, ANDERSON: Just for the record, this says
l balance the system with the balancing hoods installed,
1 That doesn't mean that's the first time they tried to
i balance the system, 59 I'm just, , ,
) BY MR, HAHN:
/.
Q. I'll go back to my preface. rm not trying to
3 trick you or lead you in anything. If rYe misspoke please
j let me know,
)
A. The balancing team was there several times,
1 This system was close to being balanced and we'd come back
z the next day even, and it was •. it had lost ground.
3
Q. When you say·· this is when Ro·Bar was there
~ is what you're referring to?
5
A. Yeah.
6
Q. And they were there twice?
J
A. Ro-Bar was there many times. 1don't even
8 know how many times Ro-Bar was there. I was talking about
9 commissioning agent giving us asense of the lab being
o close to being complete.
1
Q, Okay. So Toombs &Associates?
2
A. Toombs.
3
Q. Okay, So the discussion of termination for
4 convenience commenced at some point when Toombs had been to
5 the project to attempt to commissionj is that what you1re
.
417
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tellil1g me?
A. After T09mbs had come to the project and told
us, boy you're 95 percent there. You should be almost
there. We felt good that we were going to finally get the
beast done.
6
Following some later meetings, we could not
7 get any progress on the lab to get the building finally
S commissioned. And that's when, at astandstill, we looked
9 to terminating the project, And it wasn1t discussed
o specifically hOWl it was how dose are we. If we're just
.1 needing to tighten acouple pieces here, or small minor
.2 adjustmentsl even though they're wrong, we can fix things
.3 at our cost because we spent lot of time and money and not
.4 got anywhere.
.5
Q, Do YOIl recall who at DPW first started
.6 thinking about the potential to terminate the contracts for
.7 convenience? And I mean the second time you discussed it.
.8
MR, CHOU: For SE/Z?
.9
THE WITNESS: Correct.
~O
MR. HAHN: Correct.
~1
THE WITNESS: There was a meeting that was not
~2 productive on site with some major subcontractors, the
:3 design teaml and DPW. Actually that was at DPW.
~4 BY MR. HAHN:
~5
Q, The meeting was at DPW?

1
2
3
4
5

418
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1
A, I believe so.
2
Q. What do you recall the topic of discussion at
3 that meeting was?
4
A, Dampers, hoods, and getting those completed,
5 We thought we were close to having it done, and we could
6 never get it completed,
7
Q. Do you recall who suggested that perhaps DPW
8 should look at terminating for convenience?
9
A, I don't. There was lots of frustration,
10
Q. Who would have been involved in that
11 discussion?
..
12
MR. ANDERSON: She testified to that.
13
THE WITNESS: It's the same people.
14 BY MR. HAHN:
15
Q. I'm sorry.
16
A. It most likely was ..
17
MR. ANDERSON: Asked and answered is my
18 objection; sorry.
19
MR. lARKIN: Go ahead,
20
THE WITNESS: It was probably Janl Joe,
21 myself.
22 . BY MR. HAHN:
23
Q. How about the discussion with respect to .
24 terminating Rudeen's contract for convenience; were those
25 generated about the same time?
419
r-
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1
A. Similar time.
2
Q. Surrounding the same meeting at DPW?
3
A. Following that same standstill meeting.
4
Q. And who would.have been involved in that
5 discussion regarding Rudeen's contract?
6
A. The same players as before.
7
Q. Was it an official meeting or just··
8 - A. No.
9
Q. You were sitting around the'conference room
10 brainstorming?
11
MR. CHOU: Are you tal~ng about an open
12 meeting?
13
MR, HAHN: Any meeting. Official meeting
14 where notes were kept. .
.
15
THE WITNESS: No. NOI it was apoint of
16 frustration as to will this lab ever get completed with the
17 players at hand .
18 BY MR. HAHN:
19
Q. Was anyone tasked with pulling the contract
20 out and reviewing it to determine how the contracts, both
21 Rudeenls and SE/Zls, could be terminated?
22
A. I donlt know who specifically had done that.
23
Q. Did YOIl do that?
24
ft.. No.
25
Q. Do you know whether Jan Frew did that?
420
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1
A. I do not know.
2 . Q. Now·· so DPW made had the conscious decision
3 to terminate Rudeen's contractl and in doing so DPW took a
4 risk; didn't it?
5
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q. Arisk regarding the design; would you agree
8 with me?
9
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
10
MR. ANDERSON: Could I have that read back,
11 please.
12
(Question read back.)
13
MR. CHOU: Like FJ. said, he's not here to
14 trick you! so if you don't understand aquestion you can
15 always ask him to rephrase.
16
THE WITNESS: I'm not alawyer. I mean! I
17 don't know some of the·18
MR. ANDERSON: Did you say she could ask to
19 have it rephrased? Good idea.
20 BY MR. HAHN:
21
Q. Let's put the shoe on the otherfoot.
22
In terminating SEll's contract for
23 convenience, DPW took arisk that it would have to complete
24 those items that you thought were $100 /000 to completei
25 correct?
421.
_
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MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I don't know all the legal
pieces of risk allocation.
BY MR. HAHN: .
Q. Weill and I'm not talking legal\y; I'm saying
you took it .. DPW took it upon itself to expend what it .
estimated would be $100,000 to finish out the projectj
correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: We thought there was minor work
to be done and we could cover the fix at our cost. Some of
the errors that we knew that were out there because they
were small in our initial·· with the information we had at
the time.
BY MR. H A H N : .
Q. And in your testimony today you said earlier
you thought •• or not you, OPW thought, hey, there may be .
$100,000 worth of fixes out there that we have to cover.
Let's terminate these contracts and finish the jobj
correct?'
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: In my layman, nonlawyer look at
it! it seemed like there was $100!000 worth of piece work
to be done and we could get the project completed.
BY MR. HAHN:
422
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1
Q. Right. \Nell, you're not really alayman!
2 you're an architect and you were familiar with the project
3 so tnat's apretty educated •• or was apretty educated
4 guessj wasn't it?
5
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
6
THE WITNESS: I'd say on the dollar pieces! we
7 thought that's what it would be without tearing the whole
8 lab up at that period of time.
9 BY MR. HAHN:
10
Q. I see. And you weren't looking to recoup
11 that $100/000 from SE/li you were simply going to terminate
12 the contract and spend what you needed to finish iti 13 correct?
14
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
15
THE WITNESS: I was looking to get the lab
16 complete.
17 BY MR. HAHN:
18
Q. But again, DPW didn't go to the contract and
19 say look we have aclaim for this extra $100,000, and I'm
20 just using •• I'm not·· I'm using your terminology.
21
A. Right.
22
Q. SE/ll we're putting you on notice that we're
23 going to terminate your contract, and we're going to look
24 to you for the $100,00 that it's going to take us to
25 finish.
.
. 423
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1
MR. CHOU: Object to form. I don't know this
2 witness can make those kind of decisions.
3
MR. HAHN: I just want her understanding.
4
MR. CHOU: Okay.
5
THE WITNESS: I don't make those kind of •• I
6 don't make those decisions on the contract termination.
. 7 Ifs amore of the big picture is! can this team, design
8 team and contractor1 get this job done in asafe manner.
9
We tried all efforts! yes or no. Have you •.
10 and after you keep going down that road l there's apoint
11 where you cut bait.
12 BY MR. HAHN:
13
Q. SO when you cut bait, DPW made adecision
14 we're going to spend the money and finish this job and
15 terminate the contract for convenience.
16
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
17
THE WITNESS: .I didn't decide how it was
18 terminated.
19 BY MR. HAHN:
20
Q. No. I'm not asking for your decisionj I'm
21 just saying that's collectively what DPW decided.
22
MR. CHOU: Object to the form; foundation.
23
THE WITNESS: That's not my decision.
24 BY MR. HAHN:
25
Q. But if·· if DPW had wanted to collect those
424
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$100,000, or that amount from SE/Z, it would have had to
ha\!e followed the contract and those claims provisions that
we just went through; correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form; foundation. I
think you're assuming that adecision was made.
)
MR. HAHN: Please, can you .. if my question
I is objectionable from aform standpoint, please you can
J object and we can move on. But the speaking objections!
} please.
.
)
. MR. CHOU: Okay. And you know, being part of
l this, I never make those kind of speaking objections. But
you talk to Elaine as if, you know, you're not here to
trick her on this stuff.
MR. HAHN: And I'm not. And I'm not asking
that she made the decision.
I'm saying DPW, had it wanted to collect from
SE/Z the $100,000 that was estimated to finish the job, it
~ would have had to have complied with those claims
i provisions that we talked about earlier; correct?
)
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
l
THE WITNESS: I'm not part of that part of the
~ legal part of the contract. I don't get involved with
3 that.
1 BY MR. HAHN:
Q, Fair enough. I just want your understanding.

l

5
7

3
~

)
1
l.
j
4
:1
7

3
~

)
1
1I

A. I understand where my limits stop. And I
don It cross over into those limits.
Q. Okay. Now on the new project, 06·350 ••
A. Yes.
Q. .. you've mentioned that it's been completely
torn out; correct? All of the work done by SE/Z and Hobson
has been removed.
A, Not all the work, all the ductwork. Some of
the walls! the electrical{ the ceilings, asubstantial
amount of work has been demo'd.
Q, And you mentioned that Mr. Munio is the point
man for WGlj correct?
A. Yes.
Q, Is he acting as the mechanical engineer on the
project?
A. Yes.
Q, SO has he performed any redesign of the new
lab ductwork?
A Minimal.
Q. But he has redesigned portions?
A, I believe he has reviewed the existing design
and supplemented or changed some minor pieces.
Q, How about specificationsj has he redrafted any
I\f tho
.nocifl'catl·on~7
J"""r\ol
A. Not that I'm aware of.
\:I

i
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Q. When did reconstruction commence under project
2 06· 350?
3
A. I would have to look in my files. I've got a
4 little too much going on right now, but I think I can get
5 back to you with that.
6
Q. What's your best recollection recognizing
7 that··
8
A. Spring.
9
Q. Spring of 2007; this year?
10
A. Yes.
11
Q. Before or after April? What's your definition
12 of spring?
13
A. Spring skiing. I would have to .. I have it
14 in the contract file.
15
Q. In the 06··
16
A. Correct.
17
Q... file? How long did it take to perlorm the
1B demolition?
19
A. All the pieces were photographed quite abit;
20 several months.
21
Q. Is it being performed under •• is project
22 06·350 being performed under afixed-price contract or a
23 cost· plus contract?
24
A. Fixed·price, not to exceed.
25
Q. What's the fixed price GMP?
1

~

~~GE
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1 . A. I'd have to look. I don't remember.
2
Q. Just no recollection?
3
A. No recollectIon.
4
Q. What's the guaranteed maximum pricej do you
5 know that?
6
A. I would have to look at the contract.
7
Q. Nowl back to the BSL· 3constructed by SEll and
8 Hobson, You werenl aware of any facts to assert that
9 Hobson or SE/Z covered up any defectsj are you?
10
MR. CHOU: Object to the form,
11 BY MR. HAHN:
12Q•. Let me rephrase it You aren't aware of any
13 facts to assert that SE/Z or Hobson tried to hide any
14 defects in constructionj are you?
15
MR. ANDERSON: At any time during the project?
16 Your question is vague in terms of time.
17
MR. HAHN: Sure. At any time.
18
THE WITNESS: We have found issues that were
19 concealed.
20 BY MR. HAHN: .
21
Q. What issues were there that DPW believes were
22 concealed?
23
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. DPW or her?
'M
Vl\llr
nllornl\n if mivoc I)DW wifh hpr I\wn I\Prcl\l\:l1
"" I
IV",I '1"""" .... \,.1""'.' nlln,,""'" VI '11111.1111 .... ' VJIII·Y .... 'VVIIUh

25 BY MR. HAHN:
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Q, Okay, How about let's start with you, What
2 are you aware off or when you say concealed what are you
3 referring to? .
4
A. I'm referring to reports from Washington Group
5 International of concealed conditions above hoods a~er
6 ceilings were taken out, holes in exhaust work, shimmying
7 behind sheetrock! fluids within the glycol system, There
8 was quite alist.
9
Q, Is there alist?
10
A. Yes,
11
Q. And who authored the list?
12
A. WGL
13
Q, Do you know who at WGI?
14
A. AI Muoio,
15
Q, Is this alist that's contained within the
16 project files for the 06 project?
17
A. Yes.
18
Q, Do you know, is Mr, Munio up in the ceiling
19 looking at these conditions?
1.

W

\ 1 ductwork,
2 BY MR. HAHN:
3
Q, Okay, So you don't mean it pel'joratively! in.
4 the negative that the\' were attempting to get away with
5 something,
6
A, I'm not saying that either.
7
Q. Okay.' Thank YOU I Rob, You tOOl thank you
8 very much,
I
9
There was adiscussion at some point when SEll
10 was, in the natural course of construction, was going to
11 install sheetrock in the ceiling; correct?
12
A, Yes.
13
Q. And an issue came up with the ductworh that
14 DPW wanted to further inspect it; correct?
15
A.. .Yes.
16
Q. Okay, There was no •• that was alogical
17 progression of the construction, installing the ceilingi
18 correct?
19
A, We would need aceiling in there sometime,

A.~~

W~

21
Q, SO it wasn't to •. and the reason I bring this
22 up is there's aphrase in one of the court's opinions that
23 SE/Z and Hobson attempted to hide potential defects, And
24 that's why I want to talk about these.
25
You're not aware of any facts like that.
431

21
MR: CHOU: Object to the form.
22
THE WITNESS: We have testing and photos of
23 these concealed conditions,
24 BY MR. HAHN:
25
Q, Are these conditions, have they been brought
429.
_
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1 to light by YMC's employees?
2
A. They were brought to light during the
3 demolition of the project, There were several subs.
4
Q, Which other subs were involved in the
5 demolition?
6
A, I would have to look at the overall pay ap. I
7 can get that to you through WGI! WGI's pay ap, .
8
MR, CHOU: I just have to c1ari~, When you
9 say concealed, and I want to make sure that we're talking
10 about the same terminology,
11
Are you talking about some kind of intentional
12 act or are you just talking about concealing as like ..
13
MR. HAHN: Yes.
14
. MR, CHOU: .. we didn't get achance to go up
15 into the exhaust work until we found out part of it was
16 concealed or whatever?
17
MR. HAHN: I'm using the term in the sense of
18 some intentional··
19
MR, ANDERSON: He's using it peQoratively,
20
MR. HAHN: Correct,
21
MR, CHOU: An intentional act. Now, with that
22 in mind! do you want to ..
23
THE WITNESS: I'm using concealed as I cannot
24 see it because it is covered, Ies behind gyp board,
25 behind·a ceiling, enclosed within acavity, within
~O
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1
MR. CHOU: Object to the form,
2
THE WITNESS: Gyp board will conceal being
3 able to visually look at components within aceiling if
4 they're done in atime frame that's 50 tight before you can
5 see it, that sounds suspect,
'6 BY MR, HAHN:
7
Q. Did you take it to be suspect back when this
8 happened on the job?
9
A. I'm not sure if I was convinced that any of it
10 was in ~. there was ··Iet me rephrase that. .
11
There was not alot of love going on on the
12 job, It just seemed unusual if nobody worked on the job
13 for several weeks or months! why the sheetrock had to go up
14 instantly,
15
Q. But that could have been schedule driven,
16 correct?
17
A, If I saw aschedule that showed that.
18
MR, HAHN: Let's take aquick break,
19
(Brief recess,)
20 BY MR, HAHN:
21
Q, As I understand ttl the costs that are being
22 incurred in the 06·350 project D.
23
A. Yes.
24
Q... are included in the damages that the
' 25 Division of Public Works is looking to recover in this

4TI
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1 lawsuit; correct?
MR. LARKIN: Recover or setoff?
3
MR. CHOU: Are you asking me)
i BY MR HAHN:
Q. I'm asking Elaine. 00 YOIl know?
j
A I do not know.
7
Q. The records that Mr. Schwenson ••
3
A Schwenson.
j
Q.. Are they·· what files would he have in his
J possession with respect to the 06·350 file project?
1
A. Meeting minute notes, noncompliant logs}
2 there's CDs of photos, and afioor plan to indicate where
3 the photos were taken.
4
Q. Are there inspection logs?
S
A. Yest I believe there are weld inspection logs.
6
Q. /)0 you maintain any of your files with respect
7 to that project?
8
A. No.
9
Q. You don't have any paper files or computer
o files, as I understand it, with respect to the 06·350
1 project?
2
A. 1have aproject budget, aone-sheeter, and
3 one sheet of contacts.
4
Q. Is there a contracts file that would have ••
S
A. Yes. I don't hold It but Irs in our office.

~

1 more comfortable to actually not commit malpractice and
2 look at the files before I give them to you. If that's all
3 right. rknow that .- J mean} I don't believe that there's
4 an interrogatory request for them. But regardless, I'll
5 get them to you} hopefully, you know, hopefully by next
6 week we can get them to you via disk. I don't know.
7
MR. ANDERSON: They're probably not Bates'd so
8 we don't want to copy them now anyway.
9
MR. LARKIN: Why don't we go off record with
10 this discussion.
.
11
We're going to keep the deposition open
12 because there might be some questions we need to ask about
13 those documents! but we can discuss the mechanics of
14 getting the documents off record} I think.
15
MR. CHOU: Okay. WeH t I would have to object
16 to keeping the deposition open at this point. But as far
17 as the document are concerned t rwould certainly do my best
18 to get them to you next week.
19
MR. lARKIN: Well, just for the record/ our
20 request for production are brought enough to encompass
21 anything relating to that lab project and the lab itself.
22 If you have the documents today, and give them to us/ we're
23 prepared to ask questions. But without the documents
24 there's no way we can close the record.
25
MR. CHOU: And for the record! rthink you're
~5

4D
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1
Q. Mr. Schwenson would have that?
2
A. The contract flies are most likely with the
3 overall project file.
4
Q. If there was communication of alegal nature
S from the Division of Public Works' attorneys, to and from
6 the attorneysl who would maintain that file?
7
A. I can't think of any written conversations I
8 have had back on the legal side.
9
Q. SO you don't believe there are any legal
o documents, or legal communications rather?
1
A, I·don't remember. ]t's been about two years
2 on that project. The first part of the projectl WGI did
3'. the study. And then the second component was the
4 reconstruction. I don't remember any specific legal
5 pieces.
6
Q. Okay.
7
A. We like paper at the State so there tends to
8 be something somewhere.
9
MR. CHOU: For the record, I'd love to take
.0 Elaine's word for it but ..
1
MR. HAHN: No, I want you to look at them.
2
MR. CHOU: Yeah.
3
MR. HAHN: I'm wondering Wwe can accompnsh
4 something tomorrow because -.
5
MR. CHOU: You knoWI I'd feel alittle bit
434
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1 entitled to the majority of that, if not all. The fact of
2 the matter is, Ido have to do some due diligence to make
3 sure that ••
4
MR. HAHN·: I understand.
5
MR. CHOU: .. those correspondence between
6 counsel aren't in there. That's it.
7
MR. lARKIN: Lees go off the record.
B
(Discussion off the record.)
9 BY MR. HAHN:
10
Q. From your testimony it's my understanding that
11 the Division of Public Works expected SE/Z to follow the
12 contract to the letter; correct?
13
MR. CHOU: Jim sorryl Jdidn't catch it. One
14 more time. Will you repeat the question?
15 BY MR. HAHN:
16
Q. From your testimony ['S my understanding that
17 the Division of Public Works expected SE/Z to follow the
18 provisions of the contract to the letter; correct?
19
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
20
THE WITNESS: We had acontract with them that
21 we·· yes, we wanted them to follow the contract.
22 BY MR. HAHN:
23
Q. And at the same time it was the Division of
24 Public Works' intention to follow the contract; cDrrect?
25
A. .Yes.
436
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1
Q. To the letter?
2
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
3 BY MR. HAHN:
4
Q. Actually, that's actually aterm that Mr.
S Rutledge used in his deposition. We follow it to the
6 letter{ he said.
7
A. Then that would be his term.
8
Q. What's your term?
9
A. We want them to follow the contract.
10
Q. How about the Division of Public Works{ it
11 also follows the letter of the contract; correct?
12
A. We also follow the contract.
13
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
14
MR. HAHN: With that let's suspend and get
15 these documents and hopefully we won't have to come back,
16 but we may.
17
MR..CHOU: And for the record, we'll object to
18 asuspension. Thank you.
19
20
(Deposition ended at 2:29 p.m.
21
(Signature requested.)
22
23
24

25
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STATE Of IDAHO
COUNTY

or ADA

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
)
)
)

55.

3

I, PATRICIA H. BLASKA, CSR, (Idaho Certified
5

Shorthand Reporter fiB3) and Notary Public in and for the
state of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness
named in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth. and nothing but the

10
11

truth ..
That said deposition was taken down by me in

12

shorthand at the time and place therein named and

13

thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction, and

15

verbatim record of said deposition.

that the foregoing transcript contains a full, true, and

16
17
16
19

I further certify that 1 have no interest in
the event of the action.
YlITNESS my hand and seal this 12th day of
October, 2001.

20
21

22
23

PATRICIA M. BLASKA
Idaho CSR No. 63,
Notary Public in and for the
state of Idaho.

24
25

My Commission Expires August 22, 2009.
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STATE OF IDAHO
55.

COUNTY OF

5

I, . Elaine Hill. being first duly sworn on my oath.
depose and say:
That I am the witness named in the foregoing
deposition taken the 9th day of October, 2001, consisting
of pages numbered 293 to 431, inclusive; that I hav~ r~ad

10

the said deposition and know the contents thereof; that the

11

questions contained therein were propounded to me; the

12

answers as contained therein (or as corrected by me

13

therein) are true and correct.

14

15

16

ELAINE HILL

17

IB
19

.Subsc:"ibed a~d sworn to before me this _ _ _ day
of _ _ _ _ , 2007, at

, Idaho.

20
21

22
23

24

HOLary PubI~:; foz Idaho

Residing at
, Idaho
Ny Commissio::-n""E"xp-=C~'-r-es=-:-_-:....-_-_ _ __
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State of Idaho
Department of Administration
Division of Public Works
502 N 4th Street (83702)
P.O. Box 83720
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Facilities Manageroenl(208) 332-1933
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November 15, 2004
David Rudeen
Rudeen & Associates
199 N. Capitol Boulevard, Suite 602
Boise, Idaho' 83702
RE:

DPW Project No.' 02353
, Health .8, Welfare; Remodel State Lat tOr BSL-3
. Boise; Idaho··
r'

Dear David,'

'.

Rudeen 8, Associate's professional services agreement with the State of Idaho dated October 11,
2002, Gooeral Responsibilities 1.7.3 states, "The,ARCHITECT assumes full responsibility for all
delays and associated cost proximately caused by the· ARCHITECT'S negligent acts, errors Of ,
omissions. a At this time, the Division of Public Works (DPW) needs to address speclfic ~cems
, related to two (2) change order issues:
.
&

..

CO #12 - Continuously butt-weld all exhaust ductwork including all seams, joints,
and fitting subsections.
CCD #7 8,. 8 - Relocating the mechanical platform from the north to the south roof.

DPW views changes resul6ng from omissions in the bid documents that add value to the project
.as a shared fiscal responsibility. In our experience change order costs typically run twenty
percent (20%) over competitive bid priceS.
Change Ohler #12 resulted from omissions in the bid documents. Specifically, specification
section 15800 2.4H states, "All joints in ducts shall be butt-welded using tungsten electrode inert
, gas shielded welding'methods ... The requirement to buH-weld seams was omitted from the
specification. As the welding requiTed by Change·Oider #12 adds value to the project, DPW
agrees that irwill pay eighty percent (80%) of the cost· to continuously butt-weld all seams in the
exhaust ductwork. The design team is responsible for the remaining twenty percent (20%). The
change order #12 cost of $36,429 would be shared at 80% by the State of Idaho; $29,142 and.
p

•
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20% to Rudeen; $7,286. Furthermore, there mall be claims on the delays during Rhe stop-work
order in relation to the' ambiguities in the welding specification as a whole.
DPW views changes resulting from omissions in the bid documents that provide no added value
to the project as the full responsibility of the design team. In this case, errors by the design team,
in approving a mechanical unit that was not available within the weight shown on the drawings,
forced relocating the mechanical platform from the north to the south roof. This frts into this latter
category of providing no added valued. As such, Rudeen will incur the full fiscal responsibility of
CCD #7 & 8 per our agreement under General Responsibilities 1.7.3. Qiscussions regarding the
costs associated with CeD #7 & 8 are ongoing and a final price has not yet been reached. DPW
will advise Ru~ of the price as soon as possible.
DPW believes that Rudeen is fully aware of the facts and circumstances supporting its position,
as set forth herein, that the construction documents contain errors and omissions reflecting work
falling. below the standard duty of care. However, if you need additional information. please
contact me. In addition to the financial impact outlined above. these omissions have sig.nificantly
added to de~y. The project i9 currently almost orye-half year behind. DPW continues to study
this project, particularly. related to design issues and .their impact, and wiD advise Rudeen further
a~. this analysiS progresses.
Finally, while DPW is aware that the degree .of effort required during construction administration
can vary based upon the thoroughness of the bid documents and the particular contractor, due
diligence throughout construction administration is a basic service under the professional services
agreement As such, recent developments such as Rudeen's insistence on receiving an
amendment for additional services in regards to ~ humidifier installation are particularly
troubling. DPVV treats its design profeSSionals consistently and fairly and is always willing to
discuss issues or concems. However, DPW expects all Its desig.n professionals to meet their
contractual obligations and DPW cannot and will not accept Ultimatums in lieu of Rudeen
perforTl!ing its contractual obligations. Please be advised that DPW will take very seriously any
further refusal to do so.

Sincerely,

Jan P. Frew, Architect
Design & Construction Manager
jfreW@adm.state.id.us

(208) 332-1912
(208) 334-4031 fax
c: Dave Ricks, Health & Welfare
Elaine Hill, DPVV Project Manager
Joe Rutledge, DPVV Field Representative
Joanna Gullfoy. Deputy Attorney General. Dept of AdminIstration
Larry 9sgood, Administrator, Division of Public Works
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,

)
)

)

) Case No. CVOC 0508037

Plaintiff,

)

) Case No. CVOC 0600191

vs
SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho
limited liability company; and
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
through its Department of
Administration, Division of
Public Works,
De fen dant s .
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)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
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'STATE
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)
through its Department of
.)
Administration, Division of
)
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)Counter-Claimant,
vs
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Counter-Defendant.
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1 you were apracticing architect for anumber of years and
2 then began working at DPW as aproject manager; CDrrectr
3
A. I'm still apracticing architect.
4
Q; Do you still·· explain that. You practice
5 architecture for the Division of Public Works?
6
A: 'Yes. I'm alicensed architect.
7
Q. And in that regard do you design projects?
8'
A. No.
9
Q. I wasn't meaning to be demeaning, I just was
10 saying you were in private practice and then you went to
11 the Division of Public Works.
12
A. Thafs correct.
13
Q. Okay. And you1ve held the positions of
14 project manager, senior project manager, next I think was
15 the··
16
A. Design and construction manager.
17
Q. Okay. And now your position is?
18
A. Deputy administrator.
19
Q. Okay. There was only one other person at the
20 Division that is senior to you; correct?
21
A. Correct.
22
Q. Okay. NOW, throughout your career •• I'm
23 going to have you look at Exhibit 4which is right in front
24 of you •. throughout your career as an architect have you
25 had occasion to become familiar with AlA Document A20l?
213
_
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1
A. Yes.
2
Q..- the Division IJses these general conditions;
3 correct?
4
A. These general conditions as modified, yes.
5
Q. Okay, Now, I'd like to talk to you about the
6 provisions of article 4.3 of Exhibit 4,
7
MR. CHOU: Where are you at?
8
MR. HAHN: Page 20.
9
MR. CHOU: Can you give us aBates number? Is
10 there aBates number?
11
MR. HAHN: DPW·05682.
12
MR. CHOU: Thank you.
13 BY MR. HAHN:
14
Q. Are you familiar with the claims and disputes
15 provision set forth at article 4.3?
.
16
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
17
THE WITNESS: Yes/ I'm familiar with it.
18 BY MR. HAHN:
19
Q. Can you walk me through the mechanics of how
20 this provision works in construction projects with the
21 Division of Public Works?
22
A. Do you have our modification?
23
Q. You know, they're not an exhibit in the record
24 and I don't have acopy.
25
Are you familiar with the changes to this
215
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1
A. Yes.
2
Q. Is this aform of general conditions that the
3 Division of Public Works typically and routinely utilizes
4. on construction projects?
5
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
6
THE WITNESS: Yes, with modifications.
.
7 BY MR. HAHN:
8· Q. And those modifications are found in
. 9 supplementaryconditions?
10
A, Yes.
) 11
Q. Can you think of any construction project
12 since you've been with the Division of Public Works, that
13 hasn'! utilized these general conditions and perhaps
14 modified by supplementary conditions?
15
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
16
THE WITNESS: Yes, I can think of some.
17 BY MR. HAHN:
18
Q. Okay. Tell me about those projects.
19
A. We use adifferent form for construction
. 20 'management projects.
21
Q. But does the Division utifize construction
22 managers?
23
A. Yes.,
24
Q. Okay.· When they're •• when dealing with a
25 project that is design·bid-build, such as the BSl··
214
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1 provision from the supplementary conditions?
2
A. I would need the supplementary conditions in
3 order to do that.
4
Q. I don't have acopy, ahard copy with me.
5
What do you think has changed by the
6 supplementary conditions?
,
7
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
8 BY MR. HAHN:
9
Q. I can think of one. I know that under article
10 4.3.2 the time limn on aclaim has been changed and
11 shortened from 21 to 10 days; correct?
12
, MR. CHOU: Object to form.
13
THE WITNESS: It is·10 days, but I don't know
14 what else is changed in that particular paragraph.
15 BY MR. HAHN:
16
Q, Understanding you don't have the benefit of
17 the supplementary conditions in front of you, can you tell
18 me just how the mechanics of the claims and disputes clause
19 works under aDPW project?
20
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. Are we talking
21 generally nowl or this specific project?
22
MR. HAHN: Generally.
23
.THE WITNESS: Generally aclaim would have to
24 be submitted within 10 days of when the contractor is aware
25 of the condition/ or the item, that would constitute their
. 216
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2
.
.
3 ',~O~~
,
,4 ': A. And then t,he consulta,nt{ the architect or
5' engineer, has .to review t~a~ ~Ialm and ~ake a
, 6' recommendation to the DIVISion of Public vyorks as to the
i ;nierlt of that claim, And then that claim is either
, '8 "settled or if the claim is rejected then it has to go
'9: through ad~fferent'proce~s. A~~ disput.es basically are
1n' 'handled typically with notlcel gIVIng notice to the
: 11 'consultantl the architect or engineerl who then in turn
12 makes adetermination and recommendation to the owner.
13:' Q. Generally?
, 14:" A. Generally.
. '
,'15:' Q. Okay. Now, you used the word claim. Tell me
16 ".:what you understand a/ quote, claim to be? '
' 17;' A. My understanding of aclaim is if the
',18 ',contractor is requesting either time or money for work
'19 :beyond what they think is required by the contract
,,20 documents.
21· Q. And there's adefinition of aclaim in the
22, general provision; correct?
23
A. Yes.
24' Q. And does that generally comport with your
, 25 understanding of the claim as you've just described it?
217
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(Brief recess.)
(Exhibit No. 362 marked.)

BY MR. HAHN',
Q. You have been handed what's been marked as
Exhinit 362. Do you recognize the document?
A, It's Supplementary Conditions to AIA Document
A201.
Q. Do you believe that these supplementary
conditions pertain to the BSL project?
A, It appears to be the correct time frame.
Q. Thank you. Now/ back to my question. The
definition of aclaim is set for in article 4.3.1; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And my question/ you would agree with me that
aclaim can be asserted by either the Division of Public
Works or the contractor; correct?
A. I believe I indicated I did not agree with
you.
Q. Well/ I believe you indicated you needed to
look at the supplementary conditions. And does that change
your answer?
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: In my experience the claims
under 4.3.1 have been by the contractor.
BY MR. HAHN:

219
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1
A. I~s more detailed.
2
Q. Now, aclaim could be asserted by either party
3 to the contract; correct?
4
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: That's not my understanding.
S
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q, And how do you •• if you would review 4.3.1.
8 A. Again, if you would give me the supplementary ,
9 conditions I could review what our document says.
10
MR. CHOU: For the record, FJ., I mean, DPW
11 doesn't have any objection to continuing this deposition.
12 If you want to continue this line of questioning later on
13 with the proper documents, I mean, we wouldn't have any
14 objection to that.
15 BY MR, HAHN:
16
Q. I'm going to hand you document •• it's
17 actually out of the documents that were filed with the
18 court·· and if·· you can make acopy if you like for
19 everyone but those are the Supplementary Conditions but
20 they're not Bates stamped.
21
Why don't we do that so we can continue this.
22 Really, my line of questioning is pretty limited. Thank
n~

24
25
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MR. CHOU: Shall we go off the record?
MR. HAHN: Sure.
218

1
Q. Okay. Let's read the first sentence of 4.3.1
2 definition/ and correct me if I'm wrong.
3
It says aclaim is ademand or assertion by
4 one of the parties seeking as amatter of right adjustment, "
5 or interpretation of contract terms, payment of money,
6 extension of time, or other relief with respect to the
7 terms of the contract.
8
Did I read it correctly?
9
A. Yes.
10, Q. Focusing on the words the parties, Who do you
11 believe the parties to this contract were?
12
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
13
THE WITNESS: It would be the parties that
14 were involved in the construction project. ,
15 BY MR. HAHN:
16
Q. It would be the Division of Public Works and
17 SE/Z Construction; correct?
18' MR. CHOU: Object to form. "
19
MR. HAHN: Go back afew exhibits you'll find
20 the contract.
21
MR. CHOU: Just looking for the definition
22 portion.
(Brief pause,)
MR. CHOU: I'm sorry. Don't mind me. What
24
25 was your question?
220
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1
MR. LARKIN: I thought you were reviewing the
2 document.
3
MR. CHOU: I was looking over documents.
4
MR. HAHN: Can you read the question back?
5
(Question read back.)
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q. The parties to the contract for the SSL
H project were the Division of Public Works on the one hand,
9 and SE/Z on thntheri correct?
10
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
11
THE WITNESS: That's who the agreement is
12 between --who the contract is with, right.
13 BY MR. HAHN:
14
Q. SO the general conditions of the contract,
15 which are Exhibit 4and in front of you, when they
16 reference the parties, that's areference to the Division
. 17 of Public Work and SE/Zi correct?
18 .
MR. CHOU: Objection; form, asked and
19 answered.
20 BY MR. HAHN:
21
Q. I just didn't catch her answer, so...
22
A. The Division of Public Works and SE/Z are the
23 signatories on the construction contract.
.
24
Q. SO those are the parties that are referenced
25 in article 4.3.1i correct?
221
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1 BY MR. HAHN:
2
Q. Olcay. let's go to the next sentence.
3
The term claim also includes other disputes
4 and matters in question between the owner, which is DPW,
5 and the contractor arising out of or relating to the
6 contract. Did I read that correctly?
7 . A. Yes.
8
Q. Claims must be initiated by awritten notice.
9 So my question is; is it your belief as you sit here today,
10 that the Division of Public Works was bound by the claims
11 and disputes provision set forth at article 4.3?
12
MR. CHOU: Object to form. You're asking her
13 for alegal opinion.
14
MR. Hahn: I want to know her understanding.
15 .
MR. CHOU: Answer if you can.
16
nlE WITNESS: My understanding is that the
17 contract that we are bound to is -- includes AlA Document
18 A201 as modified by our supplementary conditions.
19 BY MR. HAHN:
20
Q. Okay. Let's shift gears for aminute. You
21 had in inspector on the site, correcti the BSL project?
22
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
23
nlE WITNESS: Yeah, I don't ...
24 BY MR. HAHN:
25
Q. The Division of Public Works had an inspector
223
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1
MR. CHOU: Objection; form, asked and
2 answered.
3 BY MR. LARKIN:
4
Q. You can answer.
5
A: Document A201 also refers -- also pertains to
6 the architect and the consultants.
7
Q. .And so is it your understanding that Exhibit 4
8 that's before you, related to the construction contract, to
9 the architecture contracti or both?
10
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. I'm sorry,
11 will you repeat that question or rephrase it?
12
13 BY MR. HAHN:
14
Q. Exhibit 4, which is in front of you, are the
15 general conditions of the contracti correct?
16
A. Yes.
17
Q. Of the contract between SE/Z and DPW; correct?
18
A. Yes.
19
Q. So SE/Z and DPW are the parties referenced in '
20. the general provisions which are in front of you •• or
21 general conditions at 4.3.1i correct?
22
MR. CHOU: Object to the form; again asked and
23 answered. I think the problem is the parties in th~t
24 provision is not defined. You asked who are the parties .
25 and I think she testified that it includes everybody.
222
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at the BSL project during construction.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. Which
inspector·· what inspector? Which one? Is it Mark Bell
that you're talking-about or Norm Daneri?
BY MR. HAHN: . .
Q. Oh, afield representative. I think I
misspopke.
A. Yes, we did have afield representative.
Q. And you testified his function was to review
construction and ensure it complied with the plans and
specificationsi correct?
.
A. No, that's not what I said.
Q. Well, I misunderstood then. What were his
duties and responsibilities?
A. Part of his duties were to review construction
in place, and to generally look for compliance with the
plans and specifications.
Q. And he reported back to Ms. Hill; correct?
, A He was part of the -- part of the project team
with Ms. Hill. .
Q. SO you were aware of problems on the
construction through •• or any alleged problems on the
construction by virtue of the architect viewing the
construction, and also Mr. Rutledge viewing the
constructioni correct?
224
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MR. CHOU: Object to form.
I, 1 correct, the mechanical systems?
. THE WITNESS: Yes t that was part of it.
2
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
BY MR. H A H N : 3
THE WITNESS: I was aware that he was unable
. Q. Were you aware of any facts to support a
4 to complete his commissioning work.
statement on which the Division of PublkWorks could
5 BY MR. HAHN:
allege, that SE/Z or ~obson deceptively masked substandard
6
Q, And you were unable •• or rather the'
work on the BSL proJect?
7 commissioning agent, test and balance contractor, were
MR. CHOU: Object to form. Will you repeat
8 unable to bring the mechanical systems into balance per the
that question.
9 plans and specificationSi correct?
MR. HAHN: Read it back.
10
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
(Question read back.)
11
THE WITNESS: I don't have specific knowledge
THE WITNESS: Object to form. Will you kindly
12 that that's true.
rephrase? Is there any way you can rephrase that?
13 BY MR. HAHN:
BY MR. HAHN:
14
Q, What do you know about that?
Q. You aren't aware of any facts to support a
15
A. What I know is just what I heard from some of
statement that Hobson, or SE/Z deceptively masked or
16 the project participants.
17.
Q, Tell me what you heard,
.covered up non-conforming work on the BSL project; correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
18
A. We heard from the contractor that the systems
THE WITNESS: I'm not aware that they
19 could not be balanced. We heard from the commissioning
deceptively covered up work.
20 -agent that the systems could be balanced.
BY MR. HAHN:
21
Q, Turn your attention to Exhibit 348 and 349/ if
Q. You're not aware of any facts that they hid
22 you would.
any work that was alleged to be substandard; correct?
23
Do you have those in front of you?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
24
A. Yes.
THE WITNESS: I'm not aware that they
25
Q., Now SE/Z at some point during the stop-work
S

n5
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intentionally hid anything.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. How about unintentionally?
MR, CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I am aware that after the
contractors left the site, and we had the work reviewed and
analyzed, that defects were found In the work.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Let's talk about ··Iet's jump ahead to when
the·termination for convenience took place,
You were aware thatthe project was over a
year late; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And you were aware that there had been issues
or alleged issues with welding of. stainless steel; correct?
A. Yes.
Q. And you were aWare that the project mechanical
systems could not be balanced or commissioned; correct?,
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
BY MR, llIRKIN:
Q. Do you understand my question?
A. Why don't you rephrase your question.
Q. Okay, Atthe time the contracts were
terminated for convenience you were aware that the
commissioning agent was not able to commission the project;

226

1 order wrote a'l~tter to you, Exhibit 348, claiming that the
2 project had been··terminated for convenience; correct?
3
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
4
THE WITNESS: That's not what this letter
5 refers to.
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q, 348?
8
.A. 348,
9
Q, What's your understanding of what the claim
10 was in 348?
11
MR. CHOU: Object to form. Hold on for a
12 second. ls there aclaim in 348?
13
MR. HAHN: Let me rephrase it.
14 BY MR. HAHN:
15
Q. By Exhibit 348 SE/Z was asserting that based
16 on the stop-work order, the project had been effectively
17 terminated for conveniencej correct? ._
18
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
19
THE WITNESS: They were asserting that it
20 would·- that the contract had been terminated perarticie
21 14.1, which is not for convenience.
22 BY MR. HAHN:
23
Q. What is 14.1?
24
A. It's atermination by the contractor.
25
Q. Okay, Thank you.
228
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Did you understand that SE/Z was going to,
based on the assertions set forth in Exhibit 34a, it was
claiming entitlement to its costs?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: No, that's not my under •.
wasn't my understanding.
BY MR, HAHN:
Q. let's turn to the termination for convenience.
Under atermination for convenience is it your
understanding that acontractor, if terminated for
convenience, is entitled to recover its costs?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: rwould have to review the
contract in order to determine what costs they were
entitled to.
BY MR, HAHN:
Q. What would you review?
A. I would review the supplementary conditions
and the A201.
Q. Why don't you do that real quick because I
want to ask you the difference between atermination for
convenience and atermination for default.
A. I thought that was already asked.
Q. If it was you can tell me your understanding.
I missed it, I'm sorry. I stepped out acouple of times.
229
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1
MR, CHOU: Object to form; repetitive.
2 BY MR. HAHN:
3
Q. What's your understanding of the difference?
4
A. Could we just go back and read what my
5 response was before?
6
Q. I doubt it. Not at this point.
7
MR. CHOU: Why not?
8
MR. HAHN: She couldn't find it. There's no
9 way.,
10
MR. CHOU: I~s repetitive.
11 BY MR. HAHN:
12
Q. Vou can answer.
13
A. The basic difference with atermination for
14' cause is that we have to specifically identify what the
15 defaults are, what part of the contract or the
16 nonconformance is, and we then have to notify the surety
17 and they have to go through the process of all of those
18 steps that are outlined in the contract for default.
19 ,
Atermination for convenience is our option,
'20 if we choose to take i~ that we can terminate the
21 contract.
22
Q. Is it your understanding that under a
23 termination for convenience, the contractor is entitled to
24 his costs?
25
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.

,
Q. You can answer. As pi'ovided -MR. CHOU: Are we talking generally?
MR. HAHN: Generally.
.
THE WITNESS: In atermination for convenience
they are entitled to the costs as outlined in the contract
documentsl yes.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. And you are aware that in this matter the
court has already ruled that SE/Z and Hobson are entitled
to their costs under the termination for convenience
provisions; correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to form,
THE WITNESS: I'm not specifically aware of
thatl no.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Is it your recollection that the DPW, through
its design or design professionals, enforced the claims
provision of the contract on this project?
A. Could you repeat that?
Q. I'm going to hand you what's been •• will be
marked.
(Exhibit No. 363 marked.)
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Have you ever seen Exhibit 363 before?
231
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1 '
(Brief pause.)
2
THE WITNESS: I can't specifically recall
3 seeing it before,
4 BY MR. HAHN:
5
Q. Is it your recollection that DPW, through its,
6 design professional Rudeen, enforced the time limitations
7 to assert aclaim against SEllon the biosafety project?
8
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
9
THE WTINESS: It's my recollection that Rudeen
10 was required by their agreement with us to ~nforce those
11 provisions.
12 BY MR. HAHN:
13
Q. And Exhibit 363 wo~ld suggest it did enforce
14 the provisions against SE/Zi correct?
15
A. It would suggest that in this instance.
16
MR. CHOU: Counsel, it's 5:06.
17
MR. HAHN: I'm just ··Iet me wrap up.
18
MR. CHOU: Okay,
19
MR. HAHN: Do you have the crossclaim? ]
20 think I distributed that. That one can be marked.
21
(Exhibit No, 364 marked,)
22 BY MR. HAHN:
23
Q. Take amoment to look-at Exhibit 364.
24
let me know when you've reviewed it.
25
(Brief pause.)
2~
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1
MR, CHOU: Let's go {)ff the record for a
2 second,
3
(Brief recess.)
. 4 BY MR. HAHN:
5
Q. Okay. You previously testified that at the
6 time the contracts were terminated for conveniencel you
7 were aware of the over one year delaYi correct?
S A. Yes.
9
Q. You were aware of a\l the welding issues or
10 .alleged problems on the project; correct?
11
A. Yes.
.
12
Q.' And you were aware of alleged non-conforming
13 work on the project; correct?
14
A. Yes.
15 . Q. And isn't it ~. well/let'S look at paragraphs
16 17 and 18 of Exhibit 364.
17
Is it your understanding that under paragraphs
. 18 17 and 18 the Division of Public Works is looking to assert
19 aclaim for liquidated damages for the nearly/ or over/ one
20, year delay on the project?
21
'MR. CHOU: Object to form.
22
THE WITNESS: It's my understanding that we
23 are. I don't know what the legal term of it would be! ies
24 called across-claim.
25· BY MR. HAHN:

1 claim by the Division of Public Works for liquidated
2 damages at the time the contract was terminated for
3 conveniencei correct?
4
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
5
THE WITNESS: At the time of termination for
6 convenience I was aware of several major issues in regards
7 to this project! including the issue of liquidated damages.
8 BY MR. HAHN:
9
Q. But the Division of Public Works never
10 . asserted aclaim as provided for in article '4.3i correct?
11
MR. CHOU: Object; asked and answered! many
12 times.
13 BY MR. HAHN:
14
Q. The answer is no.
15
'MR. CHOU: Objection.
16
THE WITNESS: It's not the answer I gave.
17 BY MR. HAHN:
18
Q. Are you aware of any written claim prior to
19 the termination for convenience by which the Division of
20 Public Works asserted it was entitled to liquidated
21 damages?
22
MR. CHOU: Object to form; asked and answered.
23
THE WITNESS: I would have to review all of
24 the correspondence! all of the project files! to make that
25 determination. I don't have that information in front of

235
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1
Q, It's aclaimr isn't it? You're asserting a
1 me
___, r f ' 1'",,;
. .'
..r
2 claim for entitlement to payment of liquidated damages;
2 BY MR. H~N~"
"- './' ,?V
',.<'i:' ',.-,.,
3 correct? .
3
Q/'But as you sit here today you're not aware of
4
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
4 any!
5 BY MR. HAHN:
5 "" MR. CHOU: Object to form.
6
Q. And when I say you arel I mean the Division of
6
THE WITNESS: I don't know of aspecific
7 Public Works,
7 document.
S
MR. CHOU: Object to form. .
8 . BY MR. HAHN:
9,
THE WITNESS: Again{ paragraph 17 and 18 state
9
Q, And the same is true of non-conforming work;
10 what we think we are entitled to according to this State of
10 correct?
,
11 Idaho counter-cross-claim.
,11
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
12 BY MR. HAHN:
12 BY MR. HAHN:
13
Q, And it's true, isn't it/ that the Division of
13
Q. You're not awarer as you sit here todaYr of
14 Public Works/ prior to terminating the contract for
14 any claims by the Division of Public-Works/ under article
15 conveniencel never wrote a.• initiated aclaim against
15 4.3 of the general conditions/ prio~ to the termination '
16 SE/Z under section 4.3 of the general conditions,
16 for convenience,
17
MR. CHOU: Object to form; if you know.
17
MR. CHOU: Object to form; asked and answered.
18
THE WITNESS: I don't believe that I can make"
18 Don't answer that.
19 that determination.
19
I can't tell you how many times she's answered
20 BY MR, HAHN:
20 that question. I can't even count it anymore.
~1
Q. As the _. what was your title at the time of
21
MR. HAHN: I guess JIm missing it. As I
,2 the termination for convenience?
22 understand it -23
A. Design and construction manager.
23
r~R. CHOU: She doesn't have the documents in
24
Q, As the design and construction manager of the
24 front of her. She doesn't know,
25 DiVision of Public Works/ you would have been aware of a
. 25 BY MR. HAHN:
236
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2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

Q, SO as you sit here today, you don't know,
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: That's correct.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q, Okay, And I think you testified earlier that
once aclaim is made, if there is adispute on it{ there is
adispute resolution procedure in the contract outlined at
article 4,4; correct? You can turn to Exhibit 4,
A. I didn't testify to that specifically.
Q. Please turn to Exhibit 4{ if you would,
MR. CHOU·: I think her answer was she didn't
testify to that provisidn.
MR. HAHN: I'm going to have her look at
article 4.4,
MR. CHOU: Okay,
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Have you looked at 4,4?
A. Yes,
Q, And what's your understanding of the
provisions of 4.4?
A, Of the entire thing?
Q. Yes.
A, Generally, or In this project?
Q, . On this project, 4,4 that's in front of you,
A, Then I would need to look at the supplementary
237
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1

2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
. 11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
. 25

- - - - - - - - - - - - ' - - - 1 ,--

1 conditions in order to identify all of the provisions of
2 this,
3
Q, Which are also in front of you,
4
A. Okay,
5
(Brief pause.)
6
THE WITNESS: So my understanding of this
7 article of the contract is that if there is aclaim Dr a
8· dispute, that these provisions outline how that is supposed
9 to be processed,
10 BY MR, HAHN: .
11
Q, And itls processed by the architects; correct?
1 ..
12
MR, CHOU·: Object to form,
13 BY MR, HAHN:
14
Q, Do you understand my question?
15
A, . Perhaps you could restate that.
';: ... 16
Q. Tell me what your understanding is of how a
17 claim is processed if there's abusiness dispute,
18
A. Okay,
19
MR, CHOU: Object to the form,
20·
. l11E WITNESS: res going to take me aminute
21 to look at these. .
22
(Brief pause.)
23
MR, CHOU: Off the record for asecond? can
24 we go off the record for asecond?
25
(Discussion off the record,)
238
')
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1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

13"
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25

THE WITNESS: In the resolution of claims and

disputes, the first subparagraph 4.4.1 indicates that
initially it's referred to the architect for decision.
And then the architect, who is also governed by this
document, is required to make adedsion on that claim or
dispute.
And it goes on to indicate that the architect
will review the claim, review claims within -- trying to
put these two together -- within ten days -- yeah, within
ten days of receipt of that claim.
And that then they can request additional
data, they can reject the claim, and then they _. or they
can recommend approval of all or part of the claim. And
they can attempt to facilitate resolution of the claim
through informal negotiations.
Then it goes on to say that the architect,
when they're evaluating claims are not obligated·to consult
with others, or people with special knowledge or expertise.
And then we -- we deleted the last sentence
from that subparagraph,
. And subparagraph 4.4.5 says that the architect
then would approve or reject the claim in writing, and that
that approval or rejection would state the reasoning, And
that then they would notify of any change in the contract
sum or contract time.
239
PAGE 240 - - - . : - . - - - - - - - - - - - ,

And then 4.4.6, that has been deleted,
And 4.4.7, that if there is aclaim against
the contractor the architect or owner may notify the
surety,
And then 4.4.8 has been deleted.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q, SO the contract provides amechanism by which
the parties can resolve claims as between them; correct?
A. Yes.
MR. CHOU: Object to form·.
BY MR. HAHN:
. Q. NOW, on this project the Division of Public
Works terminated the architect at the same time it
terminated SE/Z for conveniencej correct? SE/Z's contract
for convenience,
A. Yes.
Q. And as you sit here today you don1t recall
whether the Division of Public Works initiated any claims
under article 4.3 with respect to the delay or
non-conforming work or issues on the project;·correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to form; asked and answered.
Don't answer.
MR. HAHN: No{ I'm just recounting -MR, CHOU: Don't answer.
BY MR. HAHN:
240
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'1' Q. You don't recall that?
2'
MR, CHOU: Don't answer,
3' 'SYMR. HAHN:
, '4,' Q. Is it your understanding that with respect to
, 5:~hibit 364,IA!hich i~ the cross-c1aim/.the Division of
'
"', ,:6,:'PUblicWorks IS seeking ~amages against SE/Z for t~e one
:': ;;Tyear,delay, n~n·~onformlng alleged ~on-conformmg work,
:' ".f:and the welding Issues on the BSt proJect?
;;~ ;~" f:,"
MR, CHOU: Object to the form; repetitive,
;,' ',','10'":',
T~E ~ITNESS: It:s my, und,erstandin~ that what
,,' ,'i1 'w~'re seeking IS whats outlined In thiS crossclalm.
:,', it ,BY MR, HAHN:
Q. What's your understanding of what's outlined
'; , ',' ,14: in that?
: it' ' MR, CHOU: Object to the form. Please answer
:, : ltlfyou can.
t:''. 17, ",
THE WITNESS: What we1re seeking is -- what
F" 18, we1re stating is that we're entitled to liquidated damages
~:::, iVfQrthe delay; and also that we've been damaged by breach
.:, ", 20:"bf contract! which includes non-conforming work and other

1

'

2

COUNTY

~': ' 21\ Items.
~, ", 2t'~BY MR. HAHN:
';: ', : " ,2~,:" " Q. And you knew about those items at the time you
. :,,:':, 2~ terminated the contract for conveniencej correct?

;;,: 25: A. Not all of them! no,
-:',~

:','

IDAHO

SSe

or - - I, Jan Frew, being first duly sworn on my oath,

That 1 am the witness named in the foregoing
deposi tion taken the 26th day of April , 2007, consi sting of
pages numbered 1 to 242, inclusive;

10
11

questions contained therein were propounded to mc; 'the

12

answers as contained therein {or as corrected by me

13

therein} are true and cotxect.

14
15

16

JAN FREW

17

Subscribed and sworn to before me this _____ day

18
19

of ______ , 2007, at _ _ _ _ _ , Idano,

20
21

22

Notary Public for Idaho
Residing at -.c---<---' Idaho

My Commission ExpIres; _ _ __

24

'

25

241

Q. As you sit here today do you recall what you

243

. - - PAGE 244 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
1

55.

COUNTY 0 F ADA
I,

5

PATRIClA Ii. BLASKA,

CSR,

(Idaho Certified

Shorthand Reporter H83) and Notary Public in and for the
State of Idaho, do hereby certify:
That prior to being examined, the witness .
named in the foregoing deposition was by me duly sworn to
testify to the truth, the whole truth. and nothing but the

10

truth.
That said deposition was taken down by me in

11

12

shorthand at the time and place therein named and

13

thereafter reduced to typewriting under my direction, and

i4

14

that the foregoing transcript contains a full,

15
16

15

verbatim record of said deposition.
I

16
17

'. i7

19

20

20

II

21

n

22

lj

23

further certify that I have no interest in

WITNESS my hand

~nd

seal this 2nd day of Hay,

2007.

PATRICIA H. BLASKA
Idaho CSR No. 83,
Notary Public in and for the
State of Idaho,

l4
l~

25

242

true, and

the event of the action.

18

18
19

~

REPORTER'S CERTIFICATE
STATE OF IDAHO

_ "J ,didn't know at the time that you learned after the

\, 'J-termination for convenience?
.:~,f
A. I don't believe thatI can speciftcally
<" :5, describe everything that I didn't know.
~
6''MR. HAHN: Well, we1re going to continue! and
'7 you've got to' get out of here! so thank you.
''
~~, ',:, 8
MR. CHOU: Oh, thank you~
',- :9
MR. HAHN: Jeremy! Jim sorry you1re late,
10
'
,',' •11
i2
(Deposition stopped at 5:20 p,m.)
" 13
(Signature requested.)

that 1 have read the

said deposition and know the contents thereof; that the

23
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~;,:',r' _

or

depose and say;

AA

;:::"li: '

VE:RIFICATION
STATE

,Ny Conunission E;-:pires August 22,
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SE/Z CONSTRUCTION L L C
POBox J469
5471 S Heyrend Dnve (83402)
Idaho Falls, Id 83403
Ph' 208-528-9449
Fax 208-528-2316

Thursday, May 27, 2004
Senal Letter 48
Jan Frew

ofPubhc Works
.P O. Box 83720
502 N. 4th Street
BOIse, ID 83702-0072
DlYJSlOn

Fax 208-334-4031

Re BIO Safety Lab Level 3 PrOject # 02-353
Stop Work Order dated Apnl 6, 2004
TennmatlOn or SuspenslOD of the Contract by the Contractor

I
I

I
I
I
I

I,

.I

Dear Jan'
Pursuant to the above named proJect, we hereby nohfy you m accordance Wlth General
CondltlOns Arnele 14 1 that SElZ ConstructJon conSIders the Contract to be Tennmated slllce 60
days have expIred smce the lssuance of the referenced Stop Work Order The Issuance of the Stop
Work Order IS through no fault of the Contractor It was ISSUed WJthout consultab9n Wlth the
General Contractor beforehand and IS Wlthout ment nor warranted CopIes of the referenced
documents are attached for your converuence.
It should also be noted that SEIZ ConstructlOn has made every attempt to D1lbgate
Impacts and delays to tills PrOjeCt as a resuJt of the Stop Work by mamtammg a presence on the
ProJect, and attendmg meetmgs to help resolve the issues surroundmg the Stop Work Order Our
posItion regardmg the Stop Work Order has been VOIced many umes ill these meetmg to no aVal]
SEIZ ConstrUctJon IS ill the process of con tactmg all Subcontractors and Suppbers
affihated Wlth thts Contract to furnIsh all costs m accordance Wlth General Condlbon Amck ],4
Should you have any quesbons regardmg the above, piease contact me lJTIIIleciJately
Thank you for your ImmedJate attentIOn t{l tl).Js matter.

Smcerely,

~

~~~

~.Hayes

, Project Manager
cc Senal Letter
R. Howard, Rudeen &
ClC 145 wIatt.
,

AsSOCIates

wIatt.

FJ Hahn, Esq, wiatt.
R. Fnsbee, wiatt.
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J3 6
INTER cST
13 6 1 ·Payments dUE and unpaid undu the Contracl Documents .shall bear Interest from the
date payment IS due at such rate as the par1Jes may agree upon JD wntmg or, In the absence
thereof, at the legal rate prevalhng [rom time to tIme at Ihe place where the ProJecl JS localed

I.
I
I
I
I
I
·1
I

137
1371

COMMENCEMENT OF STAIUTORY LlMITATJON PERIOD
As bel ween the Owner and Contractor

1 Before Substantial CompJellOn M to acts or fadures to act occulTIng piJOT
to the relevanl date of SubstanlJal ComplelJon, any appJICable stalute of
111JlltatJODI sb'all commence to IUn and any alleged cause of achon shall be
deemed 10 bave accrued In any and aU cvenls not later toan sut:h date of .
Substanlla/ CompletIOn..
.
2 Between Substanllal Complellon and Final Ccrldlcale for paymenl As
10 acts or failures to acr occumng subsequent 10 the reJevanl dale of Substanllal THIS OOCUMENT HAS TMPORTNfT LEGAL
COlJJpbwo and poor 10 Issuance of the linal CertifiCate for Payment, any (ONS£OU[NCES CONSULT:ATJON WiTH AN
apphcabJe slatute of lImitations shall commence to run and any alleged cause of ATTORNEY IS £NCOURAGfD WITH
actJon shaU be deemed 10 have accrued In any and all events not Jater than the RESP[CT TOfTS COMPLiTlONOR
date of ISSuance o[ the linal Cerulic3tl! for Paymenl. and
MODIFICATION AUTH[NTICATION or THIS
3 After Final CertJflcate for Payment As to acls or faIlures 10 act occurnng £LECTRONlCAI.LY DRAFTED AlA
MAY BE MADE BY U51NG.l<JA
after the relevant dale of ISsuance of the rmal CertJficate for Parmenl, any DOCUMENf
DOCUMENT D4O)
~pphcable s'tatule of mmtalJons shall commence to run and any alleged cause of
.
actIOn shall be deemed 10 have accrued In any and all eVenl5 nol later than the This documenT has been approved and
dale of any act or fallure to act by the Contractor pursuant to any Warranty endomd by The Ar,OClaleg General
provJded under Paragraph 35. the date of any correcllon of the Work or fauure 10 Conlradon of Amenca
correct the Work by the Contractor under Paragraph 122, or lhe dale of aclual .
commJSsloJ] of any other aCI or fi!.llure. 10 perform any du ty or obllgatJon by the
Contrador or OW'ller, whIChever occur.; last

I
I
I

I
I

ARTICLE 14 TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OF .THE CONTRAcT
141
TERMINATION BY THE CONTRACTOR
1411 The Contractor may termJn31e.lhe Contract If the Worbs slopped fOl a penod of-:re-4>o I::::.
consecullve days through no act Of fault of the Conlr.ldor or a Subcontractof, Subsubcontractor or thm agents or employees or any other pmons or enlllles performmg p~rlJOn5
of the Work under dIrect or md)fect contract WIth Ihe Contractor, for any of the followmg
reasons
ISsuance of an order of a court or other pubhc aUlhonly haywg )unsdlclJon whIch
requlfcs all Work 10 be Slopped,
2 ·an act of government, such as a dedara1Jon of natJOna) emergency whIch requIres
.
all Work to be slopped,
~
3 "muse the Atclntetl-has not lS~tled 3 GeF1tliea!e for Payment ailS has Bel
C.
7
118tllied the COlltractor of the re~Oli Fa! IllthholdJl!g certlficatlOn B3 pro nded m
S ~
SllbI'Br!l~rajlh, '11, Of eeCBll,e·!he Owner hR:l !'lO! iflooe I'.B)'fflClIl ell a Certificate
~ ~i
~
fer ParmeR! ',\~thifl the IJme slaled ill the Gelllrae! DaCtlmeffiS, ef
/
~fP~~ \ j ).
thc O',mcr has fedes to fttrn!5n 10 the Conlractor prompl!)" 'l:ljl9il lhe

Ie'

el

I
I .[tle.+e..

I
I
·1

I?tr

I ~".~'~: i' :~:::I:: ::.::::,~:,~~::::,,:;,q:::: ':7::~~.: I I;,
c..1~1" ". "b""••", S,b """i""",, I'''' ',m' "m"i"," " .~' "',,
I
I
Th'

,f

.g.

aflne Werl; \IMler direct er mGll'eEt €entract VillA Llle -.:::;or:
- __.:.,.:".
rRmell; E!T anlllJe. "erCermlA
r
r
ptl'.,'tl
o" "Gfllea;
{;onll'll€lo'r, repeat@G slI_penslons, ~eJa)'5 or 1Il(eITUp1J9ilS sf [he en lire' "\!,Iorh by the OVReF as
desEfleee lfl Paragrapll J4 j COllslJltHe III lfie ag~legale more lha!} JOO pCfeclll sf Ihe le'.a!
BtlmeCr of 80)'5 sEhe8uled ,fe, €efflple!tell, !Jr m~ del'S Jtl Bll)' )65 day "enell, \,oJiJEhel'CT t5 Jess Ol9S7 AIM>
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AlA DOCUMENT AlOI • 1997
GENERAL CONDITIONS Of THE
CDNTRAG FOR CONSTRUCTION

.1
I
I

AmerlC~n Iml!JUle of Archnecis Flfleen!n Edllion ReproduclJon of the molenaJ nereln or suhmnlJal Toe American Insiliute of ArchneCB
guolallon of I1S prOYISIOns Wlthoul wrillen permiSSIon of the AlA vlol.les the copyngh! laws of the Untied 1735 New York Avenue. NW

Slates and WIll 5ub)ec/ lhe vlolale to legal prosecullon WARNING Unlicensed pholocopYlng viol. res US Washington. DC 1()(x)6·5192
copyrrghtl,MS and Will sUbJecI the Violator to legal prosecution TIm documenl was elemoOically produced
With permISSion of Ihe AlA and can be reproduced In accord.nce wllh your license Wlthoul VlolalJon unlll
Ihe dale of explra!lon as no/eo below U.1et Do(umont 37.201 ala - llli3nOO3 AlA l>cense Number
1015500. whIch expires on 61l!lf2{)()J!
r-'42
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D.e.ltk
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14.1 3 If ODe of the reasons desOlbed lJl SubpUagr2ph )411 01 ~ =ts, lilt Comrac10r
may, upon seven days' wnllen nOllce to the Owner and Ardutect. ltnnlnale the C;onlract and
reCOVEr from the Owner paymenl for Work execuled and for proven lOll Wllb respect jO
matenals, equipment, IDols, and cOnsLruCIJOD equJpment and mammery, mdudmg reasonable
overoead, ~ ______ (! J..t-r?(.. per 5 <:

nJ.cJ rrr;J+' r'-°4::--

J'11 q If ilie Work )5 SleppeG

r

. ,

a !>cnee 0; 60 Ctlll5ectJu)'e aa)'. lll;oygll flG :'0 ()t fJu!t.1jf
the Ct7Jltl8cttlf tJ! ~ 5ubcontsactOl OJ theu agents 01 employees 0, :til)' ether persons pcrhmnlilg
pQ/i;lO/l5 or !be WON, ImBer ((motel WIth .the Conbdclol becau$( the Orr'ller hf!5 pCf5l:Stcnlly
failed Ie fulJill !:he Q''''llds ebLg8\lOM under-the Conllact Docume:nts '.f!lh respect \5 matters
lHlpertanf \6 the progress I'J{ lhc Wer]:, ~lrbCl5;' IDB)" ~Jlefl se\'ell a9!htloHal day,'
"A'IlHSll notJ€€ to tlle Owner aRB the iL'£i:uteci, lerffl:tnsle the Ctinlr6ct and feCa"CJ hem the
9Wflcr f!5 ~fe'llaea I:!l Gl1bjlaragrnph J4 J) ,
142
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TERMI NATION BY THE OWNER FOR CAUSE

k

~.

,I ~I

p{.(

fHtS DOCUMENT HAS IMPORTANT LEGAl.

The Owner may lemunale the Contracnflhe Contractor
CONSEOUENCES CON5l1LTATION WITH'AN
.1 perslstenUy Of repealedly refuses or fa.tls 10 supply enough properly slolled AITORN[)' IS ENCOURAGED WITH
workers or proper malenals,
RESPECT TO ITS COMPI£T10N OR
.2 fa.tls to make payment to Subcontractors for matenals or labor In accordance WJLh MODIFICATION AUTHENTICATION OF THIS
the respecllve agreements'between the Contractor and the Subcontractors,
ELICTRONlCAllY ORAfTfDI'JA
3 pemsteotly dJsregards laws, ordrnances, or rules, regulabons or orders of a pubLc DOCUMENT MAY BE MADE BY USING NA
,L
'h DOCUMENT D401
auwonty
3vmg JUnsdIc\Jon, or
. '
4. other)lme 15 guut)' of substantial breach of 3 prOYlSlDn of the 'Conlract TfvJ documenl has been approved aM
Documents
indorsed by Tile Assomred General

14 2 2 When any of the above reasoDs e:cst, the Owner, upon ceru/icallDn by the ArchItect
that sufficIent cau~e eXJSts to JU5tUy such aruon, may WJthout preJuruce to any other I1ghl5 Of
reroedJes of the Owner and after glVlllg the Contractor and the Contractor's surely, II any,
seven days' wntten nollce, ienrunate employment of the Contractor and may, subject to any
priorngbts ofllie surety
1 take p05seSSlDD of the sIte and of all matenais, equipment, tools, and constructlOn
equIpment and machmel)' thereon owned by the Cootnclor;
2 accept assIgnment of subcontracts pursuant to Paragraph 54, and
3 fuush the Work by whatever reasonable method the Owner may deem experuent
• Upon request of the Contractor, the Owner shaU fu1JllSh to the Con1ractor a
d.etaued accounllllg of the costs Ulcurred by the Owner In filllshmg the Work

VI 2 4 If the unpaJd balance, of the Contract Sum exceeds com of Iimslung the Work,
wdudmg compell5alJon for the Archllect's seroces and o:pense) made necessary thereby, and
other damages mcurred by the Owner and not'cxpressl)''Willved, such f:XUSS shall be paJd to the
Contractor if sucb costs and damages exceed the unpaid balance, tht Contraclor shall pay the
dllference to the Owner The amount to be paId to the Contractor or OWner, as the case may
.........
be, shall be cerWied by the ArchItect, upon applIcatIon, aDd thJ.l obbgatlon for payment sh!ill _
SUIYlYe tmrunaLJon of the Contracl
'~

I~I

II'
II

143

SUSPENSION BY THE OWNER FOR CONVENIENCE

14 3 1 The Owner may, WIthout c~use, order the Contractor m wnlJng 10 suspend, delay or.
rnlerrupt the Workm whole orm part for such penod of tune as the Owner may detenrune

::'¥~:..,::'
~~
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14.2 3 When the Owner tenmnales the Contract for one of the reasons staled In
Subparagraph 1421, the Contractor shall not be enll11ed to receIve further payment unlJl Lhe
Worl15 filushed

II

II

f).e {~TC-

Contractors or Amell'"

I JI

II
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1015500. which expires on 611812004
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The Amencan Insllture of Archll~(15
1735 New Yor~ Avenue, NW
Washlngion, D C 2D006-5292
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In subparagraph 1321, In the second sentence, delele'Excepl as provided In Subparagraph 1322:

I
I
I
I
I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

Delete subparagraph 1322
13.6

Delete subparagraph 13 6 1 and substitute the following

13.6.1
Payments due and unpaid under the Contract Documents (21 days from date received by the
Owner) shall bear no Inleres! until thirty (30) days past due, thereaHer they shall bear Interest at the rate of
elghl percent (8%) per annum until the dale of the check as posted by the Slate Controller

II
'1 I
I

Commef)cemenf of Statutory limItation Period

137

Delele subparagraphs 13.7 1, 13 7 1.1, 13 7 1 2, and 13 7 1 3 and subs til ute the foJ/owlng'
13.7.1
As between the Owner and Contractor as to acts or failures to act, any applicable slatute of
I,mllauons shall commence 10 run and any legal cause of acUon shall be deemed to have accrued In any
and all events In accordance With Idaho law

Add 10 ArtJcle 13 the followlng.
Equal Opportunity

13.8

MIft
I I
I I
.1 I
I' I

Interest.

~3.8.1

The Contraclor shall mall}tain policies of employment as follows

13. 8.1.1 The Contractor and the Contractor's Subcontractors shall nol dlscnmlnat~ against any
employee or applicant for employment because of race, religJon, color, sex, age or national ongln The'
Contraclor shall lake affirmaove adon to Insure that applicants are employed, and thai employees are
treated dunng employment WIthout regard 10 thelf race, religion. color, sex, age or nabonal ongln Such
aehan shall Indude, but not bl? limited to, the follOWing employment, upgrading. demotion, or transfer,
remJltment or recruitnnent.advertlslng, layoff or termlnabon, rates of payor other fomns of compensation,
and s!'?)echon for training Including apprenbceshlp The Contractor agrees to post in COnSp!CUOUS places,
available to employees' and applicants for emploYrT)en~ notices setting forth the policies of nondlSGrimlnatlon

13.B.1.2 The Contractor and the ContraeJor's Subrontrac1ors shall, In all solicnailon or advertisements
for employees
beh'alf
quahfied applicants wJl) receive conslderalion
~ for
color, sex, age
In

LE 14 TERMINATION OR SUSPENSION OFTHECONTRACTK
14.1

Temnination by the Contractor

In subparagraph 14 1.1, In the first sentence, delete the number ''3~'' and substitute the number "60"
Delete subparagraphs '14.1 1 3 and 14 1.1 4.

,---

- - ----..

Delete subparagri3ph 14 1.2
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1-3 delele "or 14 1 2"

\
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In subparagraph 14 1.3 delete the words "profit and damages" and substJtute the words "and profit"\.

\

Delete subparagraph 14 1 4

·14.2

Ll

Termination by the Owner for.Cause

In subparagraph 142_23 delete the last sentence

144

Termination by the OWner for Convenience

J

Delele subparagraph 1443 and substItute rhe followIng

144.3
'In the case of such termlnallon for the Owner convenIence, the Contractor shall be entliled to
~~elve ~ayment fr~m the Owner on t~_e ~SIS P~~vld:d In Subparagraph 14 1 3, as mOdIfied, /~
_.'

~ - --~-- -

,.-----'

END OF SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS
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10 June, 2004
SE/Z Construction LLC
ATTN: Steven W. Zambarano

P.O. Box 1469
Idaho Falls, Idaho 83403
HAND DELIVERED AND VIA FACSIMILE: 208-528-2316
8t Paul Travelers
P.O. Box 4689
Federal Way, WA 98063-4689
VIA FACSIMILE AND MAIL 253-945-1559

Re:

DPW Project No. 02353
BSL 3 State Laboratory, Boise, ID
Bond No. SH3023 (Performance Bond)

Dear Mr. Zambarano and To Whom it May Concern:
The Division of Public WQrks (DPW) is in receipt of SEZ's serlalletter 48 on the above
referenced project. DPW disagrees with SEZ's position that subparagraph 14.1.1 is applicable to
the current situation. The stop work order was issue::d ror non-confonning work that the
contractor bas refused to correct.
Pursuant to Paragraph 3. J of the above-referenced perfonnance bond and Subparagraph 14.2.2 of
the Genera) Conditions of the Contract DocUments for Project No. 02353, this letter constitutes
written notice that the Owner is considering declaring SE/Z Construction LLC in default and
tenninating its contract. In accordance with Paragraph 3.1, Owner requests a conference as soon
as possible and will exercise its best efforts to accommodate your schedules. Please contact me
directly at 208-332-1912 or Joanna Guilfoy at 208-332-1832 to schedule this conference.

EXHIBITNO.~

rJATrv~()1
BURNHAM. HABEL &

DPW-09134

Steven W. Zambarano
St. Paul Tra veJers
June 10, 2004
Page 2
Owner has been advised by the Architect that it has sufficient cause t? consider termination for
cause for the following reasons: SE/Z's failure to follow specifications with regard to welding
and failure to promptly correct rejected work as not in conformance with contract documents.

Sincerely,

Jan P. Frew, Architect
Design & Construction Manager

Division of Public Works
cc:

Fred A. Moreton & Co., 709 East South TempJe, SLC, UT 84102 .
Pamela Ahrens, Director, Department of Administration
Larry Osgood, Administrator, Division of Public Works
Joanna Guilfoy, Deputy Attorney General, Department of Administration
Dave Ricks, Department of Health and Welfare
Bob Howard, Rudeen & Associates

DPW·09135

=.......

'RUDEEN
&
10.

ASSOCIATES.
F '~'t • .

j , ... :

Ct'"

~lt.T

January 20. 2004
Mr. Barry Hayes
SEJZ Construction, lLC
P.O. Sox 10%9
Idaho Falls. ID 83403
Re:
Response to prldng we rrecelved on janLW')' I~. 20~~, rregarding pricing to the
response to RFI 25, Hobson ftFB IS •

. The reque5t for additJonal C05t associated with the response to RFI 25 is denied. The
response to RFI25. Hobson RR 15 W3$ issued to the Contractor on 11113/03 giving
recommendations as to how to provide the required tie-Ins to the existing lines. The Claim for
additional pricing associated with the response to this RR was issued to the Architect on Ifl9I0-4.
This d~ not meet th'e requirements as set forth In the Construction Documents for making a
Claim. .
,
"
The General Conditions and associated Supplementary Conditions of the Contract
Documents nate that a Claim "mutt be made by written notice to the Architect within 10 days fromthe date that the Claimant knew or should have known of the event or condition. Unles, the Claim,
Is made within the aforementioned time requirements, It shall be deemed to be waived." Therefore,
per the ConstrUction Documents, r have no choice other than to reject the Claim for additional cost
associated with the Response to RFI 25.
'

Regards.

Robert Howard
Rudeen Ik Associates
Cc

Joe Rutledge - DPW FP
Elaine HIII- DPW F-R

RUD30-000449

IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF
THE STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho co~oration,

)

)
)

Plaintiff,

) Case No. CVOC 0508037
)

vs

) Case No. CVOC 0600191
)

SE/Z CONSTROCTION, LLC, an Idaho )
)
limited liability company; and
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
,)
)
through its Department of
)
Administration, Division of
)
Public Works;
)
)

Defendants.

====~~~==~--~--~--~-----)
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and
)
through its Department of
Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,
vs
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an
Idaho corporation,
Counter-Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

DEPOSITION OF JOE RUTLEDGE

APRIL 27, 2007
BOISE, IDAHO
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PAGE 73

1 testimony we talked about your training for the position of
2 field representative; do you recall that? .
3
A. Uh-huh.
4
Q. And you used aterm that I caught, you were
5 trained in the instruments of the contract, is I believe
6 the term you used. Tell me what you meant by that. What
7 are the instruments of the contract?
8
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
9
THE WITNESS: Abasic knowledge of the
10 documents in the construction industry that are contract',
11 documents/ and what they do/ when do you use them. Just a
12 -- I was provided ageneral knowledge of what achange
13 order does, what aCCD does, ASI.
14 BY MR. HAHN:
15
Q. What's your understanding of •• I think you
16 said a CCD. What's aCCO?
17
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. Generally or
18 in this project?
'
19
MR. HAHN: His understanding in this project..
20
MR. CHOU: In this project?
21
MR. HAHN: Sure.
22
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
23
THE WITNESS: They're ahurry-up -- I called
24 them hurry-up go change orders.
25 BY MR. HAHN:
73
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1
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authority?
A. There are, there were.
Q. What were those levels?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: That's pretty general. My limit
of authority was a $2,000 CCD limit.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. What's the next limit?
, A., For who?
Q. Anyone. The next limit on aCCD.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: After the $2/000 limit/ there is
no -- I mean, the way we were structured at that time, if
it was over $2,000 it kicked up into adiscussion and
approval by the PM/ and sometimes the senior field rep,
sometimes the design and construction manager, and
ultimately the administrator of the DPW.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. And I think you also mentioned 11 PRo What's
your understanding of aPR?
A. That's aterm that I used to request -- to
reference aproposal request.
Q. , That you give to the contractor?
A. I have -- the architect of record develops the
document. They're typically used to obtain costing for
75
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Q. What do you mean by hurry-up go change orders?
A. At the time of this project DPW required five
3 signatures for achange order.
,4
Q. Is that different now?
5
A. It is.
6
Q. How is the process now?
7
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
a
THE WITNESS: It's now more streamlined. It
9 doesn't require so many Signatures.
10 BY MR. HAHN:
11
Q. Who's authorized to sign the change order now
12 at DPW?
13
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
14
'THE WITNESS: Field rep, project manager,
15 senior field rep, depending on the amount of the change
16 order.
17 BY MR. HAHN:
18
Q. And how is that dependent?
19
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation. ,
20
THE WITNESS: There are certain limits that
21 each position is allowed to approve or disapprove. And as
22 the limits go up they bump up into adifferent bracket.
23 The knowledge is availabie over there at DPW. .
24 BY MR. HAHN':
'
25
Q. During the BSl project were there levels of
. 74 .

I2

- , PAGE 75 - - - - - - - - - - - _

1 changel or unforeseen latent conditions; those types of
2 scenarios.
'
3
Q. Are you familiar with the general provisions
4 of the contract? And by the contract I mean the
5 construction contract between the Division of Public Works
,6 , and the general contractor?
7
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
8
THE WITNESS: Are you referencing the A201 or
9 the owner contractor agreement? '
10
Q. The A201.
11
A. I have general knowledge of that document.
12
Q. Are you familiar with the term claim as used
13 in that document? '
14
A. I am.
15
Q. What's your understanding of aclaim as
16 referenced in the AlA AlOI document?
17
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
18
THE WITNESS: Aclaim is an action by the
19 contractor/ or owner. Typically·- it typically is
20 requiring monetary compensation/ or atime/ or both. It's
21 very specific in that document/ I believel as how thafs to
22 be initiated. As you know/ it has certain parameters that
23 must be held to to make it a legal claim/ so to speak/ or a
24 legitimate claim.
25 BY MR. HAHN:
76
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. Q. And what's your understanding of the
parameters or those things that need to happen ••
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q... that you just referenced?
A. I believe aclaim or anotice of aclaim from
acontractor has to be in writing to the owner within ten
days of the event.
Q. And if it's not in writing within that time
period, is it your understanding that aclaim would be
waived?
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: Correct.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q; And that was true on the BSL projetti correct?
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
THE WITNESS: That's my understanding.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Have you had occasion to receive an untimely
claim from acontractor?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form..
THE WITNESS: can you be more specific?
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Can you recall asituations where you, as a
DPW employee, received a claim from acontractor that you

77
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THE WITNESS: No.
Okay, I'm familiar.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. The first item, number one, says humidifier
\/oltage. What do you recall regarding that issue?
A. I don't recall the issue.
Q. Okay. I think we talked about the hot gas
bypass. How about the cantrol sequence for the hot gas
bypass? Is that rolled into the same issue?
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
THE WITNESS: I really don't know. Other than
r.eading this I don't recall the control systems being an
issue.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Do you recall the interaction between Hobson
and Traci Hanegan during the submittal review process on
the BSL project?
A. I do not.
Q. Do you remember anything concerning the
interaction between Hobson and Traci Hanegan on the
project?
A. I do.
Q. Tell me what you recall.
MR. ANDERSON: The entire project?
BY MR. HAHN:
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deemed to be untimely under the contract documents?
1
Q. Let's'start in the first half of the project.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
2 Do you recall them interacting?
.
THE WITNESS: I vaguely remember aclaim that
3
MR. ANDERSON: And just for apoint of
we discounted from acontractor that was submitted towards
4 reference that goes from where to where?
the end of the project, months after the occurrence. I .
5 BY MR. HAHN:
.
don't recall what project it was on, but I do recall a
6
Q. Let's say from notice to proceed, July 31,
rendering from one·of the upper management at DPW that it
7 2003, t~rough December 31st of 2003. During this time
was discounted.
8 frame as reflected in the exhibit before you.
BY MR. HAHN:
9 '. A. And do I recall-- the question was do I
Q. Because it was untimely?
10 recall interaction between the two?
A. Because it was untimely.
11
Q. Correct.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form; foundation.
12.
A. Yeah. I do.
i3 BY MR, HAHN:
13· ., Q.. Tell me what you recall.
14
Q. SO in your experience DPW enforces the claims
14 . A. There was some, I guess, out of the normal
15 provisions set forth in its contracts; correct?
15 protocol of submittal reviews.
16
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
16
Q. What ito you mean by that?
17
THE WITNESS: To the best of my knowledge we
17
A. The only instance that I remember was, I
18 . follow the contract to the letter.
18 think, during the s.ubmittal process she, in aresponse to a
19
MR. HAHN: Thank you.
19 submittal, she requested some pricing which is -- I don't
20
(Exhibit No. 378 marked.)
20 even remember what the issue was, The only thing I do
21 BY MR. HAHN:
21 recall is that was out of protocol because theres avery
22
Q. Take amoment to review Exhibit 378, will you
22 well-defined vehicle to g~t pricing. And that's not to be
23 please.
23 convoluted with the submittal processl review process, is
24
(Brief pause.)
24 what I recall. .
25
MR. CHOU: Do you need abreak?
25
Q. By that, by your answer, am I to take it that
78
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1 aquarter after?
,2
THE WITNESS: Yeah.
3
4
(Deposition stopped for lunch at 12:00,)

5
6
7
8 BOISEI IDAHOI WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18, 20071 1:15 P.M.:
(All parties present.)
10 BY MR. HAHN:
11
Q. Mr. Rutledge, now as the field representative
12 for the Division of Public Works is it fair to say that you
13 are DPWfs eyes and ears on aproject?
14
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
15
' THE WITNESS: 1guess one could say that.
16 BY MR. HAHN:
17
Q. youfre there on a•• on the BSL project you
18 were there on adaily basis to review the c()nstructioni
19 r i g h t ? ·
20
A. If I could clarify.
21
Q. Sure.
22
A,' They like us to be on aproject daily and we
23 do try to make that routine. 'Depending on how many
24 projects I have at any given time/ the complexity of the
25 project, the contractor on the jobl manYI manYI variables

9
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there or elements that, you know, my intention is -- I'll
kind of set out my day. I might get on ajob site and
there's an event or alarge problem just identified •• I've
been on job sites for four hours dealing with issues. So
I'm not always there. I wasn't there every day on this BSL
or most of my projects.
Q. Jan Frew testified yesterday that one of the
responsibilities of the DPW field representative is to
generally, in ageneral senseI view the construction and
ensure that it complies ~ith the plans and specifications.
Do you agree with that?
A. I do.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. On the BSl project you were able to view the
constructionj correct?
,A. Correct.
Q. And is this part ofyourresponsibilities
spelled out in either the procedures manual or the
guidelines for AlE?
A. There should be agood general description of
my responsibilities in those documents,
Q. Do you feel that •• strike that.
I'm going, to read asentence to you and I want
to know whether you agree with it or not. It says the DPW
~

r--

PAGE 95

_ _ _ _ _ _ _- _

1 alleges that SE/Z and Hobson, an agent of SE/Z, were aware

2 of their deficient work and rather than rectify the '

situation dec~pti\lelv masked their substandard work.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form. What are you
reading out of?
MR. HAHN: I'm reading from the court's
decision.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. And my question for you is, do you know of
,10 anyone at DPW that has alleged SE/Z deceptively masked, or
11 Hobson, deceptively masked substandard work?
12
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
13
THE WITNESS: No.
14 BY MR. HAHN:
15, Q. You're not aware of that?
16
A. No.
17
Q. ,And that's certa inly not your position, !take '
18 it.
19
' MR. CHOU: Same objection.
20
THE WITNESS: No. '
21 BY MR. HAHN:
22
Q. At the time the contracts were terminated for
23 convenience, you were aware that the project was over a
24 year late in delivery; correct?
25
A, Correct.
95
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1 - Q. And you were aware of the welding issues that
2 had been on the project?
3
A. Yesl I was.
4
Q. You were aware that the project could not be
5 commissioned as set forth in the plans and specifications;
6 correct?
7
MR. ANDERSON: Object to the form; assumes
8 facts not in evidence.
9
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
10 BY MR. HAHN:
11
Q. What's your recollection of the commissioning
12, issue?
13 '
A" We never got to that point.
14
Q. SO the project was not commissioned~
15
A. I don't believe it was.
16
Q. And still has not been commissioned; correct?
17
A. To the best of my knowledge, no.
18
Q. And Ms. Frew testified yesterday that she was
19 aware of claims that there was nonconforming work on the
20 project. And by non~onformin9 I mean nonconforming to the
21 plans and specifications.
22
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
23 BY MR. HAHN:
24 ' Q. Is that your recollection as well?
25
A. That Ms. Frew said that?
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Q No that that was the status of the projecti

2 that there ~ay have been nonconforming work.
3
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
4
' THE WITNESS: I will say yes to the may have
5 been some noncompliant work.
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q Explain your answer for me.
A: Okay. At the very end of the project just
8
9 before the State of Idaho terminated/ I was aware of and
10 puzzled by the HEPA filters that were discovered in the
11 condition that they were. And that was an unfortunate
12 discovery because the HEPA filters were -- the photos
13 actually·· I actually physically saw them/ tbey were
14 somehow had been sliced. So that was kind of ahead
15 scratcher.
16
Q.' But you don't know how that they came to be
17 sliced or damaged?
18
A. No, I do not know.
19
Q. Did those units come as sealed units when they
20 arrived at the project?
, 21
A. I do not know because I wasn't there when they
22 arrived.
23
Q. And did I understand you to say you were aware
24 afthat before the termination for convenience?
25
A. The HEPA filter?
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1
Q. Correct.
2
A. Yes. I believe that was before the
3 termination.
4
Q. NOW, prior to the termination were you
5 im,olved in any punch list work or punch list·· strike
6 that.
7
Do you recall inspecting the project, or the
S A&E team inspecting the project, prior to termination for
9 convenience?
10
MR. CHOU: Object to form,
11
THE WITNESS: I do recall Rudeen crafting a
12 punch list.
13 BY MR. HAHN:
14
Q. And as you sit here today is it your
15 recollection that the A&E team was able to thoroughly
16 inspect the project?
17
MR. ANDERSON: Object to the form; the use of
18 the term inspection.
19
MR. CHOU: Join.
20
'THE WITNESS: I guess at what portion?
21 BY MR. HAHN:
22
Q. In the punch list time period when the punch
23 lists were being developed.
24
A. I believe they were -- had adequate access.
25
Q. Let's •• I found, in preparing this, that you
98

r-

were copied on virtually every document on this project, I
think. And so there are a lot of documents to go through.
A. I would agree.
Q. SO I think we'll mOlle on to some documents
here.
A. Okay.
MR. CHOU: Object to the form.
(Exhibit No. 380 marked.)
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Go ahead and take amoment to review that.'
A. Okay.
(Brief pause.)
THE WITNESS: Okay.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. Mr. Rutledge, this purports to be afield
coordination meeting minute dated November 18, 2003.
First, what's afield coordination meeting? ,
A. Sometimes'specified in the documents. Field
coordination meetings were sometimes known as preinstall
meetings to get the parties involved in acertain :.. in '
installing acertain component of aproject. The parties
involved will meet on sitet discuss logistics coordination,
who goes first/ what elevations go at. That's an example
of acoordination meeting.
Q. Would these meeting minutes be kept separate
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1 and apart from the monthly meeting minutes? These being
2 field coordination meeting minutes.
3
A. They would probably be kept in aseparate
4 filet subfile of the correspondence or meeting minutes
5 file. We have asystem at DPW so .. color coordinated with
6 depending on what it is, goes to the right or left side of
7 the file under acertain color. 50'8
Q. I see.
9' A. -- to answer your questiont I believe they are
10 kept in adifferent place than the meeting; monthly meeting
11 minutes.
12
Q. Turning your attention to page 2. Well, under
13 morning meeting notesi do you see that?
14
A. I do.
15
Q. It says as noted in recent RFI responses,
16 portions of the new 'ceiling in corridors 121 and 122 will
17 be lowered to 8feet per AS! or PRi do you see that?
18
A. I do.
19
Q. What do you recall regarding the issue of
20 lowering the ceiling?
,
21
MR. ANDERSON: In those particular locations;
22 is that what you're asking?
23 BY MR. HAHN:
24
Q. Let's start with those particular areas.
25'
A. Could you, before I answer that/ refresh my
100
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1 record with respect to the exhibit.
2
I notice there's an attachment that's not
3 included. Thank you.
4
THE WITNESS: Could you ask that question one
S more time?
6 BY MR. HAHN:
7
Q, What do you recall regarding this issue of PR
8 5to raise two ducts in workroom 114?
9
A. I don't recall. I believe it's the area where
10 we had duct confiict.
11
Q. Okay. So is this in the same area where we
12 were lowering the ceilings?
13
A. You knowl I --It's been so long and without a
14 set of documents here and some plansl I don't know where
15 room 114 is, I don't recall where it is.
16
Q. Okay.
17
A. Sal I'm sorry.
18
Q. Why would this document come to you/ the PR
19 from Mr. Howard? .
20
MR, CHOU: Object to form.
21
THE WITNESS: Please understand that all
22 documentation comes to the field rep. To DPW first l and
23 then depending on what it iSI it's routed respectively.
24 BY MR, HAHN:
25
Q. And is that something that IS in the procedures

-----,

1 . Q. •• of the exhibit/ it says SEll will consider
2 this as work to be completed under AlA documents A201/
3 article 4.3/ claims and disputesl and will be adding costs
4 for delays by the AlE team l period. This delay by the A/E '
5 team is impacting the schedule of the projectl costs and
6 time of two l many personalsl SE/ZI Hobsonl Rudeen/ DPW,
7 involved in this project. SE/Z will ·· I think there's a
8 tyPOI "be" it should be •• implicating costs to the owner
9 jf this matter is not resolved immediately due to delays
10 pertaining to the A/E team. Do you see that?
11
A. I do.
12
Q. Now/ we previously talked about the claims
13 provision of A201; correct?
14
A. Uh-huh.
15
Q, Is this the type of notice letter that you
16 were referencing that needs to be written to preserve a
17 claim?
18
MR, CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
19
THE WITNESS: It is awritten notifi@tion -20 BY MR. HAHN:
21
Q, I'll represent·· excuse me, Did I cut you
22 off?
23
A. -- to the owner about talking .- referencing a
24 claim.
25
Q. I'll represent to you that yesterday in her
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1 manual that all documentation goes to the field rep?
2
A, It is.
3
Q. Okay,
4
(El:hibit No. 382 marked.)
5
MR. CHOU: FJ I do you have acopy of the
6 procedures manual?
7
MR, HAHN: No.
8
MR, CHOU: Definitely donIt have it in your
9 records?
10
MR, HAHN: No. Not that I'in aware of.
11
.Let's go off the record,
12
(Discussion off the record.)
13
MR, CHOU: During the beginning of this
14' :deposition I said that I would get them copies of -- or
15 counsel copies of the procedures manual as well as the AlE
16 manual. I believe we've produced the procedures manual but
17 not the AlE manual. It's still missing so I'll look into
18 that and provide you acopy.
19
MR. LARKIN: Thank you,
20 BY MR. HAHN: .
21
Q. Mr. Rutledge[ in the second to last paragraph
22 of the letter··
23
A, The very last page?
24
Q. Correct.
25
A.. Okay.

1 deposition[ Ms. Frew testified that DPW •• neither DPW nor
2 SE/Z waived the notice provisions of the contract,
3
A. Okay.
4
MR. CHOU: Object to form,
5 BY MR. HAHN:
6
Q. And she also testified that to do so would
7 take an instrument of th~ contract such as achange order[
8 aCeDI or an ASI; do you agree with that?
9
MR. CHOU: Object to form,
10 ' . THE WITNESS: I do,
11 BY MR. HAHN:
12 .
Q. Okay. Are you aware of SEll or DPW ever .
13 .waiving the notice provisions of the contract on the
14 bio5afety lab project?
15
MR. CHOU: Object to form,
16
THE WITNESS: Can you darify waiving?
17 BY MR, HAHN:
18 ' Q. Saying they don't •• they don't apply. You
19 don't have to •• SE/Z you don't have to give me notice of
20 claims.
21
A. No, The answer is no.
22
Q. Same with DPW. You don't ever recall SEll
23 saying to DPW, don't worry you don't have to give me notice
24 of claims?
25
MR. CHOU: Object to form,
112
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THE WITNESS: r do not recall that. I have no
~nowledge.

(Exhibit No. 383 marked.)
MR. CHOU: Let's talk aquick break.
(Brief recess.) .
lYMR. HAHN:
Q. You'lle been handed what's been marked as
:l:hibit 383. Do you recognize the handwriting?
A. I do not.
Q. It purports to be ameeting on site between
\lith Joe R., you; Chris M., Motley; Curt B.; and me. Do
'ou kn ow who me is?
A. I'm thinking it's Robert Howard,
MR. CHOU: Object to form; speculation.
THE WITNESS: I think that's the correct
nswer.
·YMR. HAHN:
Q. Okay. What was the issue •• what was the need
)r the AS! referenced by the checkmark Bob?
. MR, CHOU: Object to form,
YMR. HAHN:
Q. If I'm reading it incorrectly just please let
Ie know. I don't understand what the issue was.
A. As I recall there was the ramp, the footing of
Ie ramp was in conmct of some external electrical that
DD

-----,
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as going to be very costly and difficult to relocate. And
Ie ramp had an extra 12 inches of flat or level landing
lat was not code required. So the quick fix was just to
\Orten that up since it was not acode requirement to .
Iminate the need to .. of the conflict for the
ectrical.
Q. I see. Nowt there's another meeting or
'pears to be, 12/1 of '03; do you see that below the line?
A. Ido,
Q. ,. Do you know who's handwriting that is?
A. . I do not.
(Exhibit No, 384 marked.)
(MR. HAHN:
Q. You have been handed Exhibit 384 which is an
mail from Tom Long to you, among others. My question is
the fi rst line it says the agency would like to request
at the agency be notified immediately of any time
:tensions granted, and there reason, for reports agency
leds to make to the CDC. Do you see that?
A. I do,
. Q. Do you recall what interaction the agency had
th the CDC regarding this project?
MR. CHOU: Object to form; speculation, Are '
u talking about Health &Welfare) the agency?
MR. HAHN;
114
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1
Q. Whodo you under$tcmdtheagency to be inthis
2 e-mail?
3
A. I see Tom Long. I know Tom Long is the-- I'm
4 not goingtocall him the agency contact person for Health
5 &Welfare because I believe that was Dave Ricks, But
6 obviouslyTom works for Health &Welfare.
7
And to answer your question specifically, sir,
8 other than understanding some of the funding camefrom CDC,
9 I don't -- I don't have any-knowledge of what Health &
10 ' Welfare interacted, conversations, correspondence, to the
11 CDC. ,
' 12
Q. Did you ha\le any interaction with anyone at
13 the CDC?
14
A. No. I did not, as I recall.
15
Q. Do you recall whether the CDC was consulted
16 with respect to the design of the BSL project?
17
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
18
THE WITNESS: I recall being at a meeting that
19 the mechanical engineer stated that she had sent materials
20 to the CDC for review.
21 BY MR. HAHN:
22
Q. And you're referring to Traci Hanegan?
23
A, I am,
24
Q. And do you recall when that meeting was?
25
A. It was .. seems to me like it was the welding,

113
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1 or around the time of the welding issues.
2
Q. Okay. let's talk about he welding issues.
3
What welding issues do you recall on the BSL
4 project?
5
A. Can you tighten that up? .That seems general
6 to me.
'
7
Q. Okay. And it was meant to be general. You
8 said you recall Traci making astatement that she sent the
9 plans to the CDC. And she made that statement at about the
10 time the welding issues·· there were welding issues on
11 project.
. 12
So my question is, when you say at the time
13 welding issues were on the project, what were you referring
14 to?
15
A, There -- there was a glitch, for lack of
16 better terms) in the specifications. I believe it came
17 down·· really came down to definitions of terms, SMACNA
18 definitions as to the terms .- the'longitudinal and trans
19 .. trans -- struggling with that term. The perpendicular
20 seams, the longitudinal, as to how they were to be sealed,
21 as I recall.

22

Q. Okay,

23
A. And that, you know that'sfour years ago, so.
24 And I really don't recall if that was after the first round
25 of ductwork needed to be removed, I don't recall.
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Q. When you say glitch, would you agree wi.th me
2 that the plans and specifications on the aSL project
3 omitted a welding specification for the stainless steel
4 duct?
5
MR. CHOU: Object to form; foundation.
.6
THE WITNESS: 'To the best of my knowledge I
7 believe Traci Hanegan had referenced the wrong welding
8 code. So I guess thafs an error not an omission.
9 'BY MR. HAHN:
10
Q. Okay. Do you recall whether there was any
11 inspection criteria in the specifications with respect to
12 stainless steel duct welding?
13
A. I don't recall if there was.
14
Q. Do you recall that becoming an issue on the
15 project, the inspection of stainless steel-16
A. Yes, it did.
17
Q. -- duct welding?
18
A. Yes, sir, it did.
19
Q. Tell me what you call regarding that issue.
20
A. After it was determined the wrong welding code
21 was in the spec, the parties agreed to the right welding
22 code, which is a.. the welding code she had in there was a
23 pressure vessel welding code, as I recall. And she needed
24 awelding code that speaks to the SMACNA standards. And
25 you know, it's been so long I don't remember if that was
117
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MR, ANDERSON: Object to the form; vague.
THE WITNESS: Let me just retrad that, if I
may.

I am very familiar .. I am familiar with the
welding process. This, as we got into it, was rather
specialized. And my knowledge of these speciality welding
codes was .• I learned a lot during this project.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. But as I understand your testimony it came to
light on the project that Traci had specified the wrong
welding code in the specifications.
MR. ANDERSON: Object to the form; misstates
his testimony, assumes facts not in evidence, and has a
lack of foundation inherently.
MR. HAHN: He's going to join.
MR. CHOU: And it's repetitive.
BY MR. HAHN:
Q. You can answer,
A. With all do respect I think I already have.
Q. Okay.
MR. CHOU: The third time. You got your
answer. I mean ...
BY MR. HAHN:
Q, SO when this welding issue came to light on
the project what happened?
119
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1 the D-l, or the .• without .. it's been so long I can't
2 remember the names of those codes or the ..
3
' MR. CHOU: That's okay.
4 BY MR. HAHN:
5
Q. Was the pressure vessel code that you
6 mentioned 831.1,
7
A. I don't recall.
8
Q. ASME 831.1?
9
MR. CHOU: Objection; asked and answered.
10
THE WITNESS: I don't recall.
11 BY MR. HAHN:
12
Q. Now, you say it was the wrong code. Why do
13 you say that?
14
MR. ANDERSON: Object to form; lack of
15 foundation.
16 BY MR. HAHN: .
17
Q. Okay. Let me back up for aminute.
18
Do you have any experience in welding?
19
A. Very limited.
20
Q, But you've been around it in the construction
21 industry?
22
A. Absolutely.
23
Q. SO you halle aworking knowledge of welding
24 issues?
25
A. I do.
118

1
A. Can you be more specific; because after the
2 first round of iron went out, steel went out.
3
Q.' Okay. Now I think you Ire referencing some 304
4 stainless steel duct that was supplied to the project and
5 then removed; is that what you're referring to?
6
A. Yes, sir.
7
Q. Okay, So after that, this welding issue came
8 to light; correct?
9
MR. ANDERSON: Object to the form; misstates
10 the testimony and facts.
11
THE WITNESS: I believe that's correct.
12 BY MR. HAHN:
If - Q.. Okay, What do you recall? How was it learned
14 that there was awelding issue on the' project?
15
A.' There were a lot of correspondence and
16 traffic, I'll call it, because as I recall when Hobson, a
17 sub to SE/Z, was coming back with the 316L, I think the
18 means and methods of sealing the ducts became the need to
19 clarify how that was going to be done. And that's when
20 the, I think, when the welding code, the perceived wrong
21 welding code, came up.
22
Q, And who surfaced that?
23
A. I really don't recall. What I do recall was I
24 think Hobson, through SE/Z, indicated they were going to do
25 the longitudal .• they were going to weld one of the jOints .
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and the corresponding joint was going to be sealed, or
something like that.
Q. Do you recall whether ••
A. Excuse me. I just don't have atrue, you
know, memory of that.
Q. Do you recall whether the specifications at
that po int in time allowed for Hobson to perform its work
in that manner?
MR. ANDERSON: Object to form; lack of
foundation.
THE WITNESS: It was confusing to me as to
exactly how, after you read the code section/ I believe
there's very specific ways to author code language. And
somehow In that reiteration of the specifications although
the welding code issue was identified in amore general
sense as it -- as you followed it down _.
MR. CHOU: can we reread that question one
more time/ please.
(Question read back.)
MR. CHOU: Okay. And then there was an
objection, Joe/ I want you to try to answer that question.
MR. HAHN: I'll rephrase it.
THE WITNESS: Yeah/ please do.
BY MR. HAHN: "
Q. As I recall your testimony you mentioned that
121
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1
(Brief recess.)
2 BY MR. HAHN:
3
Q. Mr. Rutledge, during the period of time on the
4 project when these welding issues came to light, do you
5 recall meeting agentleman by the name of Norm Daneri?
6
A. I do.
7, Q, Okay. And tell me how you had occasion to
8 meet Mr, Daneri?
9
A. DPW hired Daneri as awelding inspector.
10
Q. And did he come to the project site?
11
A. He did.
12
Q. Were you there when he was at the project
13 site?
14
A. Yes/ sir. I drove him out there.
15
Q. And did he inspect the stainless steel duct
16 welding?
17
A. He did.
18
Q. Do you recall that he had an incorrect
19 ,specification that he inspected that duct to? '
20
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
21
THE WITNESS: I do.
22 BY MR. HAHN:
23
Q. Do you recall what specification he inspected
24 to? What project specification?
25
A. To the best of my knowledge he inspected to
123
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~. Dr stated that Hobson planned to weld some portions of

the duct and seal other portions of the ductj is that an
accurate statement of your testimony?
A. It is,
Q. Okay. And my question is, do you recall
whether the specifications, as drafted by the mechanical
engineer, allowed for Hobson to perform its work in that
manner?
.
MR. ANDERSON: Object to the form; lack of
:oundation.
THE WITNESS: In the ceiling?
3Y MR. HAHN:
Q. Correct,
A. No.
Q. You don't recall?
A. No/ I don't think the spec allowed .. there
\las -. there was·· to me it was confusing as to what
echnique was allowed.
Q. SO you don't-know whether sealing ~. using a
luct seal as opposed to welding was permissible under the
:pecifications?
A. I know it was referenced but I don't know if
hat's how the contractor was supposed to provide the seam.
MR. CHOU: can we take abreak?
MR. HAHN: Sure.
122

1 the BSL 3specifications.
2
Q. Well, now I'm confused. I asked whether he
3 inspected the stainless steel duct welding to an incorrect
.4 specification n.
5
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
6 BY MR. HAN:
7
Q..- i.e. from another project and you said he
8 did.
9 ,_ A. Ok,ay.
10
MR. CHOU: Object to form.
11 BY MR. HAHN:
12
Q. I just want to understand your answer.
13
MR. ANDERSON: Object; misstates his
14 testImony.
15 BY MR. HAHN:
16
Q. What is your testimony in terms of the
17 specification that Mr. Daneri had with him when he
18 inspected the stainless steel duct on the BSL project?
19
A. Okay. It is my recollection •.
20
MR. ANDERSON: I'm 'going to object that the
21 question is vague in terms of •• you mean at the time of
22 the inspection or at the time of order?
23
MR. HAHN: I said when he was on the project
24 site conducting his inspection.
25
THE WITNESS: To the best of my knowledge that
124
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IN THE DISTRICT COURT OF THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT OF THE
STATE OF IDAHO, IN AND FOR THE COUNTY OF ADA
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,
Plaintiff,

v.

)
)
)
)

Case No. CV OC 0508037
[Consolidated with Case No.CV OC 06-

) 00191]
)

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability company; and STATE OF IDAHO,
acting by and through its Department of
Administration, Division of Public Works,
Defendants,

STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Counter-Claimant,

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

ORDER ON SE/Z CONSTRUCTION
LLC'S MOTION FOR APPEAL BY
PERMISSION

)
)
)
)
)

)

HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,
Counter-Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited )
liability company,

)

d
ORDER-l
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ORIGlr~AL

)
Cross~Claimant,

)
)
)

v.
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Cross-Defendant,

)
)
)
)
)
)

--------------~-------------)
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its )
Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works,
Counter-Cross~Claimant,

v.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)

SE/Z CONSTRUCTION, LLC, an Idaho limited)
liability company,
)

)

.

Counter~Cross- Defendant.

)

-----------------------------))
STATE OF IDAHO, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division of
Public Works'
Third-Party Plaintiff,

v.
RUDEEN & ASSOCIATES, A
PROFESSIONAL COMPANY, an Idaho
limited liability company,
Third-Party Defendant.

)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)
)

)

-----------------------------)
HOBSON FABRICATING CORP., an Idaho
corporation,

)

)
)
Plaintiff,
)
v.
)
)
KEN GARDNER, an individual; DAVID
)
_R_O_O_K-,-,_an_l_'n_d_iv_id_u_a-'.l;_JA_N_F_RE_W--"-,a_n_ _ _ _ )
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Case No. CV OC 06-00191

(.

(

.

!

individual; LARRY OSGOOD, an individual;
CHRIS MOTLEY, an individual; and ELAINE
HILL, an individual,
Defendants,

)
)
)
)
)

----------------------------)
On December 21, 2007, SE/Z Construction, LLC's ("SE/Z") Motion for Appeal by
Permission came on for hearing before this Court. Hobson Fabricating Corp. ("Hobson") joined
in SE/Z's Motion. SE/Z Construction, LLC ("SE/Z") was represented by Frederick J. Hahn, III.
Hobson was represented by Thomas A. Larkin. The State of Idaho, acting by and through its
Department of Administration, Division of Public Works ("DPW") was represented by Phillip S.
Oberrecht. Rudeen & Associates was represented by Robert A. Anderson. After having
reviewed the motion and supporting and opposing documents filed by the parties, and after
hearing oral argument by counsel, the Court hereby ORDERS AND THIS DOES ORDER:
That SE/Z's Motion for Appeal by Permission is hereby DENIED.
The Court finds that SE/Z's Motion for Appeal by Permission was untimely as to the
Court's July 24, 2006 Memorandum Decision and Order denying SE/Z's Motion for Partial
Summary Judgment as to DPW's Affirmative Defenses.

SE/Z's Motion for Appeal by

Permission was timely as to the Court's December 14, 2007 Order Denying Motion for
Reconsideration of its February 28, 2007 Memorandum Decision and Order.

However, the

Court finds that an appeal from the December 14, 2007 Order Denying Motion for
Reconsideration would not materially advance the orderly resolution of the instant litigation.
DATED this
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I HEREBY CERTIFY that on the
day of
2008, I caused to
be served a true copy of the foregoing ORD--tR,-by the metHod indicated below, and addressed to
each of the following:
John Spencer Stewart
Thomas A. Larkin
Stewart Sokol & Gray, LLC
2300 SW First A venue, Suite 200
Portland, OR 97201-5097
Fax No. (503) 223-5706
Frederick J. Hahn, III
Holden, Kidwell, Hahn & Crapo, P.L.L.C.
1000 Riverwalk Drive, Suite 200
P. O. Box 50130
Idaho Falls, ID 83405
Fax No. (208) 523-9518
Robert A. Anderson
Anderson, Julian & Hull, LLP
250 S. 5th Street, Suite 700
P. O. Box 7426
Boise,ID 83707-7426
Fax No. 344-55io
Phillip S. Oberrecht
Chris D. Comstock
Hall, Farley, Oberrecht & Blanton, P.A.
702 West Idaho, Suite 700
P. O. Box 1271
Boise, ID 83701
Fax: (208) 395-8585
Jeremy C. Chou
Statehouse, Room 210
Boise,ID 83720
Fax: (208) 334-2830
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J. DAVlD NAVARRO
CLERK OF THE COURT
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